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EDITORIAL

Every year a fresh generation of boys arrive at Kearsney, who
find a ready-made school: its buildings, its masters, it way of life.
But in a rapidly growing school, things are not as established as
new boys might think. To those who have been at the school some
time, the changes can be bewildering and difficult to adapt oneself
to. In these circumstances, it is the new arrivals who to a large
extent can help establish the traditions which the new conditions
in the school demand. They can cope with the organic whole of
the new school, for it is all new to them. Through them, a new
building soon has patterns of behaviour associated with it; it has
a sunny corner where boys can sit and lace their boots on their
way to rugby, or prestigious positions for seats or beds which the
boys covet. At Eton, the school was thrown into confusion when
snowploughs cleared a path around a statue in a courtyard on the
side opposite to the one used by boys for hundreds of years in passing
the statue. So much a tradition do habits become.

But traditions go deeper than patterns of movement; a whole
code of behaviour, of thinking and attitudes, is implicit in the way

of life of the community which a new boy joins. This ethos must
also change as a school grows larger. An increase in numbers and
buildings does not simply mean an enlargement of the way of life
of the school; its social dynamics are radically altered. For example,
where in a smaller Kearsney everyone knew everyone else, different
factors control the formation of sub-groups and the emergence of
an elite in the post-1963 Kearsney. In this period of consolidation
which Kearsney is undergoing now, we are experiencing un
consciously the growth of new traditions. What sort of school is the
new Kearsney becoming? It is an exciting prospect, but everyone
must be fully conscious of the newness of the challenge if we are

to make the best of the opportunities that Kearsney offers today.
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R. H. MATTERSON

{A tribute delivered at the Memorial Service
by Mr. J. H. Hopkins)
Some forty-six years ago there arrived at the recently founded
Kearsney College near Stanger, a new Headmaster, namely
Mr. R. H. Matterson, M.A., to whom had been entrusted the

grave responsibility of shaping the destiny of a school that had
been opened only a short while before. True enough some of the
buildings were there in the shape of Sir Liege Hulett's beautiful
home, but there was little else. The handful of boys and the small
staff formed the nucleus of the family of Kearsney, for that is just
what the school became, with Mr. Matterson playing the role
of father, rather than that of the traditional headmaster.
Resources, both in material and finance, may have been

lacking, but the human resources of faith, courage and determin
ation were in abundance, and it was on these qualities alone that
Mr. Matterson could rely in those early days. Undaunted by dis

appointment and difficulties he accepted the challenge and reso
lutely set out on his life's pilgrimage.
As numbers gradually increased he gathered around him a
band of loyal and dedicated men and women, some of whom, in

spired by his example, were to serve Kearsney faithfully for the
next twenty-five years and even longer.
When in the early nineteen-thirties, it appeared that for reasons
of finance, Kearsney would have to close, it was Mr. Matterson

who pleaded with Synod to be given a final chance to save the
school. If ever a man's faith was tested to its limit, it was at this

critical stage in our history, but Mr. Matterson never wavered —
it was his school and he was determined to save it.

As it became increasingly evident that, situated as it was on a
restricted site at Kearsney, the school could never expand and so

develop into an economic unit, an alternative site was sought.
Thanks to the wisdom and financial acumen of the late Mr. W.J.
Williams and the late Mr. H. W. Haley and the generosity of such
men as the late Mr. Clement H. Stott and the late Mr.J.J. Crookes,
Mr. Matterson's dream of a new Kearsney College at Botha's Hill

was gradually realised.
It was a proud man indeed who opened his new school in

July 1939 — marking the culmination of so many years of sacri
fice and service. His final plans for the development of the school

were again to be thwarted, however, with the outbreak of the
Second World War, which was to restrict any expansion for several

years. It was thus left to his successor, Mr. Stanley Osier, finally
to implement his vision of the new Kearsney.
And now this vital link with our early history has been severed
in the passing of a great Headmaster. Today we at Kearsney share
the sorrow of Mr. Matterson's two daughters and their families, to
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whom we offer our very sincere sympathy. We must not allow this
sorrow to cloud our vision, however, so that we lose sight of our

great blessings. To have known and worked with Mr. Matty is a
privilege for which we thank God. His example is ever before us as
a shining light to guide us and to inspire us to higher ideals. He will
always remain part of Kearsney and its history.

In endeavouring to pay tribute to such a man I am deeply
conscious of my inadequacy, but I would like to mention just a
few of the qualities which commanded people's respect and yet
at the same time endeared Mr. Matty to all who knew him.

I think of his sincerity — his whole life saw an expression in a
practical way of his strong religious convictions, which were ever

the driving force behind all his thoughts and actions. Not only did
he love God and his Church but he loved his fellow men. His love

was patient, it was kind and envied no-one; it was never selfish
and not quick to take offence. His love kept no score of wrongs, did
not gloat over other men's sins, but delighted in the truth.
I know of few men to whom St. Paul's words may be applied

with greater sincerity, for he was in every way a fine Christian
gentleman. He was kind, generous, warm-hearted and went out

of his way to make strangers feel at ease, so that they were at home
in his company.

It was a strict personal rule that at least one tenth of his annual
income should be given to charity — this generosity embraced all
sections of the community.

This Chapel represented for Mr. Matty the very soul of Kears
ney; not only was he largely responsible for raising the funds to
build it, but even after his retirement he remained Treasurer of the

Chapel Committee, thus maintaining his keen interest until the
end.

There has been no more loyal supporter of Kearsney functions
and sporting activities — he even knew many of the boys by name,
although he was not in close touch with them. He spent his last

day watching cricket on our Oval — a relaxation that he enjoyed
more and more in his later years.

His was a quiet, yet keen, sense of humour which won him
many friends. Each time he visited the school he seemed to have a
fresh fund of humorous stories and anecdotes, which he accom

panied with a hearty chuckle which was so characteristic of him.
Mr. Matty has left his indelible stamp on the life and traditions
of Kearsney. The large number of Old Boys who remember him
with such affection, bear testimony to the influence he exerted
on them during their formative years. We, as Old Boys, owe a
great debt of gratitude for the guidance and direction we received
at his hands — it has stood us in good stead ever since.
I wish to close by reading what was one of Mr. Matty's favour
ite passages and one that he himself read with great dignity and
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pride following the Roll of Honour at our last Remembrance Day
Service.
"Then said Mr. Valiant-For-Truth:

'I am going to my Father's; and though with great difficulty
I am got thither, yet now I do not repent me of the trouble I have
been at to arrive where I am. My sword I give to him that shall

succeed me in my pilgrimage, and my courage and skill to him
that can get it. My marks and scars I carry with me, to be a witness
for me that I have fought His battles, who now will be my rewarder.'
"When the day that he must go hence was come, many ac

companied him to the river side, into which as he went he said:
'Death, where is thy sting?' and as he went deeper, he said:'Grave,
where is thy victory?'
"So he passed over, and all the trumpets sounded for him on
the other side."

The trumpets have sounded on the other side and another
pilgrim has completed his life's journey. I pray God that we may
be given the courage and strength to accept the charge he lays
upon us.
SCHOOL NOTES

Our past Headmaster, Mr. R. H. Matterson, whose life was so

closely connected with the growth of the School, passed peacefully
away in February. The School paid a splendid and moving tribute
to him at a memorial service in the Chapel.
We extend our sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. Burger on the death
of Mrs. Burger's father.
Mrs. Ireland was ill during the Christmas holidays, but man

aged to put a cheerful face upon it for her picture which appeared
in the newspapers, as she was the last, V.I.P., guest at the Berea
Nursing Home. Mrs. Biggar has also been away ill, and we wel
come both ladies back at the school.

We welcome: Mr. Beresford, who has come to share the careers

guidance work and teach some English; Mr. H. Sparks (Science)
and Mr. S. Vaughan (Science); Mr. and Mrs. Tracey who have
moved into Junior House, where Mrs. Tracey is the matron. Mr.
Tracey is taking the Extra Woodwork classes,
Mr. J. Viljoen spent six months with us, away from his fruit
farm at Montague, helping out in the Afrikaans Department. We
enjoyed his company, and he may be assured of many visitors from
Kearsney at his farm!
Mrs. Brosnihan was back for a term once more. We enjoyed
having her with us, and hope she will continue to look us up.
Mr. V. Calder is leaving us to take his well-earned retirement,
and we wish him and Mrs. Calder every happiness. We hope to
see them at the school and at the play reading circle that they
have formed at Botha's Hill.
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Two masters are taking study leave: Mr. G. Burger is going
overseas on a study tour in the Fourth Quarter, and we wish him a
successful trip. Mr. I. Gibson and family are going to the United
States for a year, where Mr. Gibson is to study Guidance and
Counselling at Cornell University. We wish them a happy and
successful trip.
Three masters have returned after a year's further study: Mr. D.
Bovey, Mr.J. Hall and Mr. P. Reece. They have soon made their
influence felt once more in those aspects of school life where their
interests lie.

Mr. D. Lewis-Williams was away for the first half-year, for

three months on holiday overseas, followed by a term at the Leys
School, Cambridge. We note that his arrival there was reported
in the School Notes of our contemporary, the Leys Fortnightly, in

juxtaposition with the news that their headmaster had acquired
a new Boxer puppy . . .

Mr. R. Whiteford has been touring Europe while on leave in
the second quarter, and writes of a hectic but wonderful holiday
during which he and his mother called on Mr. and Mrs. Oram.
We offer our sincere congratulations to the following:
Mr. and Mrs. de Beer, on their marriage.
Mr. S. Ridge, still on study leave, on his engagement.
Mr. and Mrs. Metcalf, on the birth of a daughter.

Mr. Alletson, on the publication of his book — the first
produced by a master while at Kearsney.

Mr. Jennings and Mr. Hewson, for being selected for (dare
we say it?) the Natal Over-Thirties Cross-Country team;

and to Mr. Jennings, for winning in record time the
team's race against the Natal Schools' Team, in which
we were represented by A.(Sandy) Milbank.
Mr. D. Bovey, on passing his B.A. (Hons.).

Tom Groom, on winning the 800 metres event at the S.A.
Junior Championships.
I. Cole and P. Gladman, on being selected for the Natal
Schools hockey side to play in the inter-provincial
tournament in July.
Gladman has had the distinction of selections for the S.A.
Schools Hockey side.

J. Barrow, on being selected on merit to participate in the
National Youth Science Week.

Terry Martin, on winning the Boys' Doubles and Mixed
Doubles titles, and being runner-up in the Boys' Singles,
in the Natal Junior Table Tennis Championships. He
will represent Natal at the S.A. Junior Championships.
J. Stamp and P. Mason, on winning the first round of the
E. G. Jansen Afrikaans Speech Competition, in which
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they defeated several Afrikaans schools in the Pietermaritzburg District.

J. Stamp has been chosen under the "Adopt a Lion" scheme to
follow the fortunes on tour of Jock Turner, a centre in the British
Lions Team. Stamp will write news to Turner's family about the
tour.

Everyone is working hard in preparation for the Grandstand
Fete in August. At the end of June the fund already stood at
approximately R5,ooo.
Scholarships:
Kearsney College Entrance Scholarship 1968: G. Cliff and
B. H. Prosser.

H. A. Koch Scholarship: S. J. Beningfield.
APPOINTMENTS

Head Prefect:
B. L. Clarke

School Prefects:

B. L. Clarke (C), M. B. Booth (F), A. J. Grant (P), J. F. K.
Sievers (J).
House Prefects:
Finningley: C. L. Campbell, S. C. Cerrish, T. R. Groom.
Cilungham: N. C. Forbes, R. H. Lloyd, J. M. Moore.

Pembroke: I. M. Endendyk, P. V. Mason, J. R. Stamp.
Junior: D. A. Blackbeard, D. Osborne, A. E. Salm, R. Perks,
R. M. Wade.

Cricket Captain: R. Perks
Swimming Captain: D. C. Prince
Athletics Captain: T. R. Groom
Rugby Captain: B. L. Clarke
Hockey Captain: P. A. Cladman
Tennis Captain: T. L. Martin
Shooting Captain: J. F. K. Sievers
Drum Major: A. J. Grant
Prime Minister: J. R. Stamp
EXAMINATION RESULTS
NATAL SENIOR CERTIFICATE, MATRIC EXEMPTION
Merit Pass: D. M. Abelson (English), J. B. Rickerton (P. Science), C. T, Burt
(P, Science, Maths), S.J. Chappie, D. C. Coleman, G, W. Collard (English),
K. A. R. Harris (P. Science), P. G. B. Irons,J. A.Joubert (P. Science, Maths,
Add, Maths), R. Kirkpatrick (P. Science, Maths), N. F. E. Leitch (English,
P. Science, Maths), E. Loubser, T. C. Makinson (P. Science, Maths, Add.
Maths), M. G. W. McAlister, M. H. McGibbon (P. Science, Maths, Add.
Maths), N. B, Meyerowitz (P. Science), B. D. R. Milstand, S. C. E. Murless,
D. A. Peddie (P. Science), C. Phaff (P. Science, Maths), T, N. A. Rivett-

Carnac (English, P. Science, Maths), T. E, Sommerville (English, P. Science,
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Maths), D.Stevens (P. Science, Maths), G. W.Theunissen, R.M.A. WallaceTarry (English, P. Science, Maths), W.J. Wills (P. Science, Maths, History).
Pass: G. J. Adendorff, M. J. Allnatt, A. G. Ashe, P. D. Brett, M. L. McLean>
G.J. Cawood, D.J. Gudmanz, A. G. Hayes, R. L. Hemphill, R. E. Hender
son, C. G. Holding, G. W. Hook, H. T. Howieson, R. R. Manicom, B. SMeth, M. Pampallis, D. W. Paterson, S. L. Paul, B. A. Pentecost, B. CPorter, P. W. Rolt, R. J. Russell, D. S. Scheepers, D. M. B. Scotcher, J. CSmith, R. J. Tindall, O. Toombs.
NATAL SENIOR CERTIFICATE ("A" Level)
S. M. Atlas, J. G. Baikie, B. C. Bannister, R. F. Duff-Richardson, P-J. WEarl, T. F. Feinauer, C. D. Ferguson, D. W. Foster, N. E. Herholdt, A. WJohnson, E. A. R. Karlsen, A. A. Knox, C. L. I.eibbrandt, M. H. Listerj
P.J. Pallet, P. L. Rimbault, D. P. Robinson, M.J. Weingartz, R. F. Whitfeld, E.J. Hughes.
NATAL SENIOR CERTIFICATE ("O" Level)

C. P. Ashby, J. V. Balcomb, J. G. Bester, C. A. Carr, R. T. de Sa Pessoa,
H. M. Fitzwilliam, C. D. Fry, B. C. G. Jackson, J. L. Liversage, T. T.
Lloys-Ellis, G. D. Martin, D. C. Milbank, C.J. Mundell,J. M. Nightingale,
W.T. Rake, G. N. Reeves, D. G. C. Richards, D. S. Roberts, B. M. Russell,
G. B. Saunders, F. E. Shephard, C. J. Smallwood, K. Smeath-Thomas,
R. J. Tessel, J. N. Trefusis-Paynter.

M. H. Gibbon, a member of last year's Matric form, has been
granted an A.F.S. scholarship to visit the United States in 1968/9.
David Stevens, also of last year's Matric form, has been awarded
the Public Service Commission Scholarship of R500 to study
Engineering at the University of Natal and P. R. L. Allen (1966)
and T. N. Rivett-Carnac (1967) have been awarded Entrance
Scholarships to the University of Natal. Ted Sommerville (1967)
has been awarded an Entrance Scholarship to the University of
Cape Town.
T. N. Rivett-Carnac tied with a Westville student, achieving

the highest marks for an English essay in the Natal Senior Certificate
examination. Both essays will be entered for the Queen Victoria
Memorial Prize, competing with other schools throughout the
Republic.

MEMORIAL SERVICE
MR. R. H. MATTERSON

Kearsney chapel was packed to its capacity on February 26th
as many came to bid a last farewell to that grant old gentleman
"Mr. Mattie". Old and young from far and near gathered to
praise God for his remarkable life.

The service was marked throughout by a quiet confidence and
note of triumphant victory. We were reminded constantly of one
who had fought a good fight, who had finished his course and who
had kept the faith, and all present felt convinced that the crown
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of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous judge, had laid up
for that very day, had been handed over.
Two fitting tributes were presented during the service. The
Headmaster spoke on Mr. Matterson the Headmaster (reported
elsewhere), and the Chairman of the District spoke on Mr. Matterson the churchman. This division was of course merely to prevent

repetition for this was never a distinction made in the life of Mr.
Matterson. For him the two were always inseparably united.
As the hearse left the chapel it passed between two long rows of

Kearsney boys standing reverently and respectfully to attention
and one could not help but feel that even "Mattie" himself would
have approved.
All who came to know him remember with proud thanksgiving
the life of Mr. R. H. Matterson. Here surely was a man who had
learnt to love his God and who showed that love in the practical
service of his fellow men.
ORDER OF SERVICE

Opening Sentences: The Chaplain.
Pall-bearers:

G. M. Oram

D. Clark

H. E. Hopkins
R.J. Crawford
W. Dyson
R. C. Best
Hymn No. 12. "Praise My Soul, The King of Heaven"
Ceremony by Sons ofEngland
Prayers and Scripture Lessons: The Chaplain.
Tributes:

Headmaster
and

Prayers:

Rev. C. Wilkins (Chairman of the District)
Rev. C. Wilkins

Hymn No. 615. "Guide Me, O Thou Great Jehovah"
Benediction:
Pall-bearers:

C. S. Meyer
A. P. Meyer
R. A. Meyer

R. Strudwick
G. Nel
G. E. Burger

CHAPEL NOTES

Vo LUNTARY prayers after evening 'prep' continue to attract a

large number of boys. Prayers on Mondays have been led by various
members of Staff whereas on Wednesdays the boys themselves
have taken over complete responsibility. A recent request from the

boys has resulted in holding prayers on Tuesdays as well as they
have found these times in the Chapel helpful and meaningful.

During 1967 six boys attended the Modderpoort School Leavers
Conference organised under the auspices of the Private Church
Schools and a further three attended a similar conference at the

beginning of 1968. These boys have formed the nucleus of a Sixth
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Form Discussion Group which meets in the Chaplain's home after
Sunday evening worship. The experience of the Conferences with
the opportunity of encountering each other as well as those from
other schools made way for 'The Great Encounter' to take place.
The group contains a good number who are growing increasingly
aware of the relevance of the Christian way of life and its impli
cations for their future.

The Guild continues to draw a large number of members.
Emphasis has been placed in the meetings on greater participation
by each Guilder, instead of a succession of outside speakers, as

well as opportunities for real social service. Groups of boys have
visited Clermont over week-ends to participate in a building pro
ject under the auspices of the Service club, Lions International.
A home is being built for an African widow and her eight children.
This project plus work group at our Botha's Hill Camp Site have
provided the Guilders with avenues for Christian service.
Kearsney Guilders and senior boys from the Church Youth
group at Indaleni have met together on two occasions. The first
gathering took place at Indaleni and a reciprocal visit was made
to Kearsney. As they have been involved in discussion about
common interests and problems they have discovered each other
as persons. For many it has been a startling experience to discover
that the other person, despite the difference in skin pigmentation,

is basically not different from himself. These sessions of study
together have been of great value and have reaffirmed the Gospel
message of the possibility of reconciliation in Christ.
The Guild service, held earlier this term, showed once more

what young people can do if only given the opportunity and some
encouragement. Chief Justice Holmes spoke of this present gener
ation of young people as desiring to 'play a role in the action and
passion of their times'. We must allow more opportunity for their
participation.
A.R.J.
HASSAN

by James Elroy Flecker

The presentation of a play like Flecker's Hassan is no easy
undertaking. The producer has to transport his audience into the
Eighth Century world of Haroun al Raschid, the Caliph of Bagdad,
who appears here as he does in the Arabian Nights with Jafar, his
Vizier and Masrur, his executioner. He has to infuse life into a

play that is often static, he has to overcome many technical prob

lems; he has to put across to his audience the magic and beauty of
Flecker's prose and poetry.
This is a formidable task for professionals, let alone those in

volved in a school production, with a cast that is very young and
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that (probably In the vast majority of cases) has had no previous
stage experience. The fact that we could sit through this production
without any sense of tedium, and that we thoroughly enjoyed it,
is an indication of the great measure of success achieved by Mr.
Hofmeyr, his actors and his stage crew.
Naturally, the production had its faults: poor positioning of
actors, as in Rafi's cell scene, where the two guards obscured him

to part of the audience; frequent inaudibility (serious in a play
such as this); technical inconsistency as in the haulage system into
Rafi's house; shaky sets; off-hand persons in minor roles. Such
shortcomings are to be found in most school productions, but they
must not be excused simply because it does happen to be a school
play.
S.G.

CAST (IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE)
Hassan, a Confectioner: Jeremy Solnick
Selim, a vulgar young friend: Derek Levy
Yasmin, a young widow: Wendy Sparks
Porter: Andrew Trytiman
The Caliph: Andrew Salm

Jafar, the Vizier: Peter Scully
IsHAK, the Court Poet: Peter Davidson
Masrur, the Executioner: Alewyn Zoutendijk
Rafi: Edwin Barrow

Ai.der, a slave: Andrew Trytsman
Willow, a slave: James Wood
Juniper, a slave: Glyn Meth
Tamarisk, a salve: Robert Craven
The Leader of the Beggars: Richard Theunissen

Dancing Girls: Penelope Celliers, Diane Murray, Colleen Philips
Ali, a loiterer: Julian Hitchcock
Abdu, a loiterer: Lawrence Watt
Chief of Police: Michael Booth

Captain of Military: Barry Clarke
Bearers: Gerrit Wessels and Wayne Rosenberg
Herald: Robert Lloyd
Pervaneli: Mrs. Pat Jennings
Prince of Basra: Arthur Liversage
Prince of Damascus: Christopher Thorpe
Turkoman Wrestler: Wayne Rosenberg
Caliph's Jester: Jeremy Earl
Rajah: Peter Williamson
Hang Won: Lawrence Watt

Ambassador: Julian Hitchcock
Wandering Dervish: David Jollands
Court Messenger: Peter Braadvedt

Court Tailor: Peter Goldman
Fountain Ghost: Clive Wootton

Master of Caravan: Michael Booth
Draper: Richard Theunissen

Grocer: Julian Hitchcock
Principal Jew: Lawrence Watt
Old Man: Peter Goldman

Watchman: Robert Lloyd
Woman: Glyn Meth
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Opening Chorus: Solos: Peter Davidson, James Wood, Matthew Shum.
Additional: Donald Fletcher-Evans.

Beggars of Bagdad: Jeremy Earl, Timothy La Fontaine, Arthur Liversage,
David Jollands, Robert Lloyd, Christopher Thorpe, Peter Williamson,
Murray Donaldson, Alan Gold, Jeremy Wallace-Tarry, Clive Wootton.
Police: Paul Cole, Flenry Pipkin, Michael King, Peter Roseveare.
Warriors Chorus: Michael Shannon, Richard Theunissen, Kevin Ashe, Denis
Laws, Timothy La Fontaine, David Venter, Alan Gold, Jeremy WallaceTarry, Clive Wootton, Gary Pearson, Edward Coltart, Kevin Clark.
Torturers: Michael Shannon, Timothy La Fontaine, Wayne Rosenberg,
Gerrit Wessels, Michael King, Murray Donaldson, Peter VVilliamson,
Gary Pearson, Jeremy Earl, Robert Lloyd.
Set designed and made by: P. E. Metcalf and R. C. Best
Properties made by R. C. Best
Lighting by P. E. Metcalf, assisted by Chris Milbank
Stage Management by P.J. Reece, assisted by N. van Niekerk, B. Harris,J. Kramer,
G. Weddell, G. Larsen, G. Schachat and O. A. Stueland.
Costumes by Mrs. A. Burger, assisted by Mrs, F. JcflVeys, Miss F, Balcomb, Mrs,
P. Milbank, Mrs. I. Harper, and Mrs. P. Arbous
Front of House: P. E. Metcalf and Mrs. P. Milbank.
Prompt: Alan Rycroft
Sound: H. C. Best

Make-up K. Clark, assisted by J. Corbishley, I. Duncum, H. Carter, C. Kingston,
J. Martin, A. Wilson, R. Lloyd.
Programme Design: Miss Judy Reece
Directed by: R. Hofrneyr.
We are also much indebted to Miss E. Keegan of Kloof for her assistance in the
dancing sequences.
We would express our special thanks to the Natal Schools Theatres Organization
and to the Anglo-Persian Carpet Co.

MUSIC NOTES

Recitals

On March loth, John and Mavis Hawkins presented a most

pleasant hour of operatic arias ranging from Handel to Puccini.
The recital was heard by a large audience who thoroughly

enjoyed hearing the various styles of operatic solos and duets of
the last two centuries. The accompanist was John Harper.
We are indeed grateful to visiting artists who give of their time
and talents to come and entertain us.
oOo

On June 2nd, a programme of piano music by Chopin was played
by John Harper while contrasting items were played by Mr. E.
Jacomb (oboe).
It was a dreadfully cold night for any musical performances —
both for performers and listeners, but a moderate sized audience
braved the conditions and evidently enjoyed the music as well as
being intrigued by the intricacies of the oboe and cor anglais
demonstrated so skilfully by Mr. Jacomb who trained at Kneller
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Hall and who has played in major orchestras in England and
South Africa.

Waltzes in A fiat and E minor. Chopin,
Polonaise in C sharp minor. Chopin.
Oboe Concerto in D. Alhinoni.

Chansonette. Hamilton-Harty.

Preludes in C minor and C sharp minor. Chopin,
Studies in A flat and G flat. Chopin.
Oboe Concertino. Volhnar Andreae.

Le Cygne. Saint-Saens,
Nocturne in C sharp minor. Chopin,
Impromptue in A fiat. Chopin,

Organ Recitals

Organ Recitals in the first half of this year have been given
by John Harper, and details arc given below:
March 3i8t
Trumpet Voluntary. John Bennett,
Trumpet Voluntary. Jeremiah Clarke,

Prelude and fugue in G minor. J. S. Bach,
Gavotte. Matthew Camidge.
Concerto Movement. T. Dupuis.
Sonata No. 2 in C minor. Mendelssohn,

Ave Maria von Arcadelt. F. Liszt,

'I'occata, E, Gigout.
May I2th
Cornett Voluntary. John Travers.
Trumpet Tune and Air. Henry Purcell.
Pastorale. Samuel Wesley,
Fantasia in G. J. S. Bach,
Sonata No. 3 in A major. Mendelssohn,
Introitus. F, Liszt.

Cantilena (Sonata No. 11). J. Rheinberger,
Sarabande for the Morning of Easter, H. Howells,
Toccata Primi Toni. E. Sark,

June 23rd
Fanfare. Guy Eldridge,
Introduction and Trumpet Tune. Maurice Greene.
Prelude and Fugue in D.J, S. Bach,
Sonata No. 4 in B flat. Mendelssohn,
Piece. Hcroique. Cesar, Frank.
To a Wild Rose. E. MacDowell.

Scherzino: "the Squirrel". Powell Weaver,
Trauerode. F. Liszt.
Intermezzo and Processional. Arthur Wills,

Those interested should note that all Organ Recitals arc given in the School
Chapel on SUNDAYS at 4.45 p.m.

Chapel Choir

This year the choir is again well up to strength in the Treble
department and, as usual, woefully short of tenors and basses — as
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the school becomes larger the numbers of seniors volunteering for
choir work diminishes and at the present rate future choirs seem
likely to consist of trebles only.
However, a number of anthems have been rehearsed and
performed in the limited time available, and a notable item was

the extended anthem A Procession of Palms by Malcolm Williamson
— an excursion into modern church music — performed on Passion

Sunday when the Chapel Choir was augmented by members of
the Staff Choir.

The Choirs are also busy rehearsing for occasions in the second

half of the year (anthems and the Faure Requiem) and next term
will see the customary and necessarily early start on music for the
Carol Services at the end of the school year.
Staflf Choir

Numbers are still well up and rehearsals continue each Tuesday
— when the hundred and one duties and activities around the

school permit attendance!
At present a programme of light music and also the Faure

Requiem are being rehearsed and it is hoped to present the music
later in the year.
Forthcoming Musical Events

An Orchestral Concert, to be given by the Pietermaritzburg
Philharmonic Society, conductor John Knuyt, is being arranged
for a Saturday in mid-August, and the second of the two termly
Organ Recitals in the third term will be given by organ students
of the school.

Carol Services will be given in the School Chapel on December
6th and 8th and other Recitals are being arranged and will be
notified to those interested in due course.

J.M.H.

LIBRARY

Anew system for the issuing of books was introduced late in the
first term. Under the unflagging supervision of Mr. Balcomb, this
system is proving effective in encouraging proper use of the library,
and in keeping a check on overdue and lost books.
We can with certainty say that the library has never been used

so much before. Injuly, 1962,the Chronicle reported that"The library
is becoming increasingly well-used". In that year, the library issued
510 books in the second term. Six years later, with the school en
rolment not much larger, the number of books issued in the second
term has more than trebled to 1,627.
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ANALYSIS OF ISSUE OF BOOKS

SECOND TERM 1968
English fiction
.. ..
Afrikaans books .. ..

865
406

English non-fiction

356

..

Total
Form

1627

I
II

132
348

III

40Q

IV
V
VI

325
309
75
29

Total

1627

StafT

E.R.J.

KEARSNEY PARLIAMENT 1968
D. Lewis-Williams

E. R.Jenkins

Jammerdrif
Ladysmith

Prime Minister

R. Philips
J. Stamp

Potchefstroom
Silverton

Leader of Opposition
Publicity Officer

M. Booth

Buffalo Bay

J. Barrow

Bluff

Speakers
Clerk

Government

Education, Arts and Science, Informa
H. Best
tion, Posts and Telegraphs ..
J. Barrow
Foreign Affairs, Immigration
Bantu Administration and Develop
ment, Bantu Education, Indian
Affairs

Bellville
Bluff

K. Clark

Cato Manor

I. Endendyk

Ermelo

P. Goldman
A. Grant

Grootfontein

Forestry, Tourism, Sport and Recre
ation, Health
Defence

Transport, Labour, Coloured Affairs..
Mines and Planning, Community De

Gobabis

velopment, Public Works, Social
Welfare and Pensions ..

H. Lloyd

Langebaan

Agriculture and Water Affairs
Justice, Prisons, Police ..

C. Roach

P. Scully

Finance, Economic Affairs ..
Interior, South-West Africa

G. N. Smith

Randfontein
Sezela
Stellenbosch

J. Solnick

Sappersrus

G. Schachat
R. Back

Sterkfontein
Brits

N. Blampied

Bloemfontein

H. Carter
B. Clarke

Colesberg
Compensation

B. Harris

Harrismith

Opposition

Deputy Leader
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H.Jakubowicz

Johannesburg

B.Jones

Janscnville

T. Mathews

Moddcrfontein

J. Wood

Woodlands

M. Yolland

Ysterplaats

and 55 Cross Benchers
PROGRAMME

February 24th
Motion of No Confidence in the Government. Motion won.
March 8th
.. Opposition Motion; "That the Government is not doing
enough to conserve South Africa's natural resources".
Motion won.

March 22nd

..

Government Motion: "That in view of the recent favourable

decision of the I.O.C., this House has full confidence in

the Government's new sports policy." Motion won.
May 10th .. .. Cross-bench motion: "That the United Nations should he
abolished." Motion won.

May 31st

.. Opposition Motion: "That Government's policy of separate
development is seriously retarding the country's economic
progress." Motion won.

June 2ist .. .. Opposition Motion: "That the present emphasis on defence
is misplaced inasmuch as the training provided is not com
prehensive enough." Motion won.

Debates this year have been spirited, with some good contributions
from new members. Mr.Jenkins has acted as Speaker in the absence
of Mr. Lewis-Williams, who, as successor in this post to Mr. Recce,
will be assuming office in the Third Quarter.
E.R.J.
JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

The first meeting of the Society was held on February gth, and
was one of inauguration during which the committee, A. Smith
{Secretary), M. Jollands {Public Relations Officer) and J. Morison
{Additional Committee Member) were elected.
The next meeting was held on February 23, and the motion
"The illegal regime of Mr. Smith should be toppled by the im
mediate use of force by Britain with the assurance by South Africa
that she will in no way interfere" was proposed by Messrs. Prosser
and Cliff who defeated the opposers, Messrs. Lurie and Sack.
An inter-school meeting with Hilton was held at Kearsney on
March 8th. The Hilton team proposed the motion "Man is not
civilized" and a Kearsney team comprising Messrs. Prosser,
Shum and Henzi opposed. The debate was won by Kearsney with
180 points to the 168 points of Hilton.
An internal debate was held on February 22nd and Messrs.
Fliovson and Simon were defeated by Messrs. Craven and Jollands
in proposing that "Capital punishment should be abolished".'

During the following internal debate on May 12th, Messrs.
Coleman and Mason proposed that "Modern youth waste their
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leisure time*'. Messrs. Morison and Stein were defeated in opposing
the motion.

The last internal debate of the second quarter was held on

May 28th. Messrs. Smith and Prosser proposed that "Entertain
ment films and eomic books should be banned". Messrs. Tessel

and Cliff opposed the motion which was won by the proposers.
A second debate against Hilton was held at Hilton on June 21st.
The Kearsney team, Messrs. Prosser, Smith and Shum, proposed
that"He little knows ofSouth Afriea who only South Africa knows".
The debate was won by the Kearsney team.
A. D. Smith

INTER-SCHOOL DEBATES

The team this year is:

Vlth Form:

J. R. Stamp (Captain)

Vth Form:
IVth Form:

G. Schachat
H. Carter

The team won the first round of the Junior Chamber Competition

against Westville Boys' High School. The next debate, against
Pinetown Convent, occurred in an atmosphere of crisis: at 4.45 p.m.

on the day of the debate Schachat was injured in a rugby match
and carried off to the San. H. Best was called in to take his place,

and Stamp spent the time before the debate preparing him to
make the third speech, in which he would have to sum up and
comment on the other side's argument. Stamp took over Schachat's

speech, although he had practically no time to prepare it. In spite
of this handicap, the team won the debate and Stamp was judged
the Best Speaker of the evening. A commendable achievement, and
we wish the team success in the final round against Westville
Girls' High in August.
E.R.J.

OVERSEAS TOUR 1967-68
The departure lounge of Jan Smuts Airport is packed as thirty-three boys

assemble prior to departing on the Kearsney College Overseas Tour. Many
relations, friends and well-wishers are bidding farewell. At last, with all on board,
the jet engines spring to life, and then, as we sink back into our seats, we realise
the tour has become a reality. We climb over the twinkling lights ofJohannesburg,
but it is hot in the aircraft and sleep evades most of us. Early next morning,

approaching Lisbon airport, we are told to prepare for temperatures below freezing
point.
We commence our visit to Lisbon with a drive through the city and visit the
Estufia Fria, the winter gardens where tropical plants grow under a 4,000 square

yard roof of slatted wood. Then on to Estoril, the Portuguese Riviera, for a fine
lunch. We return via the old-world town of Sintra and the Palace of Gueluse.

That night the clanging of fire engines send many of us a mile down the main
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street to witness the fighting of a fire which guts a cinema. We visit the Henry
the Navigator Monument, the Tower of Belem, St. Jeromes Monastery and the
Coach Museum, all situated on the Tagus. We cross the stately Salazar bridge
to visit the 450 ft. Monument to Christ the King,from which one gets a panoramic

view of the Tagus Estuary, the harbour and Lisbon. We continue southwards to
the quaint fishing villages of Sesimbra and Setubel, visiting two Moorish castles
en route. On to Madrid by air.

We visit the Valley of the Fallen in the Guardarama Mountains to the west

of Madrid. The gigantic cross, rising goo feet above the Esplanade, is most im
pressive. The rock on which it stands has been hewn out to contain a crypt with
its High Altar standing directly beneath the cross. Behind is a Monastery. We
visit the nearby Monastery at El Estorial, in which the Kings and Queens of
Spain lie buried. Next day we visit Toledo, famous for its steel, its Cathedral and
as the home of El Greco, the Greek artist. Back to Madrid to visit the Royal
Palace, undoubtedly the finest preserved of royal palaces and 3^ times the size
of Buckingham Palace. We dine at a typical Spanish restaurant, listen to Spanish
music and are introduced to Flamenco dancing, but unfortunately we arrive a
week too late for bull-fighting.

We fly over the snow-covered Cantabrian mountains to Paris, with its land
mark the Eiffel Tower. We visit the Arc de Triomphe, the Champs Elysees,

Concorde square, Notre Dame Cathedral, Napoleon's Tomb in the Place Invalides,
and the Louvre with its art treasures, the Mona Lisa, the Winged Victory and the
Venus de Milo. We dine at a typical Parisian Cafe, the Mere Kathrine, and

encouraged by the musicians we have a sing-song. Songs range from Sarie Marais
to Yellow Submarines and Zorba. We move to the Lido where, sipping French

champagne, we watch the magnificent floor-show. We drive to Versailles to visit
the Palace of the Kings, but the bitter cold and rain rather dampen our spirits.
Our evening flight affords us a birds-eye view of the lights of London. We
make an early start the following day to visit the Ford Car Factory at Dagenham,
but London traffic restricts our progress and our visit must be cut short. We pay

our respects at the South African Embassy and have the honour of meeting Dr.
Luttig, the South African Ambassador. We visit Trafalgar square, St. Paul's
Cathedral, The Tower of London and the Crown Jewels, Westminster Abbey,

Buckingham Palace and the changing of the Guard, Windsor Castle, Eton and
Oxford. Christmas Dinner at the Overseas Visitors Club, the Christmas Panto

mime, "The Mouse Trap", and the revue, the "Big Bad Rat" and, of course,
T.V. We visit Petticoat Lane, the Science Museum and Madame Tussaud's
Waxworks. So life-like are the wax figures that one was addressed by one of the

boys. He was surprised to receive no answer! Highlight of the visit is, no doubt,
Carnaby Street, While the visit produced a variety of colourful clothes, I fear it
led to financial embarrassment later in the tour.

Descending to land at below sea level Schipol Airport, Amsterdam, we are
reminded of Holland's continual fight against the sea, for the land is criss-crossed
by drainage canals. We undertake a sight-seeing tour of Amsterdam and the
docks by canal. We visit the Flower Market at Aalsmeer, a pottery at Delft, and
a clog factory. Rotterdam, the greatest harbour in the world, is in contrast to
Amsterdam,a'new'city,for its modern roads, underground railway and skyscrapers
bear testimony to the fact that it was almost completely destroyed during the war.
In the Hague we stop at the Peace Palace, seat of the International Law Court.
We visit the villages of Marken and Volendam where typical Dutch costumes are
still worn. We drive northwards to the Afsluitduik, the dyke enclosing the largest
reclamation scheme in the world, in which 600,000 acres have been reclaimed.
We visit an Indonesian Restaurant to sample 'rystafel', an Eastern dish of rice
to which is added a variety of spicy sauces.

And so, with Gabriel at the wheel of the luxury bus which will take us as far
south as Naples, we take to the Autobahn. We pause briefly at the War Cemetery
in Arnheim. Despite heavy mist we sense the industrial activity as we pass through
the 'forest' of chimneys in the Ruhr. We arrive at Cologne as the sun sets, but we
manage a short visit to the famous Cathedral. Its Gothic spires rise to 530 feet
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and while rather bleak within, the exterior is magnificent. The fact that it survived
the war is considered a miracle. Bomb damage can be seen, and on many walls
in many German towns bullet holes remind us of the war. On the western side

of the Rhine, we move southwards through Bonn and into the Gorge. We are
immediately struck by the many bridges across the Rhine, the Medieval Castles
perched on almost every hilltop, the large traffic, and they say that every available
piece of land is utilized. We pass Lorelei Rock and watch in vain for the Mermaid!
Impressive as this area is in winter, it must be beautiful in summer. We encounter

snow near Mainz, where we lunch, then we cross the Rhine and travel through
snow to Nurenburg, scene of many war crime trials. We see the New Year in
amid a display of fireworks. We continue to Munich where we lunch in a res
taurant opposite a beerhall often visited by Hitler. For lunch we have frankfurters

and sauerkraut! As we move into the mountains the snow becomes so deep that
snow ploughs are a common sight on the roads. The mountains become more

majestic as we negotiate the Zirl Pass and drop into the Inn valley. We spend
the night at Innsbruck and reach Westendorf before lunch.

For one wonderful week we relax in this delightful Austrian village nestling
in the mountains. Many of us master the art of skiing, some of us don't. Many
of us skim across the snow with the greatest of speed, some crash with the greatest
of case. The scenery is magnificent and while the falling snow is an experience
to remember, we wish for sunshine. We try our hand at tobogganing and find
cause for much hilarity. All too soon the week is over and we must move on.
Returning to Innsbruck we cross the Alps via the Brennar Pass. We travel

through the Dolomite Mountains and although the visibility is poor we appreciate
why they arc considered the most beautiful mountains in the world. At Cortina
we are introduced to Italian spaghetti. On the outskirts of Venice we leave our

bus and take a waterbus to St. Marks Square. Venice, suffering from one of its
coldest spells in history, is gloomy. Gondoliers refuse to brave the elements. It is
snowing when we visit St. Marks Square, but we feed the pigeons and visit the
Basilica, the Bridge of Sighs and the Rialto Bridge. We take a water taxi to the

Venetian glassworks to see how this famous glassware is made. We are not sorry
to move on, hoping for warmer weather further south.

The North Italian Plain is a blanket of white as are the Apennines which we
climb on the Autostrada del Sole. On this motorway one spends much time either
in tunnels or on ridges. Florence is no warmer, but we visit the Michaelangelo
Square from which we get a panoramic view of the Arno river, the Ponte Vecchio
and the city. We visit the Baptistry, the Cathedral and Belltower, the Medicee
Chapel, Michaclangelo's David and Art Galleries. The level to which the waters

of the river rose during the floods is clearly visible on buildings and on paintings.
Restoration is a mammoth task.

Our visit to Assisi is called off owing to the ice on the road, so we continue
on the Autostrada del Sole to the Eternal City, Rome, where the old and the new

blend so well. En route restaurants and shopping centres span the highway and
arc easily accessible to both streams of traffic. From afar the dome of St. Peters

can be seen. Passing the Olympic Village we reach our hotel near the Vatican

City. Our visit to the Vatican with its library. Art Gallery, Sistine Chapel and
sculptures is all too short. St. Peters too, the largest church in the world, with its
mossaic cupula and Michaclangelo's Pieta, cannot be adequately seen in a few
hours. We are fortunate to visit the square to hear the Pope address the people.
Our visit to Rome includes the Victor Emmanuel Monument, Michaclangelo's
Moses, St. Paul's Outside the Wall, the Ancient Forum and the Colosseum,
the Catacombs and the Pantheon, largest dome in the world. It is strange that
this dome, built in the year 27 B.C. has not been bettered in this age of modern
building techniques. Fountains, squares and obelisks abound in Rome, but Trevi
fountain has a special significance and we toss a coin or two in. On the outskirts
of Rome we visit the beautiful fountains of the Villa d'Este in Tivoli and Hadrians

Villa, but the cold spell has frozen many of the fountains and the pools at Hadrians
Villa. Little wonder that the Romans made use of interior heating!
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Continuing southwards on the Autostrada we pass Monte Cassino, scene of
one of the bloodiest battles of the last war. Some distance from Naples Mount

Vesuvius comes into view. We visit the ruins of Pompeii and on our return to

Naples we call at a cameo factory. It is wash-day in Naples, wash lines strung
between buildings and washing outside almost every window, obvious proof.
Next day we rise early to take the ferry across the beautiful Bay of Naples to the
island of Capri, where many film stars have Villas. A nerve-racking trip in dilapi
dated local taxis takes us up the windy road to the top of the rocky island, from

which point one has a panoramic view of the Bay, Naples, Vesuvius, Sorrento
and part of the Amalfi coast. The blue waters of the Mediterranean lure some of
the boys to take a dip in their underpants. After a drive to Sorrento, we return
to Rome to make our flight to Athens.

We arrive in Athens in the teeming rain which rather spoils our visit. We

visit the Archeological Museum, rich in art treasures, including exhibits recently
excavated at Mycenae and dating to the 15th and i6th Century B.C. We visit
the Stadium, the Acropolis, the Parthenon and the Odeon Theatre. We dine
at a Greek restaurant, then prepare for our departure at 2.10 a.m. The tour has
come to an end, but we are happy at the thought of a happy reunion with our
families and friends.
R. D. B.

CHESS CLUB

A DECLINE in membership has been more than offset by the

ability and enthusiasm of the players. Our teams,junior and senior,
are doing very well in the inter-schools tournament organised by
the Pietermaritzburg City Chess Club. The junior team is lying
first with 9 points out of a possible 12, and the senior team is
second in its section with 5^ points out of a possible 8.

Most of the games have been keenly contested and our teams
have received many compliments on their behaviour and sports
manship.
D.B.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

Despite the waxing and waning of interest which reflects the

comparative calm of the first few weeks of term, or the crisis of
imminent examinations, we have had an encouraging attendance

at meetings and an active nucleus of members using the darkroom.
From the prize money won in the Natal Inter-Schools Photo

graphic Competition last year we have been able to equip the
darkroom very adequately for developing, enlarging and print
finishing, and purchase a slide projector, screen and various
accessories for use during our meetings. These have already been
much in demand.

In our meetings this year it has been gratifying to have Com
mittee members taking a far more active part than before. We have

had practical demonstrations of film developing and enlarging
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primarily for the benefit of junior members, and a highly enter
taining panel discussion of members' prints.

As visiting speakers we have had Mr. Dennis Cleaver, who gave
us an entertaining glimpse of the sustained hard work that belies

the glamour of industrial photography; and Miss Godbold, whose
fine pictures of the Drakensberg, taken on many climbs and hikes,
were of great interest both to our photographers and members of

the Exploration Society who attended. We thank them for coming
and greatly enjoyed their visits.
J.A.H.

MOTOR CLUB

W E L co M E to all new members ofthe Club including a new member

of staff, Mr. Vaughan, whose interests lie in Citroens and Peugeots.
He has given many members the opportunity of finding out how
Citroens work.

Our thanks go to Mr. Harvey for his donation of a 1935 Chev
rolet to the Club. This car is too big to fit into our workshop and
the space outside the workshop is used. Wessels has been placed
in charge of work on the Chev.

The woodwork on the M.C. is almost complete and we hope
to have it ready by speech day.
Mr. Whiteford's Wolseley, which the club rebuilt more than

three years ago, is still giving faithful service, and still catches
the eyes of many.
M.M.

EXPLORATION SOCIETY

The year began with the sale to members of 150 copies of the
Exploration Society Journal which forms a record oflast year's activities.
As well as the trips which are described below, we have held two

slide shows, one given by Mr. B. Beck on "Mountain Trails", and

one by members who showed some excellent pictures of Society
outing.
SENIOR HIKE

We started the Society with a hike up the Sani Pass in 1959 and
were so clapped by the time we arrived at Mokhotlong that we
decided to come back by Bill Bright's jeep. History repeats itself.
Although they have straightened out many of the kinks up the
pass and have graded the road as much as possible, it is still a
mammoth task to hike up with your 30 lb. kit bag. We tried that

after 4 p.m. this time and we stragglers arrived at the police post
on top just on 7, in the dark, muttering and near dropping.
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We were very fortunate in that Michael Hipkin, who lives
fairly close to Himeville, was able to take us up to the S.A.P. post
just 2 miles from the top. Had this not been kindly arranged, the
trip would have stopped before it really got started. Our party
consisted of three from Kearsney, and three from Thomas More,
which made a very workable unit. Albert Storm, Peter Hirsch and I

had one tent while Robert Maclntyre, David Bunn and Neil
Christensen from Thomas More shared the other.

We left just after the rain, so it was not surprising when the
R.M.T. Pullman was stuck outside Impendhle. Crawler tractors

pulled us out and set the seal on the hike. We slithered up the
pass in Michael's Toyota truck when others said he would not get
anywhere near the police post, and we hired two road makers in
the dark of evening to carry some of our ruc-sacks up the last 2,000
feet. It's no fun clawing 3,000 ft. skywards in just 2 miles. The
chalet up on top compensated however for all the hardship. The
original hikers might be interested to know that Victor, who
helped us out by taking our kit up on that first trip we made, is
manager of the chalet in Lesotho. To eat warm food, to sleep warm
under blankets, away from the howling wind — that is the Chalet.
To sleep on a hillside, to freeze slowly from the toes up, to bruise

one's hip-bone — to lie awake wondering why the . . . we ever
came — that is the first night's camp away from the Chalet! What
a wasted day it was too. The mist was heavy and our plan to walk
along the escarpment rather than go inland to the mule track,
misfired. I have never before walked in circles, and would not have
believed it possible had we not done it twice that first day. The
sight of Natal under a heavy layer of cloud, swirling mist eddies,
and precipitous free-falls of the escarpment, made up somewhat
for the miserable day.

Our second day dawned fine and clear and we made the trip
to the top of the highest point south of Kilimanjaro, Thabana
Ntlenyana, 11,428 ft., by mid-afternoon. We had broken off our
journey to look down into the massive Umkomaas valley from the
head of the Sehonghong valley where the two river systems almost
meet. In our four trips to the top, this was the first time that we

had ever taken up our ruc-sacks with us, so we celebrated by brewing
tea with melted snow, right on top; sorry coffee — not tea.
From the top we dropped down into the Mokhotlong river
valley and having been delayed on our first day, we had to make
a 21-mile hike of this last leg. What a trudge that was. The road
dropped down too soon for my liking, for I have proved that what
goes down, must come up. We could see the approximate height of
Mokhotlong and that didn't help any when one was walking
through the mealie fields. We found once again however, the
delightful friendliness of the local folk, who would go out of their
way to show us the right route, their school /mission church and
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even share their kaffir-corn beer. But what a long slog this was.
Eventually we reached the much improved "city", Mokhotlong.
How this place has grown since 1958. It has become the centre of

the N.E. districts of Lesotho since Independence and has acquired
its first African District Commissioner. The old Pack Horse Inn is

now a trading store, the hospital is fully operating, and a big co-ed
school has been put up beyond the hospital. There are many
more houses along the hillside above the gaol. One thing hasn't
changed, and that's the cold It was bitterly cold, so we slept in
the office of the R.M.T. on the stone floor.

A goods jeep took us to the top of the pass the next day and
taking advantage of the use of the wool shed there, we decided to
sleep one more night in Lesotho. What a night. The wool shed had

more holes than floor and the wind raged all night. I have never
been so cold in many a year, and we were anxious to greet the

dawn. Water in the billy inside the shed was frozen to a depth of
I inch and water drips at the police post made a veritable fairyland

of ice-shapes encasing the grass blades.
With our little bits of left-over food we traded a carry for our
ruc-sacks on the packs of mules going down the pass to collect

supplies. As Michael Hipkin was calling for us at the Giants Cup
Motors below the hotel at 4 p.m. we could afford to take it easy,
but we were very pleased to get there nevertheless.
After all this excitement and activity what can one say of the

hospitality at the Hipkin's farm. I would not be wrong to say that
this was the highlight of the trip — good food, happy fellowship
and plenty of hot water. We have never ended a trip on such a
sumptuous note before. It makes one wish that we did this thing
every Easter.
K.G.F.

JUNIOR HIKES

The Junior Section of the Society has been very active this year,
for three expeditions have been undertaken. Two of these were

actually organised by the Natal Educational Activities Association
and run by Mr. Barry Beck, a Kearsney Old Boy, assisted by Mr.
Jenkins, who helped with the transport and generally tagged along
to take pictures and enjoy himself while Mr. Beck did all the
prompting, shepherding and nagging.
The first party consisted of Messrs. Beck and Jenkins, five
Kearsney boys and two Glenwood boys, who spent five days at
the Giant's Castle Mountain Hut in January. This is a wonderful
retreat, high up under the Giant, from which fine hikes were
undertaken up the Berg and long the contours. The second trip
saw the same organisers with ten Juniors (the fame of these trips

had spread), spending five days at the Giant's Castle Log Cabin
(which was very cosy, as it is designed for four people, not twelve,
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even if they are juniors!) The cabin is an ideal base from which to

visit many Bushman painting shelters and explore the broken
country, away from the escarpment, where so much game is to
be seen. On these two trips the boys learnt a great deal about
conservation and kept diaries of their observations.

Later in the Easter vacation Mr. Jenkins and five Fourth
Formers went camping in the Gathecral Peak-Cathkin area of

the Berg. Enjoying fine weather, they explored the Ndedema Gorge
and hiked from their base camp in the Sebaaieni Cave to Stable
Cave, and back along the Contour Path. The trip was strenuous
but great fun, and members of the Society are keen to go there
again.
F.R.J.

EXAMINATION ESSAYS

Marking examinations is not always a drudgery. Sometimes,

under the stress of examination conditions, boys produce some
quite unusual work, which is often the most difficult to assess. The
Editor would be interested to know what Chronicle readers think of

the two essays that follow, both of which were written in the June
examinations at the School this year.
DO SCHOOLS TR.MN US FOR "LIFE"?

By a Fifth Former

A large majority of school leavers in this country step into the world not knowing
what they are going to do for a living. They have passed their e.xams but they
don't know enough about the world around them to start a life of their own.

They leave school after having their education dished up to them without their

having to seek knowledge on their own. When they go to university and they
have to do everything on their own they cannot keep up the pace.
Many school leavers don't know what to expect from the world, or how to
approach their problems, and when they are faced with them, try and run away
frotn them. I believe that this lack of confidence is due to the wrong teaching
approach used by teachers today.

There should be more discussion in the classroom ott politics and world
problems to let the students give their opinion from what they know, and the
teacher give his, so that all may gain knowledge from the discussion. It will give
the students a much broader outlook on the matter discussed and it will show them

that not everyone thinks the same way, which will help them reason in later life.
In the same way I think economic affairs should be dealt with to give students an
idea of how money is spent and how it should be spent. Also a broader outlook
should be made possible for students as far as careers go. An idea of what one
would like to do should be established early in life to enable the person to really
feel he is working towards something worthwhile, something which is material
to him and not just a certificate which most people work for these days. Teachers
say, "Just get your matric and you will be well away." Wrong. What is the good
of a matric certificate if you have absolutely no idea of what you would like to
do? It is a waste of time trying to find a suitable job when you have left school,
by jumping from job to job. More emphasis should be placed on aptitude tests
at an earlier stage in school life — not right at the end when you have already
got an "O" level pass which is virtually of no value.
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Schools offer nothing for the boy who is slightly inferior, to show his capa
bilities. Some sort of leadership course should be held or made available to boys
who have potential as leaders. In the whole of South Africa I know of only one

organization which offers such possiblities to boys. It has only two branches, and
up until last year there was only one. This is the Veld and Vlei Trust. There are
many boys in the country who have great potential but just haven't been able
to see the light and get on with it. I think that this is a great pity to the boys them
selves and the country must also suffer as a result of it. It could be of great bene
fit if all the leadership possibilities in young men were drawn out and used.
At schools, sport is about the only outlet for leadership capability. Most
leaders in schools today are sportsmen — but what of the boys unable to do sport?

They get no chance of proving themselves as leaders and as a result they are
generally fade-outs at school and leave school with no self confidence at all. It is
a waste of good manpower. These boys must have some leadership and character
— it just hasn't ever been given a chance to develop. Very seldom is a school
leader a boy with no sporting background.
Another thing at schools is that individuality and self confidence are sup

pressed, by seniors when a pupil is a junior and by masters when he is a senior.
This withdraws the outward-going characters. Too much is withdrawn and sub
dued by schools and their rules.

More opportunity should be given to each individual to prove himself to
himself, and to try and draw out his leadership capabilities. And the way to do
this is to have more discussion and expression of opinion in the classroom under

supervision of a master who can guide them. Also a course specially to draw out
leadership possibilities from boys should be in constant use at every high school
so that every student gets his fair share in trying to prove himself. Leadership and
general knowledge are the keys to success in later life and schools should provide
this in their education programmes for the high schools in South Africa.

In this way our schools could prepare us for life outside school with an even
balance ofschoolwork and outside knowledge which we could use with confidence.
"GET OFF MY BACK!"

By a Fourth Former

"Get off my back, baby." A cry from inside his mind, a scream.
Charles stood blindfold, blind, waiting for the bus (the bus never came) to
take him on. The rain came down, dirty, soaking his wet clothes, his skin. It was

agonizing and he just had to get away. The drizzle was tearing him."You can't
go. I won't let you. You can never be alone as you want to be."

"Just get off my back. I will go," came deep from his mind. He couldn't
think straight but he just had to get away from the world and all the time the
endless stream, raining, drizzle, on him, washing him.
"You won't go," mocking from the rain.
"God damn it, I'm going. Get off my back, I say."

Charles felt like running, down the cold, hard, unfeeling pavement and
away from everything. He didn't want the world as he knew it.
The rain: "Don't go!"

"Getoffmyback, getoffmyback."

He couldn't stand it any longer. His mind screamed, piercing his body and
he could no longer stand still and be drenched.
Oh God, he must run.

His legs began to piston along the wet pavement, cold, because the bus never
came to take him on and away from all that he hated. He ran and with each step
he killed more crawlingcockroach people. The people that he hated.

The blindfold began to lift and he could see. The rain stopped and he stopped
running. The crowd of cockroach people swarmed on him and held him there.
His dream disintegrated and that brief moment of hate and rebellion was over
and he would never go now, never be alone.
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Charles stopped thinking and his mind only echoed,"Get off my back, GET
OFF MY BACK," but they would not and it was useless. He had to live, God,
he had to live.

CRICKET

FIRST XI

With the departure of Irons, Cawood,Jackson and Fitz-William,
the first term saw a comparatively inexperienced side battling to
build itself into a team. One obvious problem was to fill the gap
left by Cawood, who had done so well opening the innings, while
another was to find the right bowling combination. Although these
problems are not yet completely solved, the batting of Gamble
and the bowling of Perks, Booth (towards the latter part of the
season). Atlas and Clarence were encouraging signs that the team
would do justice to itself later on this year. Cole's batting also
improved and if he learns to pick the right ball to hit on the leg
side he will make many runs. As captain. Perks began to show more

confidence while his batting showed what he could do when he
set his mind to it.

Team:Endendyk, Gamble, Perks, Cole, Gladman, Moore, Martin,
Johnson, Clarence, Atlas, Booth.
RESULTS

lOth February

vs. Alexandra High

Away

In a low-scoring match on a wicket which was damp at one end, Alexandra
scored 72. Kearsney were bowled out for 69 in a tense finish, unable to withstand
some very accurate bowling by Zeiler who used the conditions extremely well to
finish with 9/29 in 19 overs. Cole 18 and Gamble 15 were the only Kearsney
batsmen to make double figures.
Result: Alexandra won by 3 runs.
14th February
vs. Old Boys
Home
Sent in to bat on a plumb wicket Kearsney made 177, with some useful con
tributions from Endendyk 56, Perks 36 and Martin 24 not out. For the Old Boys
Sawyer bowled very tightly to finish with 7/21.
The Old Boys' innings began sedately enough but when Hipkin had got his
eye tuned to familiar surroundings he showed appreciative spectators and a rueful
ist team just how far and fast a cricket ball can travel with sweet timing. One of
his numerous sixes cleared the tall gums by at least three feet — some hit this.
Result: The Old Boys won by 3 wickets.
21St February
vs. Isaacs' XI
Home
Kearsney batted first again but battled to find the runs against the accuracy
of Ian Tayfield's off spinners and, later, against Ric-Hansen who swept away
the tail. Only Clarence 27, Gladman 15 and Cole 27 not out made any headway.
The wicket-keeping of John Waite was a delight. It seems that the years do not
dim his lustre.

Although Wilf Isaacs blamed the bat he was using for the catch that went
to first slip, one could tell that he needed more of Roy McLean's coaching for
the latter soon found that his bat had not lost its old magic; while John Waite
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at the other end proved that he needed no coaching. Atlas was the only Kearsney
bowler to come out with a smile, 5/54.
Result: Isaacs' XI won by 7 wickets.

24th February
vs. Westville
Away
This will be a match that Kearsney will want to forget, for indifferent batting
saw them crumble to a total of 94 runs. Only Perks with 19 and Gamble with 24
offered serious resistance to a keen Westville attack, A more attacking approach
would have been a better policy, as Westville showed when they rattled up the
winning runs with only 3 wickets down.
Result: Westville won by 7 wickets.

11 th March
vs. Hilton
Away
Hilton elected to bat on a damp wicket which proved to be perfectly docile.
The Kearsney bowlers could get nothing out of it and Hilton had little difficulty
in scoring 181 /3 declared. Kearsney replied with 107/4 with Endendyk 36, Cole
45 not out and Clarence 18 being the main scorers.
Result: Draw.

30th March
vs. St. Stithians
Home
The annual match against St. Stithians did not produce the fireworks every
one was hoping for, although Gamble as opener 54, Perks 72 and Cole 31 made
their runs well. Missed chances by their opponents allowed Kearsney to cruise
to 191/4 declared.
St. Stithians started in good style and appeared all set to meet Pcrks's good
declaration, but after Sherwood and Argyle had looked set the rot set in and with

all the bowlers taking one or two wickets St. Stithians were all out for 110.
Result: Kearsney won by 81 runs.

It is with pleasure that we record that Mr. Gibb will be returning
to us ne.xt season; his services are greatly appreciated.
I.B.G.
SECOND XI

This young team, well captained by Jones, has developed into a
determined and successful side. While rain has led to the can

cellation of some matches, the four games played were all won by

Kearsney. Booth, Moore and Schachat were most successful with
the bat, well supported by Reece, Perks and Kirk. With the ball,
Donaldson, Osborne and Perks produced the best figures.
RESULTS

vs. Port Nat.\l ist XI — Won by 2 wkts.
Port Natal; 120 (Donaldson 5 for 24).
Kears-Ney: 124 for 8 wkts. (Booth 36, Moore 22).
vs. Alexandra — Won by 83 runs.
Kearsney: 15B (Moore 60, Perks 30).

Alexandra: 75 (Osborne 3 for 4, Botts 4 for 24).
vs. Greytown ist XI — Won by 68 runs.

Kearsney: 124 for 7 wkts. deck (Reece 27, Schachat 57 n.o.).
Greytown: 56 (Osborne g for g).
vs. Queensburgh ist XI — Won by 2 wkts.
QiiEENSBtiRGH: 85 (Pcrks 5 for 28).
Kearsney: 86 for 8 wkts. (Kirk 26).
R.B.
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THIRD XI

Ofthe five scheduled matches, rain allowed only three to be played;
against Alexandra (won), Westville (won) and Hilton (lost). Led

by L. Colledge, the team showed cohesion and keenness, but, with a
few exceptions, seemed unwilling to really attack the ball. Atlas,
Schultz, Bowdcn, Kirk and Phillips were the most successful
batsmen, while the seam bowlers. Kirk and Bowden, claimed
most wickets. Off-spinner Botts was successful in the Hilton match
with 6 wickets for 51 runs. A more fiery fourth term is anticipated.
P.J.R.
UNDER 15A

The weather reduced the number of matches played in the first
term to three so that it is not easy to assess the potential strength
of this side especially as the opposition in all except one of the

matches was hardly testing. Hilton, 128 for g, were allowed to
reach 180 before being dismissed and this generosity doubtless
cost us victory.

Nevertheless, some excellent individual performances were
produced of which Buys's 7 for 28 and Foss's 75 not out, both against
Hilton, stand out.

The seam bowling shows considerable promise. Buys bowled
very well and Hall will be good when he improves his direction.
The spin attack looked a little thin until Knight came in against
Hilton and bowled his leg breaks very well without luck and,
regrettably, without the necessary support from the field.
The batting looks solid with Foster, who led the side most
competently, and Foss always among the runs.
The fielding was erratic and too many chances were not taken.
RESULTS

vs. Alexandra (Away): Won by 5 wkts. on the first innings.
Alexandra; 60 (Buys 7 for 24) and 27 for 8 (Hall 7 for 20).
Kearsney; 81 (Foss 19, Foster 19).
vs. Westville (Away): Won by 9 wickets on the first innings.
Westville; 59 (Hall 4 for 16, Byus 4 for 23) and 69 for 4(Morgan 2 for 17).
Kearsney; 154 for 4 decl. (Foss 57, Bester 25, Foster 23).
vs. Hilton College (Away); Match drawn.
Hilton; 180 (Buys 7 for 28).
Kearsney; 144 for 3 (Foss 75 n.o., Foster 45).
M.A.T.

UNDER 14A
RESULTS

yr. Alexandra; Alexandra won by 5 wkts. on the first innings.

Kearsney; 102 (Wills 44, Russell 20) and 25/0.
Alexandra; 170 (Davies 3/29, Kingston 3/43),
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vs. Westville H.S.: Match drawn.

Westville: 164 (Cliff 5/46).
Kearsney: 74/5 (Wheeler 20).

vs. Hilton College; Hilton won by 8 wkts. on the first innings,
Kearsney: 120 (Bunting 36).
Hilton: 177/2.

This team put much time and effort into their cricket and were

unfortunate to have a number of matches rained off. I expect
their keenenss to bear fruit during the coming season.
J.L.H.
UNDER 13B

This team, captained very ably by G. Houghton, makes up in
enthusiasm for what it lacks in skill. They have particuarly enjoyed
the experience oftravelling away and taking part in all-day matches.
RESULTS

vs. Beachwood: Lost by 34 runs.
Kearsney: 31.
Beachwood: 65.
vs. Clifton (Durban): Draw.
Kearsney: 66 for 6 (Webber 20, Waller 15).
Clifton: 41 for 8.
vs. CoRDWALLEs: Draw.

Kearsney: 40 for 6 declared.
CoRDWALLEs: io8 for 5.

vs. Greytown High School: Lost by 8 wickets on the double innings.
Kearsney: 123 and 71 for 6 declared.
Greytown: 145 and 49 for 2.
vs. D.P.H.S.: Won by 24 runs.
Kearsney: 93 (McLaverty 45).
D.P.H.D.; 6q.

E.R.J.
RUGBY

FIRST XV

EASTER TOUR TO EAST GRIQ,UALAND
vs. King Edward — Won 12-0.
vs. Combined Kockstad Schools — Won 24 - o.
vs. Ixopo — Lost 8-6.

The first game, against King Edward at Matatiele, was played under floodlights
and did not produce consistently good rugby. Gerrisb left the field after scoring
a try from a solo 50 yard run. Schachat broke well to score two tries and Clarke,
after a good run down the sideline scored in the corner. Clarke, Mason and Payne
attempted conversions but failed.

Against Combined Kokstad Schools, the team played extremely well.
Shannon, using his strong inside break, scored two good tries. Schachat, Groom
and Mason (2) also scored tries. Cole adding three conversions.
Injuries led to several players playing out of position against Ixopo, but it
was poor kicking that turned the tables. Ixopo scored a good try when their centre
shook off several weak tackles and the conversion and a penalty made their score
8. Booth and Payne scored tries but conversions and penalties were all missed.
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Our sincere thanks are due to the Headmasters and Staffs, and to the parents

for their hospitality. A word of thanks also to Mr. Lawrence, who placed at our
disposal a vehicle for the tour.

Home
Alexandra
Lost 9 - 6
From the kick-off .Mexandra were on the attack but were repeatedly driven
back. Kearsney missed two early attempts at goal but it was Alexandra, who
workinff an overlap scored in the corner. The conversion failed but shortly thereafter they succeeded with a penalty to lead 6 - o. Two penalties were awarded to
Kearsney and out of desperation, Clarke attempted drop kicks. One was success
ful, making the half-time score 6-3.

The second half opened with a penalty which Clarke missed. Alexandra
renewed their attack and from a line-out near the Kearsney line, were allowed to

break through and score in the corner (9-3)- An unfortunate and unnecessary
late tackle reulted in Campbell leaving the field, followed late m the halt by
Gerrish. Despite these setbacks, Kearsney put everything into the attack and
were rewarded when Pearson pounced on a loose ball to dive over and score.
The conversion failed. Mason was unlucky with a penalty which hit the post.

Kearsney lost 9-6, but proved how essential a reliable place-kicker is.
Home

vs. Hilton

Won 12-10

Kearsney attacked from the kick-off and opened their score with a well-judged
drop goal by Clarke. With Cole playing a sound game at full-back and the K^rsney forwards dominating the game, play was very much in the Hilton fiall. Cole
was successful with two penalties to increase the lead to 9-0. bfiortly belore

half-time a good break led to Hilton scoring a converted try, making the score

^ ^The second half started with the fast-breaking Hilton flanks giving the Kears

ney halves a torrid time. Pearson ran well after receiving from a loose scruin and
near the Hilton line flicked the ball to Lawrence to score an unconverted try.

Hilton attacked very strongly for the last ten minutes of this half and eventua y
broke through to score a converted try, bringing the score to 12 - 10. Ihis was a
delightful game of open rugby, enjoyed by both the players and the spectators.

Away

rt. D.H.S.

Lost 13-0

From the kick-off Kearsney attacked and Cole missed a penalty. _PHy tvas
very even during the first twenty minutes, but a good run down the right wing

led to D.H.S. scoring a try which was converted. While the Kearsney forwards
were superior, it was obvious that the fast, hard-running D.H.S. backs, if given
good ball, would be difficult to contain. This was proved when good supporting
play down the right wing led to another try. A good conversion kick brought the
half-time score to lO-o.

,

•

.-re
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The second half was rather marred by rain, the wet ball being diihcult to

handle. Kearsney were very much in the game owing to the forwards but despite

a greater share of the ball, they could not penetrate. D.H.S. were successful with a
penalty to make the final score 13-0.

Away
vs. Voortrekker
Lost 6-0
Play during the first half was largely in the Voortrekker half with Voortrekker
entering Kearsney territory on few occasions. Despite being on the attack tor

such long periods the Kearsney backs lacked penetration and imagination and
seldom looked dangerous.

The second half saw Voortrekker playing very rnuch better with their left

wing in particular looking dangerous. Wlien Booth left the field with a shoulder
injury Voortrekker gained a major share of the ball and were very
on the
attack. A penalty put them in the lead. Shortly before the final whistle, the Voortrekker forwards, finding a loose ball, dribbled it over to score. The conversion
failed. Final score 6-0.
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I-'S. Old Crooks

Draw 11 - 11

the kidt-offKearsncy were awarded a penalty. The attempt fell short
but rebounded off an Old Crock to the player in front of him. Cole noaled for
Kearsney to lead 3 - o. Keith Oxlee, in his first game for the Old Crocks, failed
with a penalty kick, but succeeded with a second attempt to equalise. Shortly
before half-time, with Kearsney on the attack. Mason gathered from a deep

throw-m to weave his way through to score. Cole converted to make the half-time
score 0-3.

Play was even during the first fifteen minutes of this half when a good movement by the Old Crocks led to a try near the posts. Oxlee converted making the
score « - 6. Kearsney returned to the attack and from a loose scrum near the Old

Crocks line rheunissen put Kearsney in the lead with an unconverted try. Oxlee
replied with a pena ty to oitce again level the score. In the dying moments he

rnijed another penalty, but it is fitting that such an enjoyable game should have
ended m a draw.

rs. St. Stithians

1,ost 5 - 3

„ .,Kearsney were immediately on the attack but could not penetrate the St.
htithians defence. Nor could they capitalise on their penalties. With Booth still
injured, ht btithians gamed a major share from the set pieces, but with their

wi:
seldom
givenwas
ancharged
opportunity
tohe
runwas
thecaught
game in
didthe
notensuing
rise to loose
expectation.
WhensoMason
s kick
down,
scrum,
bt. btithians heeled the ball and their scrum-half spotted the gap. Scoring under
the posts, the conversion was an easy kick and St. Stithians led 3 - o. Kearsney
replied with a penalty.

„

second half was disappointing. Despite a liberal share of the ball the
St. Stithians
scrum-half broke or plugged the line, closing up the game. However,
during the last ten minutes, Kearsney did everything but score. Two attempts

at drop kicks laded and on several occasions came very close to crossing the line.
1 he game was disappointing, but St. Stithians deserved to win for they accepted

their opportunity while Kearsney did not.

vs. Campbell
Won 32 - 6
Kearsney attacked from the kick-off and after five minutes Gerrish scored

m the corner. The conversion failed. Good touch kicking by the Campbell fly-half
repeatedly drove Kearsney back. Schachat broke from a scrum to score far out

making the score 6 - o. Campbell replied with a penalty. Shortly before half-time

Mason collected a long throw-in to send Tneunissen over. Cole converted to make
the score 11 - 3.

The second half saw Kearsney playing good attacking rugby. Kramer, after
tvvo good runs scored good tries, one of which was converted. Campbell replied
with a penalty. Payne then forced his way over from a loose scrum near the

Campbell line. Cole converted (24-6). Kearsney was now clearly on top. Good
supporting play by Payne led to his second try. Cole converted (29 - 6). Schachat
scored the hnal try when he weaved his way through to dive over in the corner,
making the hnal core 32-6.

vs. College

Won 12 - 11

In this the most exciting match this season, play moved from one side of the
held to the other, with the score fluctuating equally rapidly. College were im-

mediately on the attack but fine tackling by the Kearsney backs prevented them
trom scoring. Cole missed an early penalty. College opened their score shortly
betore hall-time when an attempt at goal went wide and Cole, caught on the
wrong foot by the bounce of the ball, slipped, to let a College forward dot down,
i he conversion made tlie score 5-0.

In the second half Kearsney had the edp. With Booth back in the side and
jumping well, Kearsney were superior in the line-outs. A penalty by Cole narrowed
the gap (3-5). Another followed and Kearsney led 6 - 5. College replied with a
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penalty to lead 8 - 6. With play and the score fluctuating, the game was very
exciting. A penalty from near the touch line was well judged by Cole and Kearsney
led 9 - 8. College threw all they had into the attack and took the lead with a long
penaltv kick (i i - 9). During the last eight minutes Kearsney were very much on
the attack. They launched attack after attack and the forwards on several occasions
were stopped by desperate tackling. Summing up the situation Clarke moved
to flv-half. His (irst attempt at a dropped goal just missed, but his second, in front

of the posts, was successful. Though College returned to the attack the final

score remained unchanged.

Home

ri. Port Natal

Won 11 - 3

Kearsney were immediately on the attack and for the first ten minutes play
was in the Port Natal half, but the Port Natal defence held. An attempt at goal
failed. Clarke, moving to the fiy-half position, opened the score with a dropped
goal. Cole increased the lead with a penalty.
The second half commenced with Port Natal very much on the attack. They

opened their score with a penalty, but missed several other attempts. The only

notable move of the game followed when Mason, in the Port Natal half, ran
across the field performing dummy scissors with his centres. A gap opened, he
slid through it to send Gerrish on a 30-yard run for the corner. Cole converted
with a good kick (11 - 3). Port Natal returned to the attack but were unable to
penetrate the Kearsney defence.
Home

fL S.A.C.S.

Lost 10-5

Play commenced with Kearsney pressing but attacks were repeatedly stopped
by the hard-tackling S.A.C.S. centres. This was the pattern of play, with the
Kearsney line showing little imagination. When S.A.C.S. did win good ball their

centres looked extremely dangerous. S.A.C.S. missed an attempt at goal but look
the lead when, with an overlap, they ran the ball quickly along the line for their

wing to score. The conversion made the score 5 - o. Kramer then broke and when
pulled down just short, Clarke was up in support to scoop up the ball and dive

over. The conversion brought the half-time socre to 5 - 5.

The second half developed into a dour forward battle with hard rucking
such as I have never seen allowed in schools rugby. Play was very even and un

spectacular. Ten minutes before the final whistle Schachat left the field with an
injured anke. Gaining the upperhand at forward, S.A.C.S. attacked desperately.
From a scrum near the Kearsney line the S.A.C.S. scrum-half broke and scored
near the posts. The conversion made them winners by 10-5. Kearsney were

clearly unlucky to lose this gams. A 5 - 5 draw would have been a fair reflection
of the game.
RDB
SECOND XV
RESULTS

vs. Alexandra

Won a6 - 6

vs. Hilton

Won 11 - 3

vs. D.H.S. 3rd XV

Lost

vs. VOORTREKKER
VS. Kloof ist XV

Dl'CW 6 - 6
Won 13 - 6

5- 6

vs. Campbell

Lost

vs. College 3rd XV

Lost

0- 3

3- 6

vs. Port Natal . . . . . . . •

Lost

6-18
R.T,
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SECOND DIVISION (3rd and 4th XVs)
RESULTS
THIRD XV
vs. Alexandra

vs. Hilton
vs. D.H.S

Drew

.

.

.

.

vs. VOORTREKKER

VS. Thomas More ist XV .

vs. Maritzburo College 5th
vs. Port Natal 3rd XV

OC

6- 6

Lsot

3 - 45

Lost
Won
Lost
Won

0-26
6- 0
0-

3

5- 0

Lost

14 - 27

vs. Alexandra

Lost

0-16

vs. Hilton

Lost
Lost

0-68

vs. Voortrekker

Drew

6- 6

vs. Campbell 3rd XV

Won

12-

0

vs. Kloof.
. . . .
vs. Maritzburo College
vs. Port Natal .

Won
Lost
Lost

II -

0

1

FOURTH XV

vs. D.H.S.

CO

. .

.

3- 6

0-16

0- 9

A most disappointing season thus fai, um uic p
thusiasm and are showing much more promise.
L.P.Z.

THIRD DIVISION

The fifth and sixth teams have not had a successful season. Both teams lack

potential and the standard of defence and handling has been sadly lacking.
During the last few matches there has been some improvement and it is

hoped that they will be more successful next season and play more as a com
bination than as individuals.
RESULTS
FIFTH
VS.

Alexandra

vs.

Hilton

vs.

D.H.S.
Kloof

vs.
vs.
vs.

.

Campbell .
College

.

.
.
.
.

Lost
Lost
Lost
Won

SIXTH
0

Lost

38 - 3

Lost
Lost
Lost

II -

47- 0
6- 0

Lost
. Lost

9- 8

Lost

M.J.B.

UNDER 15A
Played
8

Won
5

Lost
3

Pointsfor
138

Points against
36

Main Pry Scorers: Pipkin (6), Pilkington (14), Levy (7).

Team; Roster, Levy, Meyer, Milstead, Negus, Buys (capt.) Catto, Chaplin,
Trytsman, Smith, Pilkington, Gluckman, Pipkin (v. capt.) Watt.
UNDER 15B
Played
6

Won
6

Lost

Points for
116

Points against
II

C.J.E.
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UNDER 15C

It is with pleasure that a most successful start to the season is
recorded, with no points scored against the team. The team

played with spirited zest, always prepared to run and throw the
ball around, with the result that games moved fast. Although
defence left a little to be desired, the attack was always penetrating,

with fine examples being set by halves H. Holding (captain) and
J, Knight, and forwards F. M. Nel, H. Carter, and J. Engels.
RESULTS
vs. Alexandra
vs. Hilton
.
vs. Kloof
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

vs. Brettonwood
vs. College . .

.

.

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

56 - 0
33 - 0
35-0
44-0
19 - 0

Points: For 197; Against o.
P.J.R.

UNDER 14

It does not take a rugby player long to forget what he has been
taught the season before, but once the Under 14A and B teams

had accepted the fact that they were not internationals they began
to play well, as the results show. The games against Maritzburg
College, especially, showed how determined they had become, the
forwards playing with real fire.

I wish the players the best of luck for the rest of the season;

it was a pleasure coaching them. Congratulations to Walker,

Draper, McGibbon and Halliday on their inclusion in the D. and
D. team.
RESULTS
B

A

vs.

Alexandra
Hilton

VS.

D.H.S.

VS.

vs.

VOORTREKKER
Kloof .
Campbell .

vs.

Thomas More

vs.

Brettonwood .
College
Port Natal

FL.

vs.

vs.
vs.

.

.
.
.
.

.

Lost
Lost
Lost
Won

0-

16

8-

11

. Won

8
8- 3
44 - 0

. Won

28 -

0-

44-

0

II -

13

'3 - 6
14 - 3

0

. Won

Il

. Won

ls - 9

UNDER

Won
Lost
Won
Won

0

Won
5- 3
Drew
3- 3
Won 25 - 0
Won 24 - 6

I.G.

14G
Won

53-0

.

Won

18-0

vs. Kloof Under 14B .
vs. College Under 14D

Won
Won
Won
Lost

11 - 3
39-0
19-0
0-3

vs. Alexandra
vs. Hilton
. .
vs. Highbury 2nd

.

vs. Highbury 2nd

R.W.L.
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UNDER 13C
vs. HiOHBURY
vs. COLI.EGE
vs. Highbury

Lo5J
o -9
Lost 8- 9
Lost
3 - 17

J.W.S.

SENIOR HOCKEY

The first xi has taken some time to settle down this season,
as the match results indicate. The boys played fine hockey on
occasion — their performance against Hilton being especially
commendable. However, they have also turned in a few shockingly
listless displays.

We congratulate P. Goldman and I. Cole on being selected
for the Natal Schools Hockey team and wish them luck at the
inter-provincial tournament in July.

Up to now the Second XI has been most disappointing. We
hope to see them play with some spirit next term.

We have again been fortunate in having the coaching services

of Mr.Johnathan Lowe, Kearsney Old Boy and current Springbok
hockey player. He has been joined this season by Old Boy,'Mr.
"Dick" Edwards. We thank these two gentlemen for their fine
gesture. Ehey travel from Maritzburg every week to render this
invaluable voluntary service to their old school. Our thanks also

go to Mr. Vic Elson, for coming up from Durban to umpire a
number of matches.

D.B. and J.L.H.
FIRST XI

RESULTS

vs. Maritzburg College

Won

vs. Umtali H. S. .

Lost

iif. Falco.y College

Drew 2 - a (Cole, Atlas)
Won 4-0 (Cole 3, Osborne)
Won 2-0 (Cole 2)

vs. Westville

4-3 (Cole 3)
I - 3 (Cole)

vs. D.H.S.
. .
M. Glenwood H.S.
vs. Alexandra H.S.

Drew 0-0

vs. Hilton College

Drew 2-2 (Cole 2)

Lost 0-4

SECOND XI

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

Westville
D.H.S.
Glenwood H.S
Hilto.n College
Mansfield H.S.

Won 4 - o
Drew 2-2
Lost 1-2
. . . Lost 6-4
. . . Won I - O

UNDER 16 XI

vs. Mansfield H.S.

. . . Won 2-1
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JUNIOR HOCKEY
The A team is showing good teamwork, though the stick-work
of some of the players needs improving, and the backs need to
overcome their timidity. The combination of Brian Down, the
captain, at centre forward, and Ian Murray, the left inner, is
formidable in the opponents' "35". The B and C teams arc keen,
but still have to learn not to crowd after the ball wherever it goes.
RESULTS

UNDER 15A
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

VVestville
Glenwood
Glenwood
Alexandra qnd
Hilton 3RD

Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost

5-0
5-0
4-2
5- o
0-2

i).f. Glenwood

Lost

0-2

vs. Thomas More

Won 3-0

Di. Mansfield

Lost

UNDER 15B

0-2

UNDER 15C

vs. Mansfield

Won 4-1
E.R.J.

TENNIS

Senior:

Captain: T. L. Martin.
Committee Member: R.J. Phillips.
Kearsney has enjoyed one of its more successful seasons this

year. The performances of teams, the spirit and determination of
players and the enthusiasm shown at practices have all combined
to ensure improved standards. Pupils chosen to represent the
College have enjoyed thoroughly their excursions to other centres
and all fixtures have been contested in a fine sporting spirit.
T. L. Martin has been an able and conscientious captain. He

has set a good example to his colleagues. R. J. Phillips has con
trolled the fortunes of the Second team very competently.
The first team has been regularly represented by T. 1^. Martin,

M. Engelbrecht, R. Booth and D. Foss. The second team has been
drawn from R. J. Phillips, D. Flooper, P. Press, C. Foster, N.
Carrington, J. Botts, N. Spratt and E. Coll.
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RESULTS

Brian Denness Trophy
vs. Maritzburg College: Lost by 8 points to o; by 19 games to 72.
vs. PiETERMARiTZBURG Teohncial: Won by 8 points to o; by 77 games
to 13.

vs. Hilton College: Lost by 8 points to o; by 56 games to 86.
vs. VooRTREicKER: Won by 8 points to o; by 72 games to 9.
vs. St. Charles: Won by 6 points to 2; by 59 games to 35.
vs. Alexandra High School: Won by 7 points to i: by 68 games to 21.
In this competition Kearsney was placed third of the six competing schools.
Friendly Matches
vs. Hilton College (home): 4 matches each. Lost by 75 games to 82.
vs. Hilton College (away): Won by 15 matches to i; by 157 games
to 108.

vs. Westville High School (home): Won by 15 matches to i; by 85
games to 42.

vs. Hilton College H (Pietermaritzburg): Drew 6 matches each.
vs. St. Charles H (away): Won by 16 matches to o; by 121 games to 23.
vs. Pietermaritzburg Technical: Won by 8 points to o.
vs. Westville High School (away): Won by 14 matches to 2; by
90 games to 46.
Congratulations are made to the following on their awards at the end of this
term.

Team Award (Tennis Gap): T. L. Martin (re-award), M. Engelbrecht, R.
Booth and D. Foss.

Colours: T. L. Martin, M. Engelbrecht and R. Booth.

Junior Tennis:

It is pleasing to record that when opportunity has offered,
juniors have attended practices in force and there is evidently a pool
of ability that deserves to be developed and encouraged. Towards
the end of the second term the Bonnefin Trophy league was started
and Kearsney participated in the first two rounds with considerable
success. The junior side was represented by M. Engelbrecht, E.
Coll, G. van der Riet, S. Rosen and C. Kaplan.
RESULTS — BONNEFIN TROPHY

Bonnefin Trophy
vs. Merchiston: Won by 14 points to 2; by 67 games to 2i.
vs. St. Charles: Won by 12 points to 4; by 62 games to 26.

During the third term the league will be completed and it is hoped
that Kearsney will put in a strong effort to retain the Cup that the
school shared with Maritzburg College and Highbury last year.
R.J.C.
SWIMMING

Committee for 1968: D. Prince (captain), M. Bartlett, D. Jollands,
R. Wade.

We are also very pleased to have Mr. D. Bovey back as coach this
year, a year in which our swimming and other aquatic activities
have reached great heights.
We congratulate the following on their awards:
Honours: M. M. Bartlett.
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Colours: Re-awards: D. J. Howieson, D. G. Prince, W. Rosen
berg. New awards: M. M. Bartlett, N. C. Forbes, D. T.
Jollands, P. V. Mason.
Team Awards: Re-awards: D. J. Howieson, D. G. Prince,
W. Rosenberg, A. Zoutendijk. New awards: C. S. Fox,
A. G. Lowndes, A. M. Taylor, G. R. Weddell, M. M.
Bartlett, N. C. Forbes, D. T. Jollands, P. V. Mason.
Gala vs. Maritzburg College, loth February
These short galas after school on Saturday mornings have
proved very popular and we were very pleased to act as hosts to

Maritzburg College for the first time. In the 4th term we hope to
arrange more of these weekly interschools galas. Although it took
place so early in the term very good times were recorded, we have
no set of records for these meetings, with College scoring a total
of 89 points and Kearnsey 68.
Durban and District Trials, ist March

After competing in the Diving and Swimming Trials 9 boys
were selected to represent Durban and District in the Natal Schools
Inter-district Championships. Congratulations to Forbes and

Taylor (divers) and Rosenberg, Howieson, Bartlett, Weddell, Fox,
Lowndes and Jollands (swimmers) on their selection.
Annual Gala, znd March

Having no school on Gala Day enabled us to start at 9.30 a.m.
and finish in time to allow boys away before lunch for their first
free week-end of the year. We were very pleased to have with us
as our Guests of Honour Rev. & Mrs. Cyril Wilkins.
Ten new records were established in 25 possible events, a good
indication of the high standard of this year's swimming. After a
long run of Gillingham victories Pembroke pushed to the fore to
beat them convincingly. Final scores: Pembroke 163, Gillingham
113, Finningley 98.
RESULTS

Event I. 2 Lengths Freestyle Under 13
I. J. Weddell (G); 2. R. Rielly (P); 3. R. Sinclair (F). Time 44.9 sees.

Event 2. 2 lengths Freestyle Under 14
I. G. Weddell (G); 2. A. Lowndes (P); 3. M.Jollands (F). Time 37.5 sees. (Rtc.)
Event 3, looyds. Freestyle Under 15
I. G. Fox (P); 2. B. Nel (F); 3. R. Frostick (F). Time 60.1 sees.
Event 4. looyds. Freestyle Under iG.
I. M. Bartlett (G); 2. D. Howieson (P); 3. O.Jollands (F); Time 56.0 sees. {Rec.)
Events. 100 yds. Freestyle Open
I. W. Rosenberg (G); 2. C. Lawrence (F); 3. G. Atlas (P). Time 55.8 sees.
Event 6. 5x1 Non-Finalists Relay Race Under 13, 14, 15, 16, Open
I. Gillingham; 2. Pembroke; 3. Finningley. Time 97.2 sees.
Event 7. 2 Lengths Breaststroke Under 13
I. P. Witz (F); 2. I. MeClure (G); 3. J. Weddell (G). Time 56.S sees. (Rec.)
Event 8. 2 Lengths Breaststroke Under 14
1. M. Davies (P); 2. G. Weddell (G); 3. M.Jollands (F). Time 52.9 sees. (Rec.)
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vent 9. 100jf/j. Breaststroke Under 15
I. C. Fox (P); 2. M. Hall (F); 3. B. Robinson (G); Time 76.0 sees. [Rec.)
Event 10

looyds. Breaststroke

Under 16

I. M. Bartlett (G); 2. A. Perks (F); 3. A. Brookbanks (P). Time 82.7 sees.
Event II. 100^^5. Breaststroke Open
I. P. Mason (P); 2. G. Smith (P); 3. C. Lawrence (F). Time 77,5 sees.
Event 12. Old Boys^ i Length Freestyle
I. Hind Siir.; 2. Hind Jnr.; 3. Haley. Time: 16.7 sees.
Event 14. 4x1 Medley Team Race Open
I. Finningley; 2. Pembroke; 3. Gillingham. Time 79.8 sees.
Event 15 I Length Backstroke Under 13
I. R. Wyatt (G); 2. A Hawken (F); 3. J. Weddell (G); Time 24.3 sees.
Event 16. 2 Lengths Backstroke Under 14
I. A. Lowndes (P); 2. G. Weddell (G); 3. M.Jollands (F); Time 47.2 sees.
Event 17. 2 Lengths Backstroke Under 15
I. C. Fox (P); 2. B. Nel (F); 3. R.Jennings. Time 43.9 sees. {Rec.)
Event 18. looyds. Backstroke Under 16

I. D. Howieson (P); 2. M. Bartlett (G); 3, W. Pretorius Time 65.9 sees. {Rec.)
Event 19. 100 yds. Backstroke Open
I. G. Smith (P); 2. M. Kruger (G); 3. D. Brett (F). Time 73.0 sees.
Event 20. 1 Length Butterfly Under 14

I. A. Lowndes (P); 2. M.Jollands (F); 3. H. Magennis. Time 19,6 sees. {Reci)
Event 21. 1 Length Butterfly Under 15

I. C. Fox (P); 2. B. Nel (F); 3. D. Gluckman (G). Time 18.6 sees. {Rec.)
Event 22. 2 Lengths Butterfly Under 16

I. M. Bartlett (G); 2. T. Blackbeard (F); 3. D.Jollands (F). Time 43.4 sees.
Event 23. 2 Lengths Butterfly Open
I. W. Rosenberg (G); 2. R. Perks (F); 3. C. Lawrence (F). Time 39.2 sees.
Event 24. House Relay Race Under 13
I. Gillingham; 2. Finningley; 3. Pembroke. Time 83.2 sees.
Event 25. House Relay Race Under 14
I. Pembroke; 2. Finningley; 3. Gillingham. Time 7.33 sees. (Rec.)
Event 26. House Relay Race Under 15
I. Finningley; 2. Pembroke; 3. Gillingham. Time 72.7 sees.
Event 27. House Relay Race Under i6
I. Pembroke; 2. Gillingham and Finningley. Time 68.0 sees.
Event 28, House Relay Race Open
I. Pembroke; 2. Gillingham; 3. Finningley. Time 67.1 sees.
Events Previously Decided:
Plunge Open

I. J. Harding (F); 2. A. Bath (P); 3.G. Smith (P). Distance; 49 ft. i in.
Plunge

Under 16

I, R. Gale (P); 2. I. Clarence (P); 3. B. Hammond (G). Distance: 45 ft. o in.
zoo yds. Freestyle Open
I. W. Rosenberg (G); 2. C. Lawrence (F); 3. D. Prince (P). Time 2 mins. i i.o sec.
Distribution of Trophies by
Mrs. Cyril Wilkins
Trophies:
Inter-House: L. F. Forsyth Rose Bowl — Pembroke
Best Performance: Ian Tirrell Shield — D. Howieson, M. Bartlett
Runner-up: Spargon Cup — C. Fox
Open Relay Team: Bryan Cup — Pembroke
100 yds. Freestyle Open — Sandy Marr Cup — W. Rosenberg
100 yds. Breaststroke Open: Bester Cup — P. Mason
100 yds. Backstroke Open: Philip Hind Cup — G. Smith
Best Swimmer in Each Age Group
Open: Robertson Cup — W, Rosenberg
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Under i6: Spradbrow Cup — M. Bartlett
Under 15: Matterson Cup — C. Fox

Under 14: van Gorkom Cup — A. Lowndes
Under 13: Fearnhead Cup — P. Witz
Diving: Arthur Levitt Cup — N. Forbes

Triangular Gala, 6th March

Our friendly competition with Hilton and Machaelhouse was
held at Michaelhouse. Although no points were scored the com

petition was keen and good team performances were recorded.
Seven new records were established, six by Kearsney and one by
Hilton. Kearsney now hold 15 of these records — there are 21
swimming events.
RESULTS

Event X 4x1 Length Medley Relay Under 14

I. Kearsney, 2. Michaelhouse, 3. Hilton. Time 83.0 sees. {Rec.)
Event 2 4x1 Length Medley Relay Under 15
I. Michaelhouse, 2. Kearsney, 3. Hilton. Time 81.9 sees.

Event 3. 4x1 Length Medley Relay Under 16
I. Hilton, 2. Kearsney, 3. Michaelhouse. Time 79.9 sees.
Event 4. 4x1 Length Medley Relay Open
I. Hilton, 2. Kearsney and Michaelhouse. Time 75.0 sees.
Event 5. 2x1 Length Backstroke Under 14

I. Kearsney, 2. Hilton, 3. Michaelhouse. Time 43.4 sees. {Rec.)
Event 6. 2x2 Lengths Backstroke Under 15

I. Kearsney, 2. Hilton, 3. Michaelhouse. Time i min. 31.1 sees.
Event 7. 2x3 Lengths Backstroke Under 16

I. Kearsney, 2. Hilton, 3. Michaelhouse. Time 2 min. 21.7 sees. {Rec.)
Event 8. 2x3 Lengths Backstroke Open

I. Hilton, 2. Michaelhouse, 3. Kearsney. Time 2 min. 29.5 se s.
Event 9. Junior Diving
I. Kearsney, 2. Hilton, 3. Michaelhouse
Event 10. 6 Lengths Freestyle Open

I. Hilton, 2. Kearsney, 3. Michaelhouse. Time 2 min. 11.o sees.
Event II. 2x1 Length Butterfly Under 14

I. Kearsney, 2. Michaelhouse, 3. Hilton. Time 40.3 sees. {Eq. Rec.)
Event 12. 2x1 Length Butterfly Under 15

I. Kearsney, 2. Michaelhouse, 3. Hilton. Time 37.4 sees. {Rec.)
Event 13. 2x2 Lengths Butterfly Under 16
I. Hilton, 2. Kearsney, 3. Michaelhouse. Time I min. 28.7 sees.
Event 14. 2x2 Lengths Butterfly Open
I. Michaelhouse, 2. Kearsney, 3. Hilton. Time i min. 23.5 sees.
Event 15. Senior Diving
I. Hilton, 2. Kearsney, 3. Michaelhouse.
Event 16. 2x2 Lengths Breaststroke Under 14

I. Kearsney, 2. Michaelhouse, 3. Hilton. Time i min. 45*^ sees. {Rec.)
Event 17. 2x3 Lengths Breaststroke Under 15
I. Kearsney, 2. Michaelhouse, 3. Hilton. Time 2 min. 42.4 sees.
Event iB. 2x3 Lengths Breaststroke Under 16
I. Hilton, 2. Michaelhouse, 3. Kearsney. Time 2 min. 44 5 sees.
Event 19. 2x3 Lengths Breaststroke Open

I. Hilton, 2. Kearsney, 3. Michaelhouse. Time 2 min. 27.9 sees. {Rec.)
Event 20. 4x2 Lengths Freestyle

Under 14

I. Kearsney, 2. Michaelhouse, 3. Hilton. Time 2 min. 41.6 seel
Event 21. 4x2 Lengths Freestyle Under 15

I. Kearsney, 2. Michaelhouse, 3. Hilton. Time 2 min. 41.6 sees.
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Event 5S2. 4x2 Lengths Freestyle Under 16

I. Kearsney, 2. Hilton, 3. Michaelhouse. Time 2 min. 30.9 sees.
Event 23. 4x2 Lengths Freestyle Open

I. Kearsney, 2. Hilton, 3. Michaelhouse. Time 2 min. 28.4 sees.

Natal Schools Gala, 9th March

Under most unfavourable weather conditions in Maritzburg
the following boys were placed in the individual events: G. Weddell,

3rd in too yds. Freestyle under 14; M. Bartlett, 2nd in too yds.
Freestyle under 16; W. Rosenberg, 3rd in 100 yds. Freestyle under
19; A. Lowndes, 2nd in 100 yds. Butterfly under 14; D. Howieson,
3rd in 100 yds. Backstroke under 16.

Durban and District Interschools Gala, iith March
This gala is also a relay gala, a team of four form each school

competing in each event. For interschools competitions you cannot

send your best individuals to represent your school any more, you
must have depth and you must train your teams. Kearsney set
two new records in the 4 x 50 yds. Freestyle under 14 and the

4 X 50 yds. Freestyle under 16. The final scores were (including
diving):

I. D.H.S. 117; 2. Kearsney 112; 3. Northlands 76; 4.
Westville and Glenwood 35; 6. Marist 14; 7. New Forest 13;
8. Beachwood 9.
South African Schools

We had two representatives in the Natal Schools Team com

peting in the S.A. Interprovincial Championships at Stilfontein
on March i6th. M. Bartlett and G. Weddell both swam well

in the relays but Barlett did feel the high altitude affecting his
performance.

Lifesaving
The High Schools Competitions were held in Durban on March

21St. In the Senior Competition for the Payne Shield the results

were: i. D.H.S. 423; 2. Kearsney 412; 3. Glenwood A 384;
4. Glenwood B. 314.

In the Jtinior (under 15) section for the Milner Smyth Shield the
results were: i. Kearsney 284; 2. Glenwood 261: 3. Northlands
260; 4. D.H.S. 231.

The highest individual scorer in this competition was B. Nel
(76) of Kearsney.

Once again many boys trained in groups for their Life Saving
Awards, the tests for which were taken by the Life Saving Society
Examiners at Kearsney on Sunday, 31st March. Results: 35 were
awarded the Intermediate Star, 25 Bronze Medallion, 4 Bronze
Cross, 8 Silver Cross, 10 Silver Medallion, 6 Scholars Instructors
and 3 Instructors, a total of 91. This is a wonderful effort on which
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all the boys, and especially A. Milbank who helped with the organ
isation, must be congratulated.
Water Polo

Although water polo is played mainly in the 4th term we
managed to have a team to play Queensburgh when they asked
for a game. Result: Kearsney 8, Queensburgh o.
J.W.S.

ATHLETICS

Committee: T. Groom (captain), G. L. Campbell, B. L. Clarke,
P. V. Mason and E. M. Kruger (Cross-country vice-captain).
Track

To ease the congestion in the first term, where in the past three

major sports have "struggled to operate concurrently, our school
athletic track season has been moved to the second half of the
third term. This is in line with similar movements throughout
Natal schools.

As both the Natal and South African Junior Athletics Champ

ionships take place towards the end of the first term, the Durban
and District High School Athletic Association organised four
floodlight meetings to help prepare scholars for these events.
Kearsney competitors were well to the fore at these meetings.
The following were placed in the Natal Junior Championships
which took place at Kings Park Athletic Stadium, Durban on
Saturday, 9th March:
T. Groom .. .. 800 metres under 17 — First

500 metres under 17 — Second
M. Watt ..

.. 80 metres Hurdles under 15 — Fourth

J. Kramer

.. Javelin under 17 — Fourth

Tom Groom was selected to represent Natal at the South African

Junior Athletic Championships at Bloemfontein over the first
week-end in April. The night before the Championships were due
to commence the heavens opened and heavy rain fell continuously.
The Free State farmers welcomed the rain but not so the com

petitors who faced the prospect of having travelled all the way to
Bloemfontein to return home without even having set foot on the
track. However, the rain held off sufficiently during the day to
allow most events to be completed despite the verv poor condition

of the track which, in places, was inches under water. After the
first few events the track became a quagmire. Under these con
ditions Tom Groom's time of i min. 57 sees, in winning the under

17 national 800 metres title was a sterling performance. We con
gratulate him on this tremendous performance.
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Groom, along with Derek Pilkington, has been selected to
attend an athletic coaching course being run under the auspices
of the Sports Foundation at Warmbaths during the July vacation.
They were chosen from hundreds who applied from all over the
Republic. We wish them well.
Cross Country

A most exciting and closely contested Inter High School Cross
Country League has flashed to a close. Two competitions were
held, covering a period of six weeks. In the senior competition
fourteen schools participated. At the end of the first round three
teams headed the log with an equal number of points. Clenwood,
Durban High School and Kearsney each had lost one fixture.
Clenwood had beaten Durban High School who had beaten
Kearsney who in turn had beaten Clenwood. The last fixture
found these three teams in a return match at Botha's Hill. Un

fortunately for Kearsney Tom Croom was suffering from a severe

attack of flu which resulted in his finishing far down the line.
Yet spirited runs by the rest of the team saw us losing to the other
two schools by very narrow margins. The final log positions in
the senior competition were:
points
50

Glenwood A
Durban High School
Kearsney College
Grosvenor
Pinetown
New Forest
Beachwood

•

•

48
46
37
34
34
29

Kloof

21

Northlands

20

Glenwood B
Queensburgh
Thomas More
Westville

19
14
4
4

Port Natal

2

Regular team members were drawn from: T. Croom, M. Kruger,
A. Milbank, M. Clements, J. Keir, C. Booth, R. Crookes and
W. Cilson.

Our under 15 team suffered from some poorly marked courses
at the beginning of the season, and on a number of occasions found
themselves greatly handicapped by taking wrong turns and then
having to find their way back on to the course. Towards the end
of the season, however, they became a most formidable side.
Regular competitors for this team were B. Robinson, R. Irvine,
V. Kirkwood, M. Simon, P. Stockil, C. Meth and D. Pilkington.
The first three were selected to represent the Durban and District
B side against Pietermaritzburg and District in an under 15 com

petition. B. Robinson ran brilliantly in this race to finish second
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and good runs by R. Irvine and V. Kirkwood resulted in their
finishing ninth and eleventh respectively.
The final log position was:
points
Northlands

33

Grosvenor
New Forest

3°
39

Kearsney College
Glenwood
Queensburgh
Kloof
Pinetown

24
18
I
16
8

Port Natal
Westville

-

2
o

Alister (Sandy) Milbank improved with each run in the senior
competition during the season. In the final league mob match he
ran an exceptionally fine race to finish third. 'I'his resulted in his
selection for the Durban and District A team in the match against

Pietermaritzburg and District. In this match he finished sixth and
thus gained a place in the schools team to run against a Natal
over-thirty side. In this latter run he finished a very commendable
seventh.

For his remarkable performance at the South African Athletic
Junior Championships Tom Groom has been awarded his Honours
and for his consistency and determined running during the cross
country season Alister Milbank has been awarded his colours.
Our sincere congratulations.

We look forward to a full and, we hope, successful athletic
programme during the third term.
A.R.J.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
The Editor is grateful to all those who responded to the request
for news of Old Boys; we were happy to hear from some Old Boys
who had not been in contact with the school for many years.
An appeal: The School Library hopes to have a complete set
of the Cvitic and the Chtouiclc bound for the school archives, and is
short of three issues, viz.

'934 — Vol- VII No. 2 (December)
1936 —July and December numbers.

If any Old Boy has copies of these that he would not mind

parting with for so good a cause, we should be grateful to hear
from him.

The Club is sorry to lose the services of Mr. Max Oram, who
had to retire from his position as Club Secretary when he and Mrs.
Oram left Botha's Hill to live in Italy. We thank him for all his
interest in the Club and the work he put into it, and wish him and
Mrs. Oram well for the future. The Executive took farewell of the

Orams at a dinner given in their honour at the Durban Country
Club.

^

We welcome as new Club Secretary, Mr. Denis Hopcwell.
CLUB OFFICIALS

President: H. E. Hopkins
Vice-president: H. N. Groom

Secretary: D. A. Hopewell
Treasurer: W. L. S. Robinson

Executive Committee: J. S. Bertram, R. Bickerton, D. Clark, L. E. W.
Dyson, L. F. Forsyth, D. G. Gardner, J. H. Hopkins, D.
Lewis-Williams, P. E. Metcalf, N. Reeves, M.J. Rodda.
OLD BOYS' CLUB COLOURS

The Special General Meeting held in Durban on 21st June, 1968,
decided to authorise the Executive Committee to introduce an

additional tie for use by Old Boys. The new tic, which in no way
replaces the present multi-crested design, will be made of navy
blue material and will have a single College crest below the knot.
These ties will probably be available for sale early in November
of this year — if labour strikes and other difficulties do not cause

further delays. They will cost R2 each (the same price as is charged
for the multi-crested ties).
The Executive Committee of the Club has decided that all

Club Colours will be sold, in future, only by the Club. Members
may purchase their requirements either from Branch Secretaries
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or by writing to Mr. P. E. Metcalf(Kearsney College, Botha's Hill),
sending their cheques with their orders. The following items arc
(or will be) available:
Multi-crested tie (R2.00): stocks available at present.

Single-crested tie (R2.00): stocks expected in November — orders
may be placed now as only 12 dozen have been ordered for
the first consignment.

Scarf (R3.25): made of multi-crested material: size approx. 48 in.
X 8J- in., with fringed ends and navy blue lining — not many
in stock at present.

Cravat (R2.50): made of multi-crested material in the popular
"Lido" style which is very suitable for use with safari suits;
neck band is adjustable and is provided with interlocking strips
of material — order now as stocks are limited and this line

will be in great demand for the summer.

Blazer Badges (R4.50): these are made of silver wire on pocketsized navy material. If you purchase a new navy blazer, you
may send its own pocket to have a badge made on it (delivery
about 8 weeks).

Blazer Buttons (15c each): silver in coloui', bearing the College
crest —■ large and small sizes available.

DURBAN BRANCH

An Old Boys' picnic was held at the cottage of Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Hopkins at Ballito Bay in April. A successful cheese and wine
party was held at the home of Mike Rodda, at which members
had an opportunity of saying farewell to Mr. and Mrs. Gram.
DURBAN BRANCH DINNER

The Durban Branch of the Old Boys' Club held its Annual Dinner
in the Golden Ballroom of the Caister Hotel on Friday, 3rd May,

and an excellent affair it turned out to be. Sixty-two old boys and
representatives of kindred associations enjoyed a fine meal which
was well served in pleasant surroundings and in an atmosphere of

good fellowship and friendly reminiscence.
Branch chairman Bill Dyson set the dignified tone of the evening
in his welcome to those present and in his introduction of the main

speakers. The toast to the College was proposed by Albert Theunissen; he emphasised that although Kearsney could be justly proud
of its buildings and other facilities, and of its educational achieve
ments, its main task was to produce sound people.

Replying to the toast. Ken Fish pointed out that while many
old boys remember their masters with affection, a similar affection
ate interest exists on the part of the masters who arc delighted by
the success of their past pupils. The Old Boys of Kearsney, he felt,
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had done much to gladden the hearts of those who had helped
teach them some of the lessons of life.

Those who attended this function will remember it with pleasure,
and will hope that more Old Boys will be present on similar occa
sions in the future.
P.E.M.

JOHANNESBURG BRANCH
Chairman: A. V. Trentham

Vice-chairman: E. J. Needham
Secretary: D. G. Gardner
Treasurer: D. A. Rock

Executive Committee: H. L. Albertyn, P. K. Cunningham, G. D.
Hastie, G. Hill, I. Ives, L D. H. Lund,J. A. Perkins, R. Tessel,
R. F. Tolkin, C. D. v.d. Westhuizen, A. P. Walker, B. G.
Williams.

The Annual Dinner was held in March at the Old Edwardian
Club.

A Memorial Service for Mr. Matterson held at St. Stithian's

was attended by over seventy Old Boys.
The Branch entered two teams in the W. M. Frames Golf

Tournament on Ascension Day.

A Stag Party was held at the Elizabeth Hotel on the 6th May,
and a Games Evening was held at George Hill's home in June.
ZULULAND BRANCH

Hon. Secretary: J. D. Raw, P.O. Box 7026, Empangeni Rail.
The A.G.M. and annual get-together was held at Mr. Desmond
Nightingale's home on 14th June. Mr. J. FI. Hopkins was able to
be present, and entertainment was provided by Reggie Richards.
PORT ELIZABETH

"Tiny" Doidge writes:

"Although an official Eastern Province Old Boys' branch has
not been formed, we are getting together informally and enjoying
it that way. We have 19 Old Boys here in P.E. and close vicinity,
and our first "mixed evening" in February produced 26 Old
Boys, wives or girl friends. On May 27th we had our second gather
ing, at St. George's Club, Port Elizabeth, and we plan to have
another in August, followed later by a dinner with wives."
Any "unknowns" in Port Elizabeth are asked to contact
A. H. Doidge,
33 Church Road,

Walmer.

Phone P.E. 513624
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An account of the first srathcrinsf mentioned above is ffiven by

Mr. J. F. Reeee:
As my wife and I were taking our son, David, to Cape Town Medical School,
via the Garden Route, Tiny Doidge was good enough to arrange an Old Boys'
Dinner at Port Elizaheth on Friday, February 23rd. What a pleasant evening it
was. One of the most enjoyable ever. P.E. may not have "quantity", but they
have "quality". The function had an unhappy beginning, in that it was here
that we learned of the recent death of dear Mr. Matterson, whom we had seen
only a day or two earlier, and Rev. Brian Woods gave a short prayer of remem
brance and gratitude. Later on I was privileged to give a short talk on the school
I have known for so long. The spirit of comradeship was so evident that I sincerely
hope that the Port Elizabeth group will manage to meet more often in future.
Present were: Tony Chick and wife. Dr.John Coupcr and wife, Colin Downie,
Dr. Wilfred Bromiley, Ian Ives and wife, David Smart and wife, Albert Theunissen. Rev. Brian Woods and wife, Dennis Drysdale and wife, Tony Preston,
Christopher Hopkins, Tiny Doidge and wife, Jack and Thea Reece and son
David, Steve Fox and wife. Apologies were received from Rev. Edgar Wilkinson,
who had to be in Grahamstown that evening.
J. F. Reece

OLD BOYS' MAILING LIST

The following figures may be of interest to Old Boys; they indicate

the number of circulars which were posted to members in various
parts of the world on 17th June.
South Africa and S.W.A.

1326

Lesotho

6

Swaziland

8

Botswana

2

Mocambique
Rhodesia

7
47

Zambia

8

United Kingdom

29

Israel

i

France

2

Holland

I

Italy

I

Canada

i

United States

3

Australia

6

At least 200 members are not included in the above list because

post sent to their last-known addresses has been returned as un
delivered.
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R, H, MATTERSON

"Dear Old Mattic!" — That is how he was often referred to by
colleagues and pupils alike who had known him as their Headmaster.

He had all the qualities that justify the phrase: friendship, gener
osity, forgiveness, sincerity, loyalty, fellowship, and, as all these
imply, an inexhaustible readiness to spend himself in the service
of others.

"Dear Old Mattie!" — He always thought of others before

himself; he was ever ready to help those in need; he never spoke
ill of anyone; he never bore a grudge, yet sometimes he had cause
to do so. Neither did he seek the limelight, the applause of an
audience, or public recognition of his good works.
Blessed are the meek, the merciful, and the pure in heart.
Blessed then is the memory of R. H. Matterson in the minds and
hearts of all who knew him. He walked uprightly and worked
righteousness, and now he dwells in the holy hill of the Lord.
G. M. GRAM

A Wonderful Friend

Two days before he passed away, as I brought "Mattie" back
from a Zululand Mission Committee, he said to me, "You know,
when the time comes for me to go, I hope it is while I'm doing my
crossword puzzle." I never saw him again. He had never been ill,

and he could not tolerate the idea of being a nuisance to anyone,
preferring to be independent to the end. He had told his daughter
Daphne "I am thoroughly happy and want to be busy till my time
comes". And so it was.

His end was as he would have wished it. Watching the boys
play cricket all day, at a Sons of England Meeting in the evening,
back to the hotel, and oblivion, with a book at his side. Mattie

frequently referred to the time when he would be called away,
and realised that it was drawing near, yet he regarded the trans
ition from one life to another as calmly and normally as I should
regard falling asleep. He had no fears, no anxieties, for he had been
a good man all his days, and the life hereafter was just another
stage in the journey.

It will be hard not to see him again. I write as a close personal
friend. For 40 years he has been my counsellor, guide and com
panion. We have shared our thoughts, sat on the same committees,
belonged to the same organisations. More than most, I have been

his confidant. Therefore I grieve over the loss of a wonderful

friend, but rejoice that his end came so peacefully. He lived gener
ously for his fellow-men, he preached Christianity in action, he
led and served but was always humble, his influence lives on in

the lives of countless men and women who were privileged to know
him. The trumpets have sounded for him on the other side.
To Barbara and Daphne, and their families, we extend the
hand of fellowship and love.

Vale, Mattie. Semper memoria fruemur.
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j. f. reece

JACK HULETT

Coining to Kearsney in February, 1922, Jack was the eighth
member of the Hulett family to attend the school, his elder brothers
Max and Geoff having preceded him. Although he did not shine
particularly in the academic sphere, his achievements in sport were

nothing short of brilliant. During his eight years at school he was
a member of the first XI for four successive seasons, gaining his
first cricket cap at the age of 14. He was eventually appointed
captain of cricket in 1928. He played rugby for the first XV and
was captain of tennis in 1927/8. He was a prefect also for the same
period. His contemporaries at school will remember him as a fine
opening bat and a most competent wicket keeper. His interest in
tennis extended over the years and he was personally responsible
in later years for instituting the Hulett Sugar Tennis Circuit which
has done so much to stimulate the game in the Republic. His
personal contribution in sponsoring the organisation and in re
cruiting international players from overseas has left its indelible
mark on South African tennis.

On leaving school he was first in charge of the Kearsney Tea
Estates and, when tea production ceased, he changed over to

sugar, becoming General Manager of the North Coast and Zululand. Eventually he was appointed Chairman of Huletts Sugar
Mills and Estates Ltd. which controlled all the Company's in
terests on the North Coast. At the time of his death he was still

a Director of the newly-constituted Huletts' Sugar Corporation
Ltd.

After leaving school his sporting interests extended to golf and,
as President for many years of the Stanger Country Club, he was
largely responsible for placing the Club on its feet. In later years

he turned to bowls in which sport he further demonstrated his
prowess as an all-round sportsman.
Jack was always a loyal and enthusiastic supporter of his old
school. For two years he was President of the Old Boys' Club and
for many years a member of the Epworth/Kearsney Board of

Governors, a post which he relinquished only in 1967. It was under
his direction, with the support of such Old Boys as Laurence

Polkinghorne and others, that the Old Boys' Memorial Pavilion
became a reality and thereafter he continued to contribute gener
ously towards many of the amenities at the College.
He was followed to Kearsney in due course by his three sons,
Michael, Rodney and Bruce who, in their turn, were all captains
of the first XI, thus creating a unique family record which is
commemorated by the Hulett Scoreboard overlooking the A. H.
Smith Oval. This scoreboard was opened by Jack himself only
two years ago.

Jack will be remembered with affection by all who knew him.
He was a man whose word was his bond and under no circum439

stances could he tolerate sham and insincerity. He was open-hearted,
friendly and generous to a degree. He and his wife, Betty, set a fine
example for his family who are a credit to them. Betty herself
comes of a famous sporting family, her two brothers, Herbert and
Billy Wade, both being former Springbok cricketers.

Kearsney may indeed be proud of this Old Boy who carried
the Kearsney colours with pride and honour. To Betty and her
family we express our sincere sympathy but we rejoice with them
in the memory of a man who was in every respect a fine sportsman
and gentleman.
J.H.H.

J. W. H. HOWARTH

Jimmy was at Kearsney from 1924 to 1929.
In 1929 he was a member of the first XI, captain of the first XV
and also head prefect. In the same year he was awarded the "Senior

Comradeship Medal", which in these days would be called the
"Good Fellowship" Prize.

He was a Lieutenant Observer in the S.A.A.F. during the war,
seeing active service on the West African Coast and operating on
missions over the Atlantic Ocean. He never lost his enthusiasm

for flying, for after the war he gained his civil Pilot's licence.

When in his middle forties, he joined a parachute club and to his
satisfaction, did his first jump on the very day his elder son accom
plished the same feet.

The Old Boys' Club meant much to Jimmy. He became chair
man of the Durban Branch when things were not going too well.
Through his enthusiasm and hard work he built it into a very
strong unit of Old Boys. He remained on the Branch and Executive

Committees for many years and was deservedly made President
of the Old Boys' Club. He was one of those instrumental in forming
the Education Fund and through his efforts the Old Boys' Pavilion
Fund debt was liquidated. Few will know of the work he did for

the school, for the Old Boys, always anonymously.
These are the statistics about Jimmy, but quite frankly he was
never impressed by statistics. He treated everyone, young and old,

alike. Those of us who knew him enjoyed his fellowship and were
inspired by his enthusiasm. He was the outdoor type and was never

happier than with a fishing rod in his hands, be it on a ski-boat,
on the sands of our beaches or on the banks of our rivers. He knew
and enjoyed them all.

One of his Masters sums him up this way:"He always set such

a high standard of good-fellowship, unselfishness and loyalty and
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was generous in all things, in his quiet and modest manner." This
is how we will remember him.

To his wife Eva, and two sons, Tony and Colin, who are both
Old Boys, we oflFer our most sincere sympathies.
B.T.

What a wonderful character Jimmy was, both as a schoolboy and
a man! Tough, that's what he was! He had a frame like cast-iron
and he knew all about the receiving end of the schoolmaster's cane.
But it didn't upset him and make him anti-social — far from it!
He sometimes appeared to ask for more!
In adult life his recreations were tough too: fishing in all sorts
of inclement weathers, and arduous motor trips to distant parts of
the country, and never a grumble at any time.
But with this toughness there went a generosity of spirit, a
tolerance in outlook, a readiness to excuse and to help those in
trouble, and a loyalty to comrades that marked him as one of the
salt of the earth.

His interest in the Old Boys' Club endeared him to us all, and
no one gave more devoted service to it than he. He was a member

of the Executive Committee for many years, and he did a long stint
as President too.

We remember him most gratefully and affectionately.
G. M. GRAM

DAVID J. H. MUIR

1963-1965

When we heard over the radio of the tragic death of a student
during Durban Varsity Rag this year, we never thought that we
would be as closely concerned as we were. It was indeed a shock
to hear of David Muir's death in this way.
We had known him of course from his early years in the third
Form, and as a brother of James who had left us in 1961. David
was a most likeable boy, quiet but full of humour. He played all
sports without excelling in any one and seemed to thoroughly
enjoy his school life.
It was no real surprise therefore to find him one of the prefects
in 1965. His friendliness and personal example in his school work
made his term of office a most useful one as far as the House was

concerned. It was good to know that he won a merit pass in the
Matric and that he had gone to Durban to start his Varsity career.
The tragedy is that this was cut so short by his untimely death.
We have very many happy memories of David's time with us
in Finningley and our prayers are for the family in Kokstad.
K.G.F.
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DOMESTIC NOTICES

Engagements
P. D. Smith to Miss S. E. Addison.
H. Guest to Miss Pamela Harrison.

Marriages
E. A. Grecr.
Births

M. Hulctt (son), D. Hopcwell (son), P. Metcalf (daughter),
P. Talmagc-Rostron (daughter).
Deaths

J. W. Howarth, J. N. Hulett, R. H. Mattcrson, D. J. H. Muir.
OLD BOYS' NEWS

R. G. Allen is at Rhodes University, reading Zoology and Botany. With him
at Rhodes are M. McLean and J. Dyer.

N. Anderson is in Johannesburg, manager of the Adam Leslie Theatre and
Restaurant.

F. S. (Tibby) Beckett (22-24) has written nostalgically and helpfully about
the very early days at Kearsney, filling in some gaps about the activities of years
known to very few. Some interesting early-day photographs reveal the boys living
under rather crude conditions which probably would not be tolerated today.
He mentions Donald Paterson (24), long since "lost", who survived a black
mamba bite, because a leather belt took the edge off the attack; he was rushed
from Stanger to Addington Hospital, and for some time it was touch and go.
G. Beier has gone on a trip overseas.

R. A. Birkby is currently doing freelance photography in Lisbon, including
some fashions, and is working on a picture book on Lisbon and the Portuguese.
He was married in August, 1967, and after a holiday in Britain he and his wife
will return to South Africa late in the year.
P. Bland van den Berg is still at Onderstepoort this year.
Rev. J. V. Cantrell (Chaplain 1954-56) received his D. Phil. ct. Nat. from
the University of South Africa for his thesis dealing with Bantu languages.
G. C. Cantrell is working in Pretoria for the Department of Agriculture;
he hopes to go overseas in due course for further study of Biochemistry.
C. A. Carr is working in the Accounts Office of the South African Airways
in Durban.

P. C. Cattell has had 3-^ years' service in the South African Police, and is
stationed at Isipingo.
J. Clarkson (40-43), teaching in East London, is finding his hands full
revising his own book on Bookkeeping, to conform with the new syllabus issued
by the Cape Education Department.
The following Old Boys are known to be at the Medical School, Cape Town:
D. C. Colemanj R. B. Dyer, G. Adendorff, I. Gilbertson, D, F, Reece, R,
Williams, M. S. Awerbuch, T. Sommerville, R. A. Rogers, A. Rogaly,
M. L. Griffiths. D. F. Reece flew to England in July to be with his parents.
Other Old Boys at U.C.I', are Hugo, Kinloch and Meth.
M. L. Coppin is Senior Land Surveyor in the Durban City Engineers Dept.,
saying that he now earns his living "by telephone and pen instead of theodolite
and tape." He still officiates at rowing regattas, but his main sporting occupation
is motor rallying — he was Natal Champion Navigator in 1964, 65, 67 — driver
Ron Cooke.

Frank Courie became engaged to Judy Anstcl of Cardiff, Wales in Sep
tember, 1967. They will be married in Cardiff Cathedral and will honeymoon in
Britain before returning for Frank to resume his studies for his Pharmacy degree.
Frank has received his commission in the D.L.L
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R. Coventry has sold his Baynesfield farm and will be moving shortly to a
new property in Swaziland. He invites other Old Boys in Swaziland to contact
him at P.O. Box 78, Malkerns.

D. Dale has been having a fascinating time painting in Europe. He stayed
for three days with Prince Philip of Lichtenstein. He and a friend were given six
months free board, with use of all hotel facilities, at a hotel near Salzburg in
return for painting a mural in the hotel. He lives ^vith a group in a Baroque
farmhouse, who have turned the barn into an intimate theatre. He has also
put on a photographic exhibition.
R. Dersley trained in Automotive Engineering with Leyland Motors in
Lancashire, and after some years with Ribble Motor Services he is now Assistant
Engineer to the North Western Road Car Co. based in Stockport. He married
Margaret Hunt of Leyland in '65 and they have an infant daughter.
C. J. Dukes is farming at Eston. He is married with a son and daughter.
He is the busy secretary of the organisation to bulid a country club at Eston.
G. Q. G. Evans is a member of the Stewarts and Lloyds training scheme.
He intends taking a B.Sc. Mechanical Engineering at the University of Natal.
P. H. Bryan is also on the Group's training scheme.
B. Fellows-Smith is Manager of International Harvester Go. in Empangeni.
He is married with one child and plays a lot of tennis.
K. Gray is in the Surveying Dept. in Tsumeb, S.W.A. He loves the country
but finds the distances vast — at one stage he was travelling 700 miles every
fortnight to play a game of cricket!
D. A. Greer is a medical representative based on the O.F.S.
N. T. Hamlyn has worked in radio and newspapers in Rhodesia, has pub
lished numerous poems, and has several books — novels, travel and children's
stories — in preparation for publication. He is editor of Modern Farming and lives
with his wife Gwenyth on Inyanga's World View.
D. Hemson is International Vice-President, NUSAS, and is doing an
Honours course in African Government at U.N., Durban. Also at U.N., Durban,
are his brothers Crispin, who is NUSAS local chairman and is reading Honours
in English in preparation for teaching, and Jonathan, who is in third year Maths
and Economics. Other Old Boys at Natal are: P.J. B. Behr, who had distinctions
in 3 out of 4 subjects last year and is President of the Debating Union and a
member of the S.R.C.; and M. Fienberg, who is reading Econ. (Hons.).
J. Hind is a trainee manager with Beechams Ltd. in London.
D. Hind is reading for a B. Econ. degree in Durban.
H. £• Hopkins has been appointed General Manager of Noodsberg Sugar
Company Ltd., is Chairman of the ist Natal Branch of the Royal Air Force
Association, and is on the Committee of the Natal Branch of the 1820 Memorial
Settlers Association.

R. S. Kamstra is reported by R. Birkby as "back in his home town after
a tour round Europe that took him as far as Moscow, where he spent longer than
planned . . . Volkswagen pistons are apparanetly not too easy to find at the
average Russian garage !" He is working at O.K. Bazaars, Rosebank, Johannes
burg.
A.- P. Kluge and N. Plen were awarded their half-blues at U.N. (PMB)
last year.
W. A. Knox is working for the Standard Bank in Pinetown.
J. Lacey has been made Regional Sales Manager for Hind Bros. He and his

wife Elizabeth have a son, David, born in April of this year. He has had to give
up playing rugby after dislocating his back for the third time (the first was in
Kearsney Under 14 rugby), but remains on the Executive of Durban Collegians.
F. A. Lissauer returned to Johannesburg from England in 1966 to work
for his father in their firm "Progress Electric Fitting Co.", where he would welcome
visiting Old Boys. He was married two months ago. His brother, Thomas^ who
spent a year at Kearsney, is reading Science at Cambridge.
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I. S. Mackay now has his M.B. B.S. (London) and is a house surgeon at
the Royal Free Hospital, London. In May this year he married Miss Angela
Gascoigne-Pees of Scale, Surrey.
J. Mellows who is married to Veronica Courie has now been transferred

to Cape Town and is working for Grindrod's shore staff — he is no longer at sea.
They are shortly expecting their third child.
J. Milne is involved in the maintenance of Carrier and Micro-wave equip
ment for the Post Office in Port Shepstone.
P. Mudie is running an advisory investment agency in Cape Town. His
brother is doing very well in the U.S.A.
J. Nightingale writes appreciately of life in the S.A. Police College in
Pretoria, where he plays lots of sport, is improving his Afrikaans, and enjoys
studying Criminology. He will have completed his training at the end ofJune.
D. R. Nightingale writes that he would love to be back at K.G. but finds
the Entrance Exam a stumbling block. He struggles to grow sugar cane and urges
Old Boys "to eat more sugar to keep us 'Barrens' on the doughlinel".
L. B. H. Nightingale is Manager of Havelock Estates, Darnall. He is keen
on ski-boat fishing. His marriage to Miss Sonja Kramer took place in July.
D. Paterson ran in the Inter-company Athletics at the Army Gymnasium in
February and came second in the 1500 metres.
D. Procter has been transferred to Ladysmith, on the staff of the A.A.
Mutual Insurance Co. He is the proud father of a baby girl, Heidi.
O. D. D, Putterill writes from Salisbury to express his sympathy on the
death of Mr. Matterson. His wife has recently presented him with a second
son — they now have two of each.
W.S. Rohh is manager of a farm at Chieveley.

£♦ C« Smith (27-34), inspector of schools and convener of Latin Committees^
has been sent by the Natal Provincial Administrtaion to Britain to study trends
in Mathematics teaching.
A. Steveni writes to say he follows closely the fortunes of K.C. rugby,
D. P. Stone is a Compound Manager on Harmony Gold Mine, in charge of
6,000 Africans. He is a keen tennis player and Chairman of the mines tennis club;
he actually played there while it was snowing early in June!
D. H. A. Stranack, after leaving Kearsney, obtained his B.Comm, at Natal,
and has since moved all the way up the ladder to Managing Director of H. J.
Stranack & Go. He is married with two children, lives at Cowies Hill, and races
a Sprog.
R, Tindall started off the year at the Air Force Gymnasium, but left after
the six weeks' basic training as he was accepted at the Wits Dental School, where
he is studying now in between rag activities and rugby.
J. B. Trentham (39-43), by hard work and a certain degree of good fortune,
has established very exciting prospects for himself at Noordhoek, Cape Town.
For property which a few years ago cost him Rio,000 he has turned down an
offer of R250,ooo and expects the ground to be worth half a million in a few years'
time. There are prospects of great building development in this now empty area,
with a highway over the mountain bringing Cape Town only 20 minutes distant,
and a vast expanse of beach. On his holding Brian has accidentally discovered one
of the three richest deposits in the world of kaolin, used for high-grade china,
and already a processing factory has been built there. He has a large collection of
bull-dozers, graders and transport vehicles, and does levelling and clearing work
all over the peninsula. On the road side he has set up a flourishing farm-stall,
selling vegetable and dairy products, and 20,000 bags of organic fertiliser a year.
He points out that he started as a Coca-Cola salesman, but now works from 5 a.m.
to II p.m. seven days a week.
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p. G. van Rooyen is managing director of a sugar estate at Mtubatuba,
where he is an active member of the Methodist Church, He represents Zululand
at tennis, a sport which he also helps administrate.
B. Walsh is in Bloemfontein training as a paratrooper, and is probably a

corporal by now, having done the P.T. course, "hangar training", learning how
to jump and land, a guerilla warfare course and an intelligence course. N.Reeves
is also doing the course. Barrie, who plans to train as a teacher next year, has
played hockey in Bloemfontein against Bushy Hesketh, T. Dowse and B.
Coleman.

R.R. Whitear works for Total S.A., with headquarters in Kimberley, where

he met his wife, Miss P. M. Brown. They now have an infant son.
P, J, W. Wood has gone to settle in Rhodesia, where he will join the Soil
Conservation Dept. in Salisbury once he has finished military training,
LETTERS

J. F. Reece writes from England of their holiday in Europe:
The ten days following our departure from Botha's Hill were full of interest.
Greece was wonderful — I preferred it to Italy. They are so proud of their tra
ditions, and knowledgeable over their mythology, and the ruins of the glory that
was Greece are most impressive. Our first morning was spent on escavations
that are still going on near the gates of the city — Kerameikos (ceramics — the

place of the potters). Here the beautiful statues and tombs are still in situ, and
temples, roads and waterways are in good condition. I could have filled a suit
case with bits of pottery, but kept only a handle of a Greek urn which lay on a
path!

Then there was an unforgettable trip to Delphi, about 120 miles away. The
drive was hair-raising, along Mount Helicon, where I looked in vain for the
Muses, past snow-covered Mount Parnassus, and up and down a bewildering
series of curves that had our hearts in our mouths. We looked down on the cross

roads where Oedipus slew his father. Delphi itself is set amid awe-inspiring scenery;
the ruins are extensive and magnificent, I wished I had the power to go back
2,500 years. Less than 100 years ago excavations began to reveal the wonders
beneath the surface, including a lovely theatre round the hillside. I feel that to
be an archaeologist is to live in world of anticipation and excitement. I was
unable to consult the oracle, as she was unavoidably absent, but took a photo of
the hole in the ground through which the fumes came, and of the three holes in
which her tripod was placed.
A second day's journey was made south to Mycenae, the burial place of
Agamemnon and the early Greek kings. Agamemnon's tomb is a huge beehive
built into a hill — or else the hill was built round it. So lofty that our torches
could not see the top of it, with a minor beehive tomb leading off. We passed
through the famous Lion Gates, to the general burial ground — a mass of circular
pits. The Lion Gates go back to prehistory, and are as sturdy as ever. The ruts
made in the granite by chariot and cart wheels are six inches deep, and must
represent a thousand years of ceaseless traffic. Of course the pride of Athens

itself is the Parthenon and adjacent temples and theatre (the oldest known).
This is quite breathtaking, but so much has been written on it that I could not
hope to add anything further. One can only imagine what it really looked like,
for it was blown up (partially) by the Turks. The vision and the technical skill
involved in the erection of these wonderful temples and the carving of so many
marble adornments show that in this respect at least we do not today possess
craftsmen to equal theirs.

Near Mycenae is the tremendous theatre of Epidaurus — the biggest and
best preserved of all, seating 40,000 people in a semi-circle of marble seats right
up the mountain side. From the top one had virtually a bird's-eye view of the
stage below, yet the acoustics are so perfect that the striking of a match below can
be clearly heard from the top row. What a thrill for excavators, as they gradually
brought it to life in all its perfections. Even the names remain carved on the stone
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seats, and inscriptions are to be seen on all sides. And the seats are exceedingly
comfortable — much more so than those one sits on at rugger and cricket matches
today. And more durable.

Italy was a great contrast. The Roman remains point to great brutality and
tremendous military efficiency — walls the thickness of a house, forts, triumphal
arches etc., and built, not of granite, but of bricks and mortar. Not very photo
genic, and mixed up with modern Rome. Pompeii was interesting. The hundreds
of huge wine jars to be seen still lying in the rooms make one wonder how many
of the 20,000 inhabitants couldn't get away through inability to run straight 1
We foimd "TV fascinating, and have seen almost no "rubbish". Plays, news,
and documentaries are very good indeed, and one is kept abreast of all contemp
orary events and thinking. It must be a godsend to the aged and sick.

G. Garbutt writes from Umvukwes, Rhodesia:
Despite the United Nations' assertion that we are a threat to world peace,
Rhodesia remains a very peaceful place to live in. The ploughmen who came here
for the World Ploughing Match could not get over the peace and quiet in Rho

desia. The stories they had to tell us of the information they were given prior to
leaving for Rhodesia were too fantastic for words. It is a sorry world that we live
in when organisations like the BBC resort to "terminological inexactitudes" to
project an image which suits their thinking.
I regularly see Brian Dykes who is farming in Centenary, Fred Comins who
is farming in the Shamva district and occasionally I bump into Wilf Letcher who
IS in the Lengwe area. In my position as an Agronomist for a fertiliser company
I have the opportunity of meeting many people, amongst whom are a large
number of ex-Banana Boys, so the dicsussions of old schools crop up regularly.
Umvukwes is in the heart of a large tobacco growing area but since U.D.I,
farming here has diversified into maize, cotton and cattle. The interesting part
of this farming metamorphosis is that the farmers are becoming better farmers
as a result of the swing away from tobacco. They are becoming far more versatile
and better business managers as the profits of crops, other than tobacco, are
considerably lower on a per acre basis.

G. M.Oram sends Old Boys:
A NOTE FROM ITALY

Your good wishes for an enjoyable voyage to Italy and happy settling at
Stresa have now been fulfilled, and we are ready for you who promised to visit
us when you pass across Europe to come along and do so. Quite a number de
clared this intention at Mike Rodda's wine-and-cheese party last March.
Only two days after we had moved into our "apartamento" in mid-May
we had a surprise call from Graeme Stead {55-60) and John Stockil (also 55-60)
who were wandering through Europe in a Volkswagen combi. It was indeed a
thrill to see them, and what a talk we had!

The thrill was repeated only two days later when Patrick Court (49-55)
and his wife called on us. More excited talk! Splendid!
These two happy occasions were followed by a third only a few days ago
when Roy Whiteford and his mother stayed in Stresa for the week-end in the course
of an arduous and most interesting tour of Europe by car, and generously gave
us the greater part of their time here. We hope they will take good news of us
back to Kearsney,for their visit was a really tremendous pleasure to us.
Others passing this way please follow these good examples! You can find

us quite easily as our block of flats is the distinguished-looking one just above
the railway station. Phone 31333 if in difficulty!
My wife and I are very much missing our contact with you, and I find myself
envying Denis Hopewell (48-53) as my successor in the Club Secretaryship. I am
sure he is enjoying the work and the sense of fellowship that it brings.
Tot siens, and good luck to you all!
G. M. Oram,

Costa Azzurra, Via 25 Aprile, Stresa.
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EDITORIAL

Boarding schools are an anachronism in most parts of the world.
They have not always been so, especially in countries such as ours
where a small population was scattered over vast distances, so that
schools had to be centralised and even the provision of school
transport was uneconomical or impossible. But with the improve
ment in communications and the expansion of education in the
country districts, this reason for the existence of boarding schools is
falling away. However, there is still a heavy demand for boarding
school places in our country, for a number of reasons. No doubt
there will still for some years be boys who are not in reach of dayschools; there will always be some whose home circumstances

make it desirable that they should be sent to boarding school; and,
most important of all, there is an increasing demand for boarding
school places from parents who want to keep their children out of
undesirable company and the influences to which they are exposed
in modern urban life. The trouble about this last reason for the

existence of boarding schools is that children do not necessarily
accept their parents' views on the subject; though boarders, they
are fully aware of the increasing freedom enjoyed by their dayscholar counterparts, and life in a boarding school may seem very
restricting to them.

This lays an obligation on the boarding school to make the
education it provides relevant to the needs of the child, and to let the
child see its relevance. An effort must be made to minimise the bar

riers between the everyday life ofthe school and the normal life of the
community, and to make the formal education of the curriculum
germane to the future needs of the school leaver. These demands

are being felt by Kearsney, though not yet to the extent that
English public schools have experienced. There is the need to
provide vocationally orientated courses, particularly for the nonacademic pupil, which must at the same time be coupled with an
adequate grounding in the humanities. There is the need to provide
privacy and opportunity for the expression of individuality, in spite
of the growth in size of the school, for if this is not provided, the
pupil will have no opportunity to gain the self-knowledge that he

will need to keep him balanced when he leaves the sheltered life of
the college. There is the need to let the pupil realise the ways in
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which the community needs his service. Here the Guild has been
instrumental in providing avenues of service for the boys, in work
camps in Zululand and, as this issue of the Chronicle reports, in their

building project in Clairmont. But there is still room for far more
of this kind of outward-looking activity.
No doubt the challenges to the status quo of Kearsney are going
to increase as youthful unrest spreads in the world. With flexibility
and foresight, this restlessness can be channelled into constructive
action.

SCHOOL NOTES

We regret to record the death of Mrs. C. A. Woods, wife of a
past Chairman of the Kearsney Board of Governors.

The last six months have seen four additions to the happy family

of Kearsney children. Mr. Fish can be assured of a continued
demand for places in his Sunday School! We congratulate the
following, in order of arrival:
Mr. and Mrs. Hall, a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Esprey, a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Harper, a son.
Mr. and Mrs. de Beer, a daughter.
In July we welcomed Mr. C. Diedericks to the staff, and wish him
and his family a happy stay at Kearsney. We also welcomed Mrs.
Brosnihan, who was persuaded to turn her termporary post at
Kearsney into a permanent one. In the Fourth Term we were glad
to have Mrs. Burger on the staff, where she stood in for Mr. Burger
while he was overseas.

We have said a temporary good-bye to two masters who will be
away in the first term of 1969: Mr. Blamey, who has our best
wishes for a successful term of teaching in England on a British
Council Bursary, and Mr. Best, who is taking long leave but
staying at home. (We wonder how long he will be able to resist
the sound of cricket balls on a Saturday afternoon?) Mrs. V.
Sambrook, kindly matron of Finningley, is taking a year's leave
which we hope will be most enjoyable and happy as she is reunited
with her son in England.
Regretfully, the end of the year is also time to say good-bye to
those who are leaving. To all Sixth Formers and other boys who
are leaving, we express our best wishes and wish them luck in their
future careers. To the Chaplain and Mrs. Jennings, Mr. Hew.son
and Mr. Flofmeyr, we say reluctant farewell as they go on to service

elsewhere. Special tributes to them appear in this Chronicle.
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SPEECH DAY

2nd OCTOBER, 1968

{Items already reported in the Chronicle are omitted.)
After tea on the Chapel Close in fine weather, the large crowd of
guests entered the Henderson Hall for the ceremony. The Head
master began by presenting his report.
HEADMASTER'S REPORT

Mr. Chairman,

On the aand February, 1968, Kearsney lost an old friend with the passing
on ofour first permanent Headmaster, Mr. R. H. Matterson, M.A. First appointed
in July, 1922, Mr."Matty" as he was affectionately known, served in this capacity
until the end of 1946. On the foundations he so soundly laid in the early years,
Kearsney has grown to its present status as one of the leading private schools in
Natal.

As we mourn the passing of a great friend, we nevertheless rejoice in a life
so well spent in the service of his Church, his School and his Community. His
was indeed a worthy and profitable pilgrimage.
NUMBERS

With a roll of 474, made up of 430 boarders and 44 day boys, the school is full.
Moreover there has been no difficulty in filling the few casual vacancies which
have occurred during the year.
EXAMINATIONS

The Staff and the boys concerned are to be congratulated on the high standard
attained in the Natal Senior Certificate examinations last November. Of the 26

Merit Passes, one gained an 'A' aggregate of over 80% and 12 gained 'B' aggre
gates of over 70%.

The 38 subject distinctions are the highest number achieved at Kearsney in
any one year. Of these 31 were gained in Mathematics and Physical Science, 6 in
English and one in History.
CHAPEL

The Chapel continues to be the focal point of our daily life, and I am grateful
to our Chaplain, the Rev. Athol Jennings, for his valuable contribution to the
spiritual welfare of all our boys, regardless of denomination. One of the features
of the school is the tolerance of, and respect for, the other person's creed.
GRANDSTAND PETE

It is with great pleasure that I record the outstanding success of our Fete, held
on Q4th August, when over R9,ooo was raised on the day itself. With a sum of

Ry.fioo previously in hand, and thanks to the generosity of the Old Boys who
collected R 1,300, the net total is in the region of R 18,000.

1 wish to place on record our very sincere appreciation to our Fete Convener,
Mrs. Joan Booth, whose tact, enthusiasm and organising ability have been
responsible for the success of the venture. At every stage she has had the whole
hearted support of a large band of willing and hard-working assistants.
One of the most pleasing features of the Fete has been the tremendous fund

of goodwill that has been in evidence among parents. Old Boys and friends of
the College. I hope that this happy association will long continue.
APPRECIATION

I wish to record my appreciation to my Staff, academic, administrative and do
mestic, for their willing and whole-hearted support, and to the Prefects, too, who

under the able leadership of Barry Clarke, Head Boy, have played their part in
making the past year a happy and successful one.
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READING LABORATORY

During the first half of the year the 75 boys in Std. VI were put through the IIIA
Reading Laboratory course which extends over 15 weeks.
Before starting they were given a Schonnel Reading Test and the results

were recorded. When the same test was given after the course, there was, with
few exceptions a distinct improvement in the reading ability of the boys, a few
of whom, however, remained below average.
We have decided to continue with an extension course during the third
and fourth quarters for those still below standard. These classes are held on a
voluntary basis on two afternoons of the week and every effort is being made to
deal with individual weaknesses. It is hoped that at the end of the six-week period
these boys will reach the same level of reading ability as the rest of the class.
Encouraged by the success of the IIIA Reading Laboratory in 1967 and
again this year, we have acquired the IVA set for boys in Std VII who arc still
below standard. As the VIA set has been brought into operation only this term,
it is too early to give details of progress made.
The introduction of the Reading Laboratory at Kearsney has been fully
justified by the results so far attained. The benefit in all subjects requiring reading
will be felt to an increasing extent as last year's Std. VI and subsequent forms
move up the school.
I should like to express our appreciation to Mr. Ken Balcomb for the time
and effort he has put into the work of the Reading Laboratory this year.
CAREERS AND

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

There is yet another aspect of education in which Kearsney can and should play
a leading role — one that would be of untold value to our boys when they leave
school and embark upon their careers. I refer to the field of career and vocational

guidance, to which 1 made brief reference in my Speech Day Report last September.
It becomes increasingly evident that the present shortage of trained executive
and technical personnel in our country, is due to a large extent to the inefficient
direction of our manpower potential. Young men embark on unsuitable courses
of training, and then are forced to change over half-way through, or even to
abandon their training altogether.
A director of a large group of companies, with their own training scheme,
told me recently that the mis-placing of a trainee could cost their organisation
up to R10,000, and in his experience these cases were all too frequent.
Speaking at Port Shepstone in August this year the Honourable Minister of
National Education, Senator J. de Klerk, said that the shortage of manpower in
South Africa was aggravated by the waste, or often wrong use, of human material
in virtually all spheres of our national economy, and went on to say that it was
unfortunately true that the initial blame for this unwholesome state of affairs
frequently lay with the schools.
While recognising the validity of this statement and conceding some of the
culpability on the part of the schools, I do not think that in all fairness it should
be said that the schools can fulfill the demands of the country as regards manpower
and trained personnel only in so far as the necessary resources and Staff are made
available by the departments concerned.
So often Vocational Guidance and counselling are relegated to an inferior
position in the school curriculum, precedence being given to examination subjects,
I do not for a moment suggest a lowering of academic standards, but I do make a
plea on behalf of this sorely neglected department.
I feel most strongly that the preparation of a boy for a Matriculation exami
nation is only part of our responsibility as a school. Important though this may
be in a boy's life, it is but the beginning of a boy's career. Even at this stage, after
12 years of schooling, many will admit quite frankly that they have no idea as
to what course to follow or what career to choose. It is little wonder then that

employers and the Bureau of Labour complain of having too many square pegs
in round holes. If we are to produce young men who are capable of taking a
lead in scientific research, commerce, industry and the various fields of social
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service, we must begin training them at school - and unless we accept this as
part of our responsibility, then we are failing in our purpose. A first class Matri
culation pass in itself is of limited value unless a boy is advised as to how to use
this qualification to best advantage when he leaves school.
Another aspect of high school education referred to by the Minister is covered
by sub-paragraph (f) of the Education Act No. 29 of 1967 which reads as follows:
"Education shall be provided in accordance with the ability, and the aptitude of,

and interest shown by, the pupil and the needs of the country; and that the appro
priate guidance shall, with due regard thereto, be furnished to pupils."
In this connection the Minister went on to say, "That too often pupils are
forced into wrong fields of study, which gives rise to frustration, lack of self-con
fidence and interest and finally to failure at school."
Closely associated with the choice of careers is this question of differentiation
in the school curriculum. I hold very strongly that a boy should continue on an
academic course as far as his ability will allow, but not all children are endowed
with ability in this field. This fact must be recognised in the case of the nonacademic child and some form of differential course provided for him. I am not

convinced that our present method of selection based mainly on academic tests
is adequate or even equitable, as no cognisance is taken of emotional and other
factors which may be responsible for the child's apparent lack of ability and failure
at school. A fully equipped and staffed guidance department would be the means
of tracing these factors and of planning measures in combating these influences,
many of which are not apparent to the casual observer but, on the other hand,
unless this department of school activity is handled by experts, the result could
be disastrous.

The Cape Department of Education has been experimenting in this fields
recognising the growing necessity for further differentiation in secondary school,
and the need for trained personnel to determine the merits of each case.

In his address to the S.A. Teachers' Association Conference in Cape Town
on 24th June, 1968, the Superintendent-General of Education in the Cape, Mr.
G.J. J. Smit, said, "Reports indicate that a more effective system of guidance for
pupils will have to be enforced so that the aptitude, ability and interests of every
pupil can be determined with scientific accuracy.

"In view of this development I appointed six teacher-psychologists to the
staff of high schools within the Cape Peninsula. I instructed the senior officers

of the Psychological Services to exert control over the e.xperimcnt, and in par
ticular to determine the functions of teacher psychologists in selected schools and

the scope of their guidance work in the high school. The experiment has been very
successful; and I am contemplating the appointment of such officers in all the
larger high schools within the Province. Only fully qualified teachers will be
considered for appointment."
I hope Kearsney parents will take heart from the knowledge that we have

had on our Staff, since the beginning of the year, a fully qualified teacher-psycho
logist in the person of Mr. E. G.J. Beresford, B.A., who, with more than qo years'
experience in Guidance and Counselling, is one of the most experienced men in
this field in the country today. In addition to interest and aptitude tests, he is

qualified to conduct personality tests, which are of considerable value in tracing
the cause ofemotional problems. My only regret, however, is that, as Mr. Beresford

is a full-time member of the teaching staff, he is able to provide guidance only
in an extra-mural capacity. I look forward to the day when we shall have a
full-time Careers Department, accommodated in a suitable building, and I make

no excuse for pressing my campaign for better facilities in this field at Kearsney
as I regard these of the utmost importance in a school such as ours.
In this regard I am extremely grateful to one of our parents, who as the

result of personal canvass on his part, has already collected Ri,o75 towards this
end.

I am also grateful for the support of my Board of Governors and the Industrial

Fund who have made it possible for Mr. I. Gibson to spend a year's study leave
at Cornell University, U.S.A. taking a course in careers counselling. On his return
he will greatly strengthen our Staff in this department. I view with grave concern
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the fact that no comparable courses in Careers Guidance are offered at any of
the institutes of higher education in this country.
Also on the practical side, during the last July holidays eight Kearsney boys
were placed in different firms or organisations in Pinetown as an experiment in
pre-employment experience. The experiment is part of a pilot scheme sponsored
by the Pinetown Rotary Club, and designed primarily to assist boys, who are
not likely to enter University, to gain valuable knowledge before committing
themselves finally to the choice of a career. Unfortunately arrangements for the
July experiment had to be rushed, but I am hopeful that, as the result of ex
perience gained by the organising committee, we shall be able to offer an in
creasing number of our boys this opportunity for pre-employment training in
the future.
CONCLUSION
THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CHURCH SCHOOL

In this age of permissiveness and materialistic affluence when moral and spiritual
values are so often relegated to the background, there is an almost hysterical
clamour for more and more freedom from any form of restriction or restraint.
This is not a new concept, for throughout the ages man has struggled for freedom
in some form or other, whether it has been freedom of action or freedom of ex
pression. Time has also proved, however, that there can be no real freedom for

any individual or community unless it is tempered with discipline, and no man
can hope to enjoy personal freedom unless he himself is prepared to exert a degree
ofself-restraint and self-control, at the same time accepting a share ofresponsibility
in return for the privileges enjoyed.
The term ^'freedom" in its modern context has become synonomous with
unbridled license, disregard for law and order, and for the breaking down of
established tradition, whether it be on a personal, social or political plane. It
even finds expression in physical violence and brutal assault, so that eventually
one shudders at the inhumanities that are perpetrated in the name of freedom.
In almost every sphere of human experience today vast forces are being
released in scientific discovery, in political revolution and in this strife for greater
personal freedom. The danger facing our society is whether we can evolve fast
enough to prevent ourselves from being overwhelmed by this avalanche, whose
pace accelerates at such an alarming rate, that the entire fund of human know
ledge can be doubled in a decade. We are told that there is an urgent need for a
new world, but even this brave new world will not endure unless it is based on a
sound moral and spiritual foundation.
In this maelstrom of advancement the tempo of modern life is such that
there is little time to concern ouselves with irksome restraints imposed by con
science and what are regarded by many as out-moded standards, which may have
suited our grandfathers but are now, in the words of the modern idiom, "for the
birds." There is, however, still a place for courtesy and good manners which
find expression in consideration for the welfare and well-being of others, no matter
what their status on the social scale.

In this uncertain world, an ever-increasing responsibility is thus being placed
on the private Church school - where young men - and here again the schoolboys
of yesteryear are, at the same age, the young men of today — where young men
have the opportunity of thinking for themselves in the face of indoctrination
which is a feature of so many aspects of our modern society. If the Church is
faced with the problems of this present age, then equally so are the Church schools
challenged to meet the new demands. More than ever before is the existence of
the Church school justified. Just as, in the Dark Ages following the fall of the
Roman Empire, the Jesuit monastries kept alive the dim sparks of knowledge and
Christian doctrine, eventually fanning them into the brilliant glow of the Ren
aissance, so the Church schools are being called upon to an ever increasing degree

to preserve our moral and spiritual values which are more precious to us than
gold — yea, much fine gold.
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In our present world, mankind is in imminent danger of losing its soul so
that wc find ourselves faced with the question that was first posed nearly two
thousand years ago;"How is a man profited if he gain the whole world and lose
his own soul?"

The Headmaster then introduced the guest speaker, the Hon.
Mr. F. N. Broome, q. c., m.c., m.a. (oxon), hon.ll.d. (natal), who
presented the prizes. After he had done so ,Mr. Broome began his
speech by making some remarks with reference to what the Head
master had said about the education of the non-academic child.
The non-academic child is not only a problem for the schoolmaster; he is a

problem for the parent. Particularly is this the case when the family includes
children of both types, the academic and non-academic. On no account must the

non-academic member of the family be tacitly relegated to a position of inferiority.
Nor will it necessarily be sufficient to make it up for him by saying: "Tommy
isn't brainy like his brothers, but he is much better than they are at games, and
he is very clever with his hands." The truth may be that Tommy is Just as brainy
as his brothers, but he needs to be taught by a different method. If only he is
taught by the right method, the method that is right for him, his brain may
develop well up to the standard of his academic brothers.

Here I must tread very delicately. I am not an educational expert. What I am
going to say is the result of practical experience and observation, and I put it
up to you with the greatest diffidence. I believe that the problem of the nonacademic child is often to discover the correct route to his brain. With the academic

child there is no problem. The route to his brain is through his eyes and his ears,
and his teaching follows that path. But with the non-academic child you often
can't get things through to his brain that way. He doesn't seem to follow normal
explanations. May that not be because in his case the best route to his brain is

not by way of his eyes and ears but through his hands? Is it not possible that the
right way to teach him is not from theory to practice, but from practice to theory?
I once knew a boy who could learn nothing at school from the academic

methods then in vogue. He failed every examination he wrote and was reported
on by the school as unteachable. But once he got to a technical college he never
looked back. Eventually he entered a University, obtained a degree and qualified
for a learned profession which he practised with complete success.
So if any of you parents have a boy who is not so brainy as his brothers or
his friends, don't Just write him off as mentally inferior. Don't Just try to boost
his ego by flattering his athletic prowess. For it is possible that he has an excellent
brain if only you can find the correct route to it. Of course, I don't suggest that
this is the case with every non-academic child, but I do believe that it holds good
for some of them. And what I want to impress on you is that if you have an edu
cational problem in your family this may perhaps be the solution. So give Tommy
a chance.

Mr. Broome then addressed some remarks directly to the boys
on the subject of being "good Sports". It was a fallacy, be said, to
be told that one does not play sport to win; of course sport is
played to be won, but the test of sportsmanship is in the way one
behaves in victory or defeat. He went on to the main topic of bis
address, the subject of student unrest. Students must not overlook

the possibility that they may be wrong. He pointed out bow diffi
cult it can sometimes be to decide what is right or wrong, especially
in social problems.

After Mr. Broome bad spoken, the Head Boy, B. L. Clarke,
thanked bim for bis visit and made a presentation to bim.
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SIXTH FORM PRIZES

Hindson Memorial Prizefor English literature
Ben Milner Prizefor Biology
Latin
Music

Dr. J. D. M. Richter's Prizefor Afrikaans . . . .

H. C. A. C. Best
H. C. A. C. Best
H. C. A. C. Best
H. C. A. C. Best

S. B. Theunissen Memorial Prizefor Perseverance

. J. R. Stamp
D. van Rooyen

Patrick Moore Memorial Shield and Prizefor Physical Science
Headmaster's Prizefor Special Service

. B. L. Clarke

Order Prizes:
Third on Tear

. T. M. Smith

J, E. Barrow

. J. R. Stamp

Second on Tear

First on Tear and Dux of the School

H. C. A. C. Best

Honour Awards:

For Academic Achievement (Re-award)

. . . . .

H. C. A.0. Best

J. R. Stamp
. J. R. Stamp

For Contribution to Cultural Activities

T. R. Groom

For Cross-Country (Re-award)

A. H. Milbank

Hockey
Rugby

I. S. Cole

. M. B. Booth

Junior Chamber of Commerce (Pinetown) Inter-Schools Debate Floating
Trophy
Kearsney College
(J. R. Stamp)

FAREWELL TO REV. A. R. JENNINGS

The School's chaplain, the Rev. Athol Jennings, is leaving
Kearsney to take up a new appointment to the Youth Department
of the Methociist Church. The school is very sorry indeed to be
losing him.

He has a distinguished record in several fields. He held the
S.A. Senior mile title for 8 years, from 1950 to 1957. He won Spring
bok colours in 1950, participated in the Olympics at Helsinki in

1952, and captained the Springbok athletes against the touring
German side in 1955. When he entered the ministry he no longer

participated in competitive athletics, but turned to cross-country.
He captained both the W.P. and Natal teams. He has also con
ducted training courses for coaches and school boys in various parts
of the country. He is a Senior Coach of the S.A. Athletics Coaches
Association. Needless to say, both athletics and cross-country have
flourished under him here at Kearsney. The excellent inter-schools
competitions, the leagues and the school's own sports day, with
increasing successes and rising standards, are an indication of his
efforts, enthusiasm and expertise.

He began his probation as a minister in 1957, three years after

graduating from Wits. He spent 1958 in the Indian Mission and
1959 as Assistant to the President of Conference. In i960 he was
chaplain to the University of Cape Town. In 1961 he moved to
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Kloof, and for 1961 and 1962 he had a dual ministry to the Metho
dist congregation in Kloof and to Kearsney. In 1963 he came to
Kearsney as its first full-time chaplain.
During his time at Kearsney Mark and Karen have been born.

The boys of the school will probably miss the three Jennings
juniors who have always been good for a game or a laugh.
In this period Mr. Jennings also gained his B.A. (Hons.) from
the University of Natal. Subsequently he was awarded a bursary
by the World Council of Churches which took him to the United

States for a year, where he was awarded the degree of Master of
Theology magna cum laude by the University of Chicago.
Though this new learning and broader vision benefited us at

Kearsney for a short time, it made Athol's leaving inevitable. But

while he has been here he has adopted new forms of worship and
has made new attempts to interpret the Christian Gospel for the
modern world.

He has been unflagging in counselling and advising those who
asked for help or advice.

The Guild has been established as a strong and active body.
There are reports elsewhere of some of the great work undertaken.

This surely is a difficult field in which to work. We have boys
of vastly different backgrounds, beliefs, and character. There are

inevitably internal problems and tensions at times. The chaplaincy
makes heavy demands on a man. We are grateful to Mrs. Jennings
for her magnificent support and help, often not in the foreground.
Athol has given himself to the work without reserve. He has com
mitted himself wholeheartedly to the task of Christian education

in its fullest sense. We are thankful that he has spent this time here,
that we have inevitably been influenced personally, and that the
character of the school has undoubtedly been directed at least to
some extent by his teaching and his example.
R. F. H.

FINAL ASSEMBLY

loth DECEMBER, 1968

The Chairman of the Board of Governors, Rev. C. Wilkins, pre
sented the prizes. The Headmaster bade farewell to members of

staff who would be away next term, Mr. Blamey and Mr. Best
and to Mr. Hofmeyr and Rev. A. Jennings. Alan Grant made a
presentation to Mr.Jennings as a token of appreciation for what he

had meant to the boys during his stay at Kearsney. Mr. Jennings
replied, saying that although he and Mrs. Jennings had anticipated
for some time that they would probably be called to service else

where, they still regretted leaving and would miss the happy fellow455

ship of Kearsney. Barry Clarke thanked Mr. Wiikins for presenting
the prizes and presented him with a gift, after which the Head
master announced the names of next year's prefects and declared
the term at an end.
PRIZE UST

ART DEPARTMENT

Lino Prints: Form I

ist Prize: J. H. Vryenhoek
2nd Prize: E. de la Rey Nel

Form IIA ist Prize: P. J. Nieuwoudt
2nd Prize: D. G. W. Barker and A. D. Lloyd
Form JIB ist Prize: K. P. Easterbrook
2nd Prize: R. A. Rielly and G. E. Pilkington
Form lie ist Prize: K. G. Meikle
2nd Prize: C. A. Lane

Mrs. Lutley's Special Prize {For 6 prints, well designed and printed):
P. T. Liebetrau

Headmaster's Prizefor best Christmas card:

R.J. Froom (Form IIA) and G. A. Houghton (Form I)
MUSIC PRIZES

Junior:

A. D. Lloyd

Senior Progress:

D. M. Laws

Music Certificates:

D. van Rooyen (VIB): Merit Pass (Organ) Grade 7,
Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music.
M. Payne (VIC): Merit Pass (Organ) Grade 6 of Trinity
College, London.

M. Hazell (IIIC): Pass (Piano) Grade 2 of University of
South Africa.

A. D. Lloyd (IIA): Merit Pass (Piano) Grade 3 of Trinity
College, London.

Form I:

FORM AND SUBJECT PRIZES
ist on Year: E. de la Rey Nel
Afrikaans: E. de la Rey Nel
2nd of Year: I. C. McClure

Form 11:

English: I. C. McClure
ist on Year: S. J. Beningfield
2nd on Year: R. B. Sinclair

3rd on Year: C. T. Scorgie
English: S. Konyn
Afrikaans: G. D. Robertson

Form 111:

Industry: G. E. Pilkington
J. R. Hall
ist on Year: A. D. Smith
2nd on Year: J. de la Rey Nel
3rd on Year: B. H. Prosser
English: B. H. Prosser
Afrikaans: J. de la Rey Nel
R. D. Irons

Progress: M.J. Simon
Industry: S. A. Eliovson
R. D. Lowe
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Form IV:

ist on Year; C. R. Foster
and on Year: A. G. Dickens

English: A. G. Dickens
3rd on Year: J. Wallace
Afrikaans: L. F. Buys

Industry: D. W. M. Crook
History Project: G. P. Kingston
Form V:

istonYear: G. N. Smith

English: G. N. Smith
and on Year: P. G. Eriksson

3rd on Year: T.J. Mathews
Afrikaans: A.J. Storm
Industry: J. R. Hitchcock
Mathematics Project: G. R. Prentice
Geography: R. A, Crookes
HONOURS AWARDS

Academic Merit: G. N. Smith

Hockey (Re-award): P. A. Gladman
CROSS-COUNTRY

Senior Inter-House: Pembroke (A. H. Milbank)
Junior Inter-House: Finningley (M.J. Simon)
Junior Individual: B.J. S, Robinson

Under 13 Inter-House: Gillingham (C.J. Scorgie)
Under 13 Individual: C.J. Scorgie
SHOOTING

1. Inter-House:
Derek Robbins Trophy: Gillingham (T. M. Smith)
2. Highest Average during the year:
Ivan Bjorkman Cup: T. M. Smith
3. Senior Championship:
Ken Trotter Shield: J. F. K. Sievers
4. Junior Championship:
Ernest Ashby Memorial Trophy: C. D. Smith
TENNIS

Bonnefin Trophy: Maritzburg Inter-Schools Junior Tennis Trophy: 1968 Winner
Kearsney College (M. P. Engelbrecht)
SWIMMING

Vella Cup: School in Natal gaining the highest Awards in Life-Saving: (A. H.
Milbank)
CRICKET

I. Foss Bat (For the most promising and accomplished batsman): D. A. Foss
a. Special Bat Award (For outstanding Captaincy and achievements): C. R.
Foster

Sportsman of the Tear Trophy:
T. R. Groom
I. S. Cole

Jack Hulett Salver (For House with the greatest Cricket participation): Finningley
Sutler-Gore Trophy and Book Token (For the best Parliamentary Speech of the year):
H. C. A. C. Best

Hanle Trophy (For contribution to Cultural Activities): J. R. Stamp

Henwood Trophy (For Character, Leadership, and Devotion to Duty): M.B. Booth
Parke's Inter-House Scholastic Trophy: Finningley
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TWO FAREWELLS

The last two terms of this year saw the departure from Kearsney
of two masters whose lives while at the college were closely asso
ciated with all that is finest in the Kearsney tradition. Mr. J. A.
Hewson and Mr. R. F. Hofmeyr devoted themselves unstintingly

to the service of the college, and their influence and example will
be missed in its religious, cultural and sporting life.
Mr. Hewson came to Kearsney in 1963, and left in September
to continue his studies, and, incidentally, to be married. He worked
closely with the Chaplain in making the Guild a meaningful
expression of faith for the boys, and served the church by acting £is
Secretary of the Quarterly Meeting and by leading worship in the
Chapel. Mr. Hewson encouraged the boys to take part in the
activities of societies, and, himself a skilled photographer, en
couraged the growth of a flourishing Photographic Society. He
helped make cross-country running the popular sport it is at the
school today, and in this and athletics he promoted the comradeship
of sport by taking part himself as well as training the athletes.
Mr. Hofmeyr has also made his influence felt in the Christian
life of the college in the four years he has been here, and he took
services in the Chapel regularly. He was very active in promoting
the cultural interests of the boys, as Classics Master, and in the
Dramatic and Junior Debating Societies whose activities involved
him in many evenings and weekends of extra work and travelNevertheless he also found time to coach cricket and rugby, in
which he took a lively interest in the progress of his players.
We shall miss these two gentlemen; and we wish them Godspeed
as they go on their way.

HOUSE NOTES
GILLINGHAM HOUSE

Gillingham has played an active part in all aspects of school
life; on the sports field, in the classroom and in the various cultural
activities.

The House had three boys in the First XV: John Moore,
Neville Forbes and the energetic captain, Barry Clarke. Moore

also earned a place in the First XI. The House continues to do well
in swimming and special mention should be made of Michael
Bartlett who was awarded Honours. Other Colours Awards were

made to Tim Smith (Shooting and Academic), Joe Sievers (Shoot

ing), Neville Forbes (Rugby and Swimming), Wayne Rosenberg
(Swimming) and John Moore and Barry Clark (Rugby).
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Most of the Societies, the Choir, etc. have a number of Gillinghamians but there is scope for greater participation in these ac
tivities.

At the end of this year we say farewell to Mr. R. H. Hofmeyr
who leaves after a stay of four years. His interest in and loyalty
to the House during that time will make his loss keenly felt. We
wish him happiness in his new post.
During the fourth term the Housemaster, Mr. G. Burger, was
in Europe studying the use oflanguage laboratories. Letters indicate
that in spite of the European climate he has enjoyed himself and
found the experience profitable. We look forward to hearing all
about it on his return.

Sixteen Sixth Formers leave at the end of this year. To them
and to the leavers in the lower forms we say farewell; we wish them
every success and happiness in the future. This year's Sixth Form
has set a fine example; the tone of a house depends so largely on
the prefects and the Sixth Form, that it is particularly pleasing to
be able to record their successful leadership. The prefects, John
Moore, Robin Lloyd and Neville Forbes, under the cheerful and
wise guidance of Barry Clarke, who was also Head Boy of the Col
lege, maintained a firm but sympathetic discipline. They have
earned the thanks of the House.

D. L-W.

PEMBROKE HOUSE

As IS USUAL, Pembroke has had a happy year as a united and
spirited House. We have achieved a great number of successes in
academic, sporting and cultural activities.
After umpteen years, we finally scored a convincing victory
over Gillingham in the swimming gala; the swimming standards
cup was also taken by Pembroke. However, owing to laziness on
the part of some, we lost the athletic standards as well as the sports
to Finningley. Pembroke contributed high percentages to the
first teams in rugby, cricket, hockey and tennis, and was well
represented in the other school teams also. Some of our boys were
selected during the year to represent Durban and District in

swimming, hockey and athletics; one was chosen to play water-polo
in the Natal Under 19 team; another represented Natal in the
South African Junior Table Tennis championships.
Not only did our boys receive many colours awards for a wide

range of sports; the only 1968 awards of merit badges for academics
and also for outstanding contributions to cultural activities were
all made to Pembroke boys. However, once again, we lost the
Parkes Trophy for Inter-house Academic Competition to Finningley.
Two of our prefects represented the school in the E. G. Jansen

speech contest and did very well in spite of the fact that they were
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competing, in Afrikaans, with teams from Afrikaans-medium
schools. Of the three regular members of the school team which was
so successful in the debating contest run by the J.G.G., two were
Pembroke boys.
At the beginning of the year, we welcomed Mr. Bovey back to
the House after a year's absence; now he moves across to Junior

House in search of a little "peace and quiet". We do, of course,
congratulate him on putting up with Pembroke noise for a year,

and thank him for his great interest in all the activities of the
House. We wish him every happiness in Junior House.
On the whole, I think everyone involved in Pembroke has
played his part extremely well in helping the House to run smoothly.
This applies particularly to the staff and prefects who have fulfilled
their duties, unflinching, throughout the year. We hope that the
boys of Pembroke will be even more successful next year than
they have been in iq68.
G. N. S.

The above Notes were written by one of our fifth-formers. To them,
I should like to add my own gratitude to all those who have made
this another happy year in the life of the House. These include not
only the matron, masters and prefects whose duties, we are told,
havd been performed with unflinching zeal. I am also very grateful
to all those members of the House - and they are many - who, by
their friendly courtesy and generally good behaviour, have created
the happy atmosphere of which we are proud.
P. E. M.

FINNINGLEY HOUSE

We have a well-balanced record of achievements for the year,
as was indicated at the final assembly when Finningley proudly

accepted the award of the Parkes Scholastic Trophy for the third
year in succession, and the Jack Hulett Gricket Salver. Other notable
successes during the year were the winning of the Junior GrossGountry and the Inter-House Athletics - though we continue to

plumb the depths (if that is the right expression) in the annual
swimming gala. We were glad to see so many members of the House
active in school societies and the choir - the Dramatic Society

productions, especially in the Third Term, were well supported by
Finningley members. Mike Booth, Head of House, was Leader of
the Opposition in Parliament, and we congratulate him on being
honoured with the award of the Henwood Trophy. Tom Groom
was Gaptain of Athletics and won the 400 metres at the S.A.
Ghampionships; P. Gladman was Gaptain of Hockey and is to

be congratulated on playing for the S.A. Schools team, while he

and I. Gole also played for Natal Schools. Gongratulations to
Groom and Gole on sharing the "Sportsman of the Year" award.
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In all, it has been a happy year for which much of the credit
goes to our prefects, Mike Booth, Gordon Campbell, Stephen
Gerrish and Tom Groom. We congratulate Mr. Mossom on passing
his pilot's tests and gaining his Wings. Regretfully, we must say
au revoir to Mrs. Sambrook who is taking a year's leave during

which she will be able to join her son in England. We wish her a
happy holiday. We have already had the pleasure of meeting her
successor, Mrs. Fransen, who joined us at the Leavers' Dinner.
To all those leaving we extend the House's best wishes for
success and happiness in the future.
E. R.J.

CHAPEL NOTES

A NUMBER of significant services take place in the Chapel during
the last term. September witnessed two confirmation services.
The Methodist Service for the Public Reception of new members

took place on Sunday, 15th, with the Chairman of the Natal
District, the Rev. Cyril Wilkins, receiving 33 boys and 2 girls
from the local community into full membership. Eleven days later
the Bishop of Natal confirmed 32 boys. In this ecumenical age
one looks forward to the possibility, in the not-too-distant future,
when at a single service both traditions represented by the Metho
dists and Anglicans will combine and in a united service receive
Kearsney boys into the body of Christ. The following were received
into full membership or confirmed:
Methodist:

Lyncll Mary Fish, Denisc Maritz, Robin Jeremy Archer, Kevin Ashe,
Lauren Francois Buys, Ivan Lister Clarence, David Murray Donaldson, Patrick
George Eriksson, Richard John Frostick, John WalHs Flarding, Graham Thomas
Harrison, Douglas James Howieson, Brian Humphries, Christopher Paul Kinsgton,
Francis Adrian Lee, Barry Glen Ecberg Leitch, Glynn David Meth, Christopher
Clifton Milbank, Peter Donald Morgan, Francois Malcolm Nel, David Thomas
Phelp, David John Garth Rankin, Allan Michael Richardson, Alan John Rycroft,
Peter Douglas Scully, Michael George Shannon, Barry Curtis Smith, Jeremy
Duncan Smith, Albert Jan Storm, John Michael Sutcliffe, Anthony Peter
Tucker, Marcus Ikabod van Niekerk, Mark Graeme Webber, Dennis Allen
White, James Douglas Wood.
Anglican:

William Blakeman, Garth Bunting, Leslie Coleman, Julian Cox, Bryan
Dowley, Charles Foster, Nicholas Ghosley, Rudy Hamann, Kenneth Harris

Alistair Harvey, Martin Jollands, Peter Knight, Peter Krog, Barry Lang, Dennis
Laws, James Lind Holmes, Neal McLaren, Hugh Magennis, Grant Meikle,
Michael Meyer, Kevin Porter, William Pretorius, John Sallis, Lindsay Sharp,
Timothy Shoobridge, Neil Smith,Terence Strong, Kim Taylor, Andrew Trytsman,
David Walker, Philip Walker, Gary Weddell,

Remembrance Day services are marked by two phenomena. The

first is a struggle to seat the large congregation in the Chapel and
the second the threat of inclement weather. This year the Chapel
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was once more filled to capacity long before the President of the
Old Boys' Club handed over the roll of honour to the Chaplain
at the commencement of the service. The rain held off until the

Remembrance Day Parade was barely over and then the clouds
which were obviously bursting opened the flood gates.
The Senior Boys' Service conducted on the 17th November
showed once again what can be achieved by young folk if only
they are given the opportunity and encouragement. The whole
order of service was well thought out and clearly and sincerely
presented. It left a good impression on all who attended.
Opening Prayer:
Talk:
Hymn:
Lesson:
Talk:
Hymn:
Talk:
Hymn:

Tim Smith
"What is a Christian?" — Robby Lloyd
720 (To a Modern Tune)
I Corinthians 13 — Paul Mason
"Our Responsibility to God" — Edwin Barrow
281 (To a modern Tune)
"Our Responsibility to our Fellows" - Alan Grant
50 (To a Modern Tune)

Concluding Prayers:
Kevin Clark
Organist - Mervyn Payne
Pianist — Edwin Barrow

For the first time for many years both Carol Services (Friday and
Sunday) were free from mist. Mr. Harper and the choir are to be
congratulated on an excellent performance. Both services were
fitting climaxes to months of hard work and preparation.
Organ music:
"At Christmastide." C, V, Stanford
Noels:

"Dites-nous, Marie?" Pierre Dandrieu
Puer nobis nascitur.
Preludes:

Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstein.
In dulci jubilo. J. S. Back
PROCESSIONAL HYMN:

"Once in Royal David's City."(MHB 859)
OPENING PRAYERS
Genesis
ISt Lesson:

Carol:
2nd Lesson:
Carol:
HYMN:

3rd Lesson:

3, v. 8 - 15
Reader: A junior chorister.
Adam layy-bounden Peter Warlock.
Genesis 22, v. 15 - 18 (God's promise)
Reader: A junior boy.
Of the FathePs love begotten. (Piae cantioncs).
0 come, O come, Emmanuel.(MHB 257).
Isaiah g, v. 2, 6, 7. (Christ's birth foretold)
Reader: A senior chorister.

Carol:

4th Lesson:

HYMN:
Carol:

5th Lesson:

1 saw three ships come sailing in. (Trad. English).
St. Luke I, v. 26 - 35, 38. (The Angel Gabriel visits the
Virgin Mary).
Reader: A senior boyLove came down at Christmas.(MHB 138).
Carol of the birds. (Czech).
Micah 5, V. 2 - 4 .(The Prophet Micah foretells the glory
of Bethlehem).
Reader: A Prefect.

HYMN:

O little town of Bethlehem.(MHB 215).
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Carol:
6th Lesson:

Joseph dearest, Joseph mine. (English).
St. Matthew i, v. i8 - 23.(The birth ofJesus).
Reader: A member of the staff.

Carol:

The cradle song of the Virgin, arr. Stainer.

7th Lesson:

St. I.uke 2, v. 15 - 20. (The shepherds go to the manger).

Carol:

Shepherds rejoice. (French arr. JMH).

HYMN:
8th Lesson:

While shepherds watched their flocks by night.(MHB 129).
St. Matthew, 2 v. i - iq. (The wise men are led to Jesus)

Reader.-The Organist.

Reader: The Headmaster.

Carol:
HYMN:
gth Lesson:

The Carol of the Three Kings. J. M.Harper.
As with gladness, men of old.(MHB 132 v. i - 3).
St. John i, v. i - 14. (The mystery of the incarnation).
Reader: The Chaplain.

Carol:
HYMN:

The 'Sussex' Carol. (English, arr. Willcocks).
O come all ye faithful.(MHB 118).

Organ music:

Concluding prayers.
Postlude on the tune 'Di.x.' Arthur Pritchard.

Chapel services have been conducted by a number of visiting
preachers, but special tribute must be paid to our own band of

loyal local preachers. They fill our pulpit appointments with
distinction. It is good for the school to hear men of the staff in

this way. Mr. C. E. Jeannot has done yeoman service in preparing
the Epilogues for use on Free Sundays. As Mr. R. Hofmeyr leaves,
the local preachers team of Messrs. K. G. Fish, J. F. Reece and
D. Lewis-Williams is stretigthened by the inclusion as a preacheron-trial of Mr. E. R.Jenkins, Their services are much appreciated.
A. R.J.

GRANDSTAND FETE

By Mrs. Joan Booth

When Mr. Hopkins first approached me about convening the
Grandstand Fete, I refused, aghast at the thought of the enormous
responsibility which would be thrust upon my shoulders. I was,
however, talked - nay - bulldozed into it by my husband and Mr.
Hopkins, whose wife had offered to co-convene with me, and what
a tower of strength Mrs. Val Hopkins turned out to be. It was in

fear and trepidation therefore, that I attended the inaugural
meeting at Kearsney on yth September, 1967, and finally accepted
the challenge.

There were about too Kearsney mothers and friends there,

most of whom were strangers to each other and all of them utterly
unknown to me. We decided to divide ourselves into Areas, each
with a "captain" who would act as liaison officer between the
Stall Conveners, the workers, and the Fete Conveners. It worked
splendidly - everybody was kept in touch with other areas and

their activities, the Area captains attending meetings and passing
information on to their sections.
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At that first meeting, we asked for suggestions for stalls, and
any poor unsuspecting mother who came forth with an idea was
immediately asked to convene that stall! There is no need for me
to enumerate the stalls - you know them only too well, and their
conveners and helpers.

Work began almost immediately, and we had decided to hold
small events to raise money to buy materials, etc., for the "real

thing", the date of which had been set as 24th August, 1968. The
first of these events was to be a sale of goods on the last day of the

1967 school year, and thanks to the enthusiasm of those who helped
with Christmas fare and decorations, needlework and gifts, it was

a great success, well supported by all the parents. Most of you will
remember the panic over the "baggies", the demand for which far
exceeded the supply. An S.O.S. went out, and the goods were

produced in time, thanks to the wonderful co-operation of all our
helpers. This sale of goods brought in almost R430. We now had a
tidy sum of money from which to draw.
From that day onwards, we went from strength to strength,
all the Areas working on individual events - bridge drives, cake
sales, a mannequin parade, a linen tea, a cake and fresh produce
stall at the school Gala, a premiere, braais and competitions. There
were individual efforts, too - one staff wife edited and produced a

recipe book with enormous success, others roasted and sold peanuts

to the boys - in fact, apart from the food, the outlay for the stalls
was negligible, each having paid its way, and some even not

requiring a float on the day of the Fete. All these and other events
helped to build up a healthy bank balance, and we started the
actual Fete on 24th August with the most gratifying amount of
R7,500 standing to our credit in the bank.
Work started on the erection of the stalls several days before

the 24th August. We had decided on "Petticoat Lane" as our theme
- the venue was to be the oval, and scaffolding was to be put up

in two long lines with a 20 ft. "street" running between them. Over
7 tons of scaffolding were dumped on the track around the oval
about a week before the Fete, and I felt very sorry for the Rev.

Athol Jennings, who must have viewed the activities on his muchcared-for athletic track with growing concern and misgivings,

especially as his Athletic Standards were being held during that
week! At about the same time an extraordinary looking affair

began to take shape on the oval near the Music Room. It looked
rather like a rabbit warren to begin with, with bits or scaffolding,

wood, curtains, rope, string, etc., and more often than not, a
number of small - and not so small - boys crawling and climbing

all over it, no doubt in the execution of their duties of hammering,

tying and pinning. This construction turned out to be a most
efficient and lucrative "side shows" stall. And talking about boys,

small and otherwise, may I say how grateful I was to all the pupils

of Kearsney for their enormous help both before the Fete, and on
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the day itself. It was most gratifying to have reports from several
and varied sources on the good behaviour, courtesy and help which
was shown by the boys to the public - always ready to carry parcels
from the stalls to the cars, always kind and co-operative to heavilyladen mothers.

Three days before the Fete, the scaffolding, so generously lent
to us free of charge by an expert in that field (who is not connected
with the school in any way whatsoever) was erected, and we set
about roofing it. With the invaluable help of some parents, a most

efficient stapling machine in the capable hands of two fathers,
a three-quarter ton of corrugated cardboard and some 300 ft. of
black tubular plastic, not to mention the hundreds of yards of

string, the job was completed. Everybody worked hard, said a little
silent prayer, and went home for a well-deserved sleep. Imagine
our feelings the next morning when we found that a strong wind
had displaced at least half of the roof! Nothing daunted, we started
again, this time making the roof firmer. That night the rains came
with a vengeance, and literally hundreds of gallons of rainwater
collected on the plastic roofing, stretching and loosening it. Great
fun - wet fun - was had by some mothers with brooms, poles, rakes,
etc., pushing up under the roof and seeing the water cascading
down on both sides of the stalls. Strong men came to the rescue

once more, pulling and lashing it again, and all was well.
On Friday 23rd, dozens of women descended upon the school
to set up and decorate their stalls. It was a long and tiring day for
all of them - indeed one mother worked until 10 p.m. by the head
lights of her car, thereby running down the battery. She spent a
cold and uncomfortable night in the said car alongside her stall.
The next day dawned bright and sunny, and the sight of
Petticoat Lane from the top of the Pavilion steps was splendid,
thanks to the imagination and ingenuity of the stall holders. Flags
fluttered high, criss-crossing from pole to pole, the stalls all looked
gay and very psychedelic in bright oranges, pinks, cerises, greens,
etc. The tantalising smell of fish and chips and hot dogs pervaded
the air and added to the atmosphere of the day - a day which
was marked for the feeling of happiness, enjoyment and goodwill
in and around the school. Excellent teas and lunches were served

and there was something for everyone in the way of entertainment
- sideshows, films, a magician, table tennis exhibition, rugby,

performances by the school band, golf etc.
The Fete was officially opened by Mr. C. O. Medworth with
a short and interesting speech of reminiscences. Mr. Medworth
had himself been a master at Kearsney College for 19 years, from
1926 to 1945 and was, in fact, instrumental in starting Kearsney
College off on a distinctive sporting career.

A mammoth task was undertaken by the Old Boys, who coL
lected and counted the money, and were hard at it long after
everyone else had gone home. The parking arrangements, too,
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were a triumph, thanks to a member of the staff and some senior
boys.

Hundreds ofcars were directed and parked with the least possible
amount of fuss and as a result, people were able to come and go as
they wished.

I have intentionally avoided mentioning names in this article.

It would be impossible to single out any from the numerous people
who gave of their best so willingly. Every task, big or small, was
tackled with such enthusiasm that its success was ensured almost
before it began. The financial result of the K.C.G.F. is a true re

flection of the success of the venture, our target of R 12,000 being
exceeded to the tune of Ri7,469.35. This, together with the con

tribution from the Old Boys, gave us a grand total of Ri8,869.35.
It now only remains for me to say how very grateful Mrs.

Hopkins and I are to all those who contributed to making the
K.C.G.F. the success it undoubtedly was. All the Areas played
their parts magnificently, responding to the numerous appeals for
"something for each stall", jumble, sugar, condensed milk, plants,
etc. I venture to think that the 24th August will go down in the

annals of the school as a day to be remembered, not only for its
financial outcome, but also - and even more important — for the
spirit of friendliness and co-operation which was engendered
amongst the parents who rallied round so magnificently. We thank
you all most sincerely for your help, support and co-operation and
encouragement during those months when we all worked together.

FETE '68

An Impressionistic Account Compiled by Members of the Sixth Form
The school had no sooner come out of breakfast when the firs^

cars, loaded with goods for the fete, started arriving. Everything
in blazer and grey flannels was instantly roped in to help with the
unpacking and the arranging of stalls. The initial half hour was
chaotic, with boys running hither and thither at the call of the
conveners. Everybody's stall had priority, and boys soon found

themselves with more than enough to do to last them the day.
Eventually everything miraculously took shape and found order,

and by the time the first of the invasion arrived, everything was
ready.

Officially the fete was opened by Mr. C. O. Medworth at
11 a.m., but the melee was well advanced long before that time.
With the response of "Sar'nt Major!" "Jannie se Visblik" crew
got under way. Children rushed for rides on a tractor, horses, a

beach buggy and a veteran car, after propaganda had been put
over the address system by Mr. Metcalf, who ventured to take the
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first ride in the mini-tractor, looking remarkably like Gulliver in
Lilliput.
"Roll up! Roll up! Every time a coconut. Come on, laddie, try
your luck!" A funny man in a little blue hat and a psychedelic

tie screamed at all those unfortunates tempted to chance their luck
and money at his impossible "Games of Skill", Set slightly away
from the impenetrable Petticoat Lane, this den of thieves was doing
a roaring trade.
Trying to enter one end of the hustle and bustle of Petticoat
Lane was like scrumming against a two hundred and fifty pound
Springbok lock-forward. West Street in the Christmas rush had
nothing on this hive of activity. The swirling people created the

atmosphere of some large Eastern bazaar, much facilitated by the
unfortunate positioning of "Jannie se Visblik" upwind of the rest
of the stalls. This attraction, elaborately decorated with nets,
lobsters and shells etc., and having such an enchanting odour, was
set upon by the multitudes who wildly devoured the sea-foods it
provided.
Variety was unbounded, with such stalls as the white elephant.

Old Boys' items, linen, sewing, and parcel post. The cakes which
took so long to bake had no chance to melt in the park - they were

all sold by lunch time. The creche (greeted by sighs of relief from
harassed mothers) was short only of a barbed wire fence to keep
the "little darlings" inside. Seen at the creche was the Head Boy,
and no wonder, for the college has an excellent careers department
which endeavours to give the boys some experience in their future
careers. Furthermore, when one considers the complexity of the
art of ticket tearing, it is hardly surprising that one of the ticket
tearers was the Dux of the School. He should find it easy to obtain

a position at some opera house ...
One of the more popular stalls with the sporting types was the
golf stall. All the golfers swarmed around to try to win the one
cash prize of the day. This popular stall was run by a shady little
character who sat back and smiled as the money (but not the ball)
rolled in.

Unfortunately the magician had completed the disappearing

act before many people could fight their way into the hall. Tea
was being served all day and the hot dog stall, selling only the

"best" in hot dogs, was also incessantly besieged by eager customers.
Grubby little boys in Kearsney uniform, with hands buried in
greasy packets of chips or tightly clasping a hot dog, wandered
aimlessly from stall to stall, taking all in with nonchalant gaze.

Suddenly a drumbeat echoes across the oval. Everyone turns,
everyone looks as the Cadet Band begins its fine display of pre
cision marching. Proud fathers stick out their chests, women talk
of "how sweet they look" and children try to march in time.
However, not everyone has stopped to watch, for the bargain

seekers take advantage of the lull and delve amongst their wares
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to find what they have missed. Servers take the opportunity to
gulp down tea before the rush returns.
Soon it is time for rugby, and then the crowds depart. The stalls
stand forlornly, gazing with drooping sides at the mess. A lone

mynah pecks hungrily at a discarded breadroll. What a day!

MUSIC NOTES
RECITALS

The usual Organ Recitals have taken place in the second half
of the year, and details of them appear below.
Each term there is also a talk on some musical topic, or another

recital of some type. During the third term Mr. Harper gave an
illustrated talk on "Some aspects of modern music" and a further

illustrated talk in the fourth term on a particular topic, and in
1969 the talks will cover the main periods of musical history.
Organ Recitals
July a8th
given by J. M. Harper
September 22nd
given by pupils of the school.
Mervyn Payne
Prelude in G minor. J. S. Bach.
No. 3 of "Liturgical Improvisations." George Oldroyd. Fugue (from Sonata
no. 2 in C minor) Mendelssohn.
Hubert Best:

Prelude in A —J.S. Bach.
Allegro moderato. S. Wesley.
Prelude & fugue. Cesar Franck.
Gavotte. Samuel Wesley.
Postlude on Song 22. C. V. Stanford.
David van Rooyen;
Choral prelude on "Heut triumphiret Gottes sohn". Bach.
Choral prelude on "Melcombe." Hubert Parry.
Postlude all marcia. Eric Thiman.

October 2gth given by J. M. Harper
Overture: the Occasional Oratorio. G. F. Handel.
Minuet in G. Maurice Greene.

The "Bell" prelude and allegro. John Stanley.
Larghetto in F sharp minor. S. S. Wesley.
Sonata no. 5 in D major. Mendelssohn.
Choral prelude on the hymn "Leoni." C. S. Lang.
Scherzo. Kenneth Leighton.
Sonata no. i Felix Borowski.

November 24th given by J. M. Harper.
Toccata and fugue in D minor. J. S. Bach.
"Miniature" Michaelangelo-Rossi.
Introduction and triumpet tune. Maurice Greene.
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Andante. Francois-Pierre-Boely.
Sonata no. 6 in D minor. Mendelssohn.

Tune in E. George Thalebn-Ball.

Choral prelude on "Nundanket alle Gott." Karg-Elert.
Sonata in G (ist. movement) Edward Elgar.
Carrillon: Tu es petra. Henri Mulct.
CHAPEL CHOIR

Most of the choir activity has been with the Carol Service in
mind during the second half of the year.
Nevertheless a number of anthems have been performed and

important events for which the choir sang were the two services
of Church Membership and Confirmation, for which the anthem
was Mendelssohn's "Grant us Thy Peace."
The choir has worked well this year - with the inevitable shoe

string of rehearsal time. The lack of tenors and basses is more severe
this year and must afi'ect consideration of future works to be per
formed. But, with the co-operation of the members of the Staff
Choir it is hoped to perform most of Gabriel Faure's "Requiem"
at the end of the first term 1969.
Thanks are due to all the choir for their work during the year,

and especially to the various members of staff who give up their
time to help with choir activities.
EXAMINATIONS

A number of boys sat for external music exams during the
year and are to be congratulated on the results as shown below.
The Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music.
David van Rooyen Grade 5 Theory (76%)
Organ - grade 7 (merit pass)
David Sutcliffe
Piano - grade 5 (pass)
Trinity College of Music, London.
Mervyn Payne
Organ - grade 6 (merit pass)
Anthony Lloyd
Piano - grade 3 (merit pass)
University of South Africa
Mark Hazell
Piano - grade 2 (pass)
GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY

It is hoped to place this Society on a more active footing in
1969, with the emphasis placed on the participation of the boys.
Lack of a really suitable venue is a snag, but the school stock
of records is growing, and this is in large measure due to generous
gifts of records by Mr. Prentice ofJohannesburg.
J. M. H.
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ART AND POTTERY DEPARTMENT

Good work is being done in both sections and a satisfactory
amount of latent talent developed. About too boys attend Art
and Pottery ... comprising the four junior forms. For keen students
from Form II upwards, Extra Art is held every Monday afternoon,
from 2.30 to 4.30. With the large number of other commitments
(see the pages of this magazine!) a number of otherwise interested
boys find it impossible to attend or can only give irregular attend
ance, which for the teaching staff is frustrating and one can make

no plans for models for portrait work, etc. or for sketching out of
doors. This is a great pity as also is the fact that clay work is wasted
if left too long before completion. However, the boys come when
they can and some interesting work has been produced. We have
been short of Senior work for exhibition this year, nor were there

Senior prizes for Art subjects on Speech Day as much time was
spent on posters for the Grandstand Fete in August. In this con
nection, mention must be made of John Clapham for his faithful
attendance every Monday although he left school last December
and now lives in Durban. He appeared with his gay smile and got
down to work on the posters although his real love is pottery.
By a sad error on my part, his name was not announced in 1967
as winner of the Senior Pottery Prize, an award which he richly
deserved. My apologies! We can scarcely remember John Clapham
ever missing an Extra Art session during all the time he was at
Kearsney. Mrs. Kode and her potters worked hard at glazing
pottery for sale at the Fete and made over R13 at their table.
Lino cutting and printing has always been one of our special inter
ests and this year was no exception. The difficulty has been the

bitterly cold weather which makes lino blocks hard to cut so
plastic bottles were filled with very hot water to warm the blocks
(and incidentally the schoolboys!) Out of all this work has emerged
a creditable show of lino prints for the Lino Competition and some
award-winning exhibits at the Kloof Show. Results of competition
appear elsewhere.

In September, we staged the Annual Exhibition in the Art
Department and were visited by Mr. Justice and Mrs. Broome,
the Board of Governors and many parents and friends. As we
decided not to distribute the exhibits until after the holidays there

was, for once, time for the work to be studied in comfort. Special
Batik classes have been held on Thursdays and been well attended.

They will continue next year. The numbers must necessarily be
limited but space can be made for a few seniors to try experiments
with a very fascinating and rewarding medium. Fourth term
activities have included mosaic designs with gummed papers . . .
much patience is required! . . . and also collages which use every

scrap of attractive paper that we can lay our hands on...including
gay wrappers on soap, etc. . . The most worthwhile productions
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"rate" a small calendar mounted on a plain coloured mount ...
an incentive to work in this last term which is notoriously a restless
time with exams looming near, and Christmas holidays within
sight. We understand that some juniors have been doing a brisk
trade with the horrific masks made in Mrs. Kode's papier mache
lessons. Many of these now adorn 6th Form studies.

KLOOF CHILDREN'S SHOW, 1968
ART — PICTURES
G. H. Paxman

I St Prize "African Winding Road"
and Prize "Vegetable Van"

B. M. Anderson
T. R. Weddell

3rd Prize "Tractor at Work"

E. de la Rey Nel

H. C. Froze "Trees"

G. B. Cole
A. de Wet

and Prize Design
3rd Prize Design

K. G. Esaterbrook

and Prize Abstract

D. G. W. Barker

ist Prize "Old Buildings"

ART - LINO
D. Mutch

and Prize "Moths"

A. D. Lloyd
S. Konyn
P. R. Currie

3rd Prize "Buck"
H.C."Rugby"
H.C. "Fighting Cats"

P.J. Liebetrau

H.C. "Fish Design"

B. L. Sundberg
G. E. Pilkington
R. A. Rielly

H.C. "Clown"

H.C. "Still Life"
H.C. "Still Life"

H.C. "Eagle"

M. Wootton
K. MacKessack

H.C."Hawk"

48. E. E. Kahn
50. A. Sandier

BATIKS - SECTION II Class a
and Prize.
3rd Prize.
POTTERY ETC.

5567.
70.
73.

P- Hirsch
G. Gluckman
G. Gluckman
de Wet

66. de Wet
74. G. Knell
63. G. Knell

59775758.
56.
65.

1st Prize Lamp Base
1st Prize Black Cup

ISt Prize Sculpture (Ceramic)
ist Prize and and H.C.'s Drum

1st Prize (Black Bowl) and H.C. (Blue Bowl))
1st Prize Pottery

and Prize Lamp Base
I- C. McClure
and Prize (Bowl) 3rd Prize (Red Bowl)
T.J. Staples
C- J. Kirkpatrick 3rd Prize Lamp Base
B. M. Anderson H. C. Lamp Base
G. E. Pilkington H.C. Pottery
T. E. Shoobridge H.C. Pottery

68. T. R. Hagemann

79. M. R. Carton
72. E. E. Kahn

H.C. Pottery
H.C. Pottery
H.C. Pottery
A. E. L.
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LIBRARY

It IS gratifying to record that readership among the boys con
tinues to improve. The issue of books has increased to a total of
6,000 for the year.

The pupils are appreciating that books are a rich storehouse
of information and that reading is an admirable means of using
one's leisure in a positive manner.

Many modern teachers have adopted project work as an edu
cational measure to supplement their live teaching. Kearsney is
no exception and in the pursuit of their own particular assignment
the boys consult various books, magazines and reference works.
Projects have emphasised the enormous value of the written and
illustrated word. To satisfy demands a regular outlay on new
magazines and books is essential. This year approximately R700,
obtained from different sources, has been spent on about 400 new
books. We are also indebted to friends who have donated very
useful material for our shelves.

During the year a set of The Critic - the first regular magazine

produced by Kearsney College - and all past numbers of the
Chronicle from 1928 to 1964 were bound attractively in rexine into
nine volumes. This set of magazines is the only one available at

the school and therefore a priceless possession. With the "golden
jubilee" of Kearsney only a couple of years ahead, this permanent
record will be a most useful source of information as it will highlight
the outstanding events at Kearsney since 1921.
We are indebted to P. Goldman and R. Gale who have proved
reliable and efficient monitors and have played a very useful part
in the organisation of the Library.
In conclusion I should like to thank Mr. Balcomb for the

energetic and competent manner in which he has exercised his
duties. Much of the success for the increased use of the library can
be attributed to his encouragement and enthusiasm.
R.J. C.

THE DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Our main activity this year was the production of "Hassan")
reviewed in the July Chronicle. At the end of the third term, we
staged two short plays which are reviewed below. Other present
ations in the Henderson Hall included "Ballet 68" (NAPAC),

"A Midsummer Night's Dream" (University Dramatic Society)
and "Ghosts" (NAPAC), all of which were well received by large
audiences.

The Society has been fortunate in acquiring, at very modest

prices, a useful selection of stage lights and a 28-way dimmer
board. Thanks to the efforts of Mr. Best and several of the ladies,
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our own collection of props and costumes is growing steadily, as
also is our stock of basic stage equipment.

To all the many folk who have helped us to enjoy some first-rate
live entertainment during the year, we offer our sincere thanks.
P. E. M.

THIRD TERM PLAYS

This year's third term plays provided an interesting an en
joyable evening.

Mr. Jenkins chose a passage from Alan Paton's "Cry, the
Beloved Country" and arranged it for dramatic presentation. The
non-realistic representation of the hardships endured by the tribal
Africans who find themselves overwhelmed by the complexity of

city life was unusual for the Kearsney stage but completely success
ful. Perhaps the most memorable aspect of the performance was
the clarity of diction; special mention should be made of David
Rankin, the narrator, and Michael Simon who took the part of
Mrs. Seme, although the speaking of all the actors was excellent.
The words of commendation spoken by Mr. Paton to the cast after
the performance were sufficient guarantee that the performance
had been a success.

The second half of the evening was a Sherlock Holmes play
entitled "The Mazarin Stone" which was ably directed by two

Vth formers, Gordon Schachat and Grant Smith. A suave and
omniscient Holmes (Jeremy Solnick) amazed an unintelligent
Watson (Peter Scully) and outwitted the evil Count Sylvius (Phillip
Press) with his customary skill. The immensely elegant Lord
Gastlemere (Eddie Coltart) thrived before an appreciative audience.
David Jollands, Arthur Liversage, Les Willis and Mike King also
played their parts with competence and aplomb. A thoroughly
enjoyable production and a credit to all concerned. We look for
ward to next year's fifth form play.
D. L-W.

SPEECH AND DRAMA FESTIVAL

This year saw a mass entry from the school in the Speech and
Drama Festival organized by the Speech and Drama Association
of Southern Africa. Each entrant received an individual grading,

together with valuable criticism, from adjudicators.
Our entrants achieved some notable successes, and it is hoped

that this will encourage still more boys to take an interest in their
speech.
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Congratulations to Dixon Lowe who was awarded a bursary
which will enable him to take a course of speech lessons from a
qualified teacher of his choice.
D. B.

INTER-SCHOOL DEBATES

Congratulations to the team of J. Stamp, G. Schachat and
H. Carter on winning the trophy for the Junior Chamber Com
petition (Pinetown Region). Kearsney has won the competition
every year since its inception three years ago.
This year the Junior Chamber extended the competition to a
provincial and national level. Kearsney were beaten in the Natal
semi-finals by New Forest Boys' High School who went on to win
the Natal finals as well.

E. R.J.

KEARSNEY PARLIAMENT

This has been a successful and interesting year for the Kearsney
Parliament.

One or two meetings deserve special mention. A debate against
three masters managed to provoke a sometimes lethargic house
into some pugnacious speeches. The annual debate against the
Durban City Parliament was held in the fourth term. We were

happy to welcome a team of four speakers. After a rather pro
tracted debate the judges declared a tie.

The Government was ably led by J. Stamp who also disting
uished himself in the inter-school debates, and the Opposition by
a fiery M. Booth. The arduous task of keeping the minutes was
conscientiously performed by R. Phillips. The Sutler-Gore Trophy
for the best speech of the year was awarded to H. C. A. C. Best

whose speeches were characterised by clarity and genuine insight.
During the first half of the year Mr. Jenkins kindly acted as
Speaker.

There have been many animated and forceful speakers on both
sides of the House but it has been particularly pleasing to see the
cross-benchers taking an active part. They are, after all, the future
cabinet ministers and opposition. We look forward to another lively
year's debating in 1969.
D. L-W.
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JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

The Debating Society has had a successful year, with keen
participation by the majority of the third form. Several external
debates were held, and the results of these are given below. Besides
these, several internal debates were held and an active part was
taking by many members who obviously devoted much of their
spare time to the preparation of speeches.
On the 8th March a Kearsney team comprising Messrs. Prosser,
Shum and Henzi defeated a team from Hilton. The Hilton team

was defeated on June 21st by a Kearsney team consisting of Mr.
Prosser, Mr. Smith and Mr. Shum, and again on September 20th
by a team consisting of Messrs. Prosser, Shum and Eliovson. The
Kearsney team comprising Mr. Smith, Mr. Shum and Mr. Prosser
was eventually defeated at Hilton on November 15th. Other debates

were held on September 6th against Thomas More and against
St. Mary's.
Two trophies were presented. The trophy for "The best speaker
of the year" was received jointly by Mr. Prosser and Mr. Shum.
The award for "The most improved speaker of the year" was re
ceived by Mr. Smith.

The Society expresses thanks to Mr. Hofmeyr, the Chairman,
and to Mr. Gibson, Mr. Bovey and Mr.Jenkins, who have adjudi
cated during the year at various meetings.
D. D. S.
DIE AFRIKAANSE

PARLEMENTfiRE VERENIGING

HIE R DIE vereninging kon, weens die afwesigheid van die „Speaker"
nie in die vierde kwartaal vergader nie, maar gedurende die eerste
3 kwartale het lede elke tweede Vrydagaand vergader waar dit
moontlik was.

Ons dank aan lede wat die vergaderings getrou bygewoon het
en ons hoop dat daar volgende jaar nog meer lede sal aansluit
aangesien hierdie vereniging die gelcentheid hied aan lede om
te leer om in die openbaar te praat en 00k om hulle vlotheid in
Afrikaans te verbeter.

Opregte dank 00k aan die ampsdraers:
,,Eerste Minister" B. Copeland.
,,Leier van die opposisie" E. Barrow.
en ,,Klerk van die Huis" G. McAllister.

Program in die 3de Kwartaal:
Opposisiemosie;
,,Die beleid van apartheid sal Suid-Afrika se ondergang wees."
Opposisiemosie:
,,Suid-Afrika doen nie genoeg vir grond- en waterbewaring nie."
Opposisiemosie:
,,Suid-Afrika spandeer te veel op verdediging."
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"SAZULA KWAZULU"
«WE ROAMED IN ZULULAND"

At the end of the third term, just before Speech Day, the boys
of the Sixth Form history class went on a tour of historical sites
of Zululand. Each of us had had to prepare material on a different
site and we were to depart on the morning of Sunday, September
29th.

Sunday morning at 5.00 a.m. was wet and cold, so we fixed the
cover of the school truck to our truck, a four-tonncr lent us by
Mr. Harris. Mr. Cole had lent us tarpaulins which we placed in

position to keep out the rain. The food and everything else needed
was packed. We got into our places and were all set for our history
tour of Zululand.

When we were all aboard, the truck would not start, so we got
out again and pushed to the end of College Road, but still it would
not start. Finally we got it started after Gray-Maitland had fiddled
with something or other and we were off.
Our first stop was at Darnall for breakfast with Mr. and Mrs.
Hellet. After a big breakfast which everyone thoroughly enjoyed,
we hit out for Fort Nongquai at Eshowe. This fort was built to
accommodate the Zululand Native Police and was later occupied by
the Natal Mounted Police. It is now the Zululand Museum.

At Eshowe Mr. Lamplough bought us bubble-gum to chew and
then stick in the holes in the roof, which were letting rain in and
causing lakes and dams in the back of the truck.
From Eshowe we headed for Dingaanstat. Here we had lunch
and then went to the place where Dingaan had his kraal. We saw
the grave of Zulu and then went up to the hill kwaMatiwane,
where Piet Retief and his seventy burghers were murdered at the
command of Dingane.
From Dingaanstat we made our way back to Ndundulu, where
we were to spend the night at Mr. Louw's house. On the way we
passed Mtonjaneni, Dingane's spring, where his wives would walk
every day to get water for him - a distance of eight miles.
We arrived at the Louw's farm in the rain and very hungry.
A braaivleis was ready waiting for us and the boys made short
work of the meat prepared for us. After supper all we wanted to
do was wrap up somewhere dry and have a good night's sleep.
Mr. Louw very kindly moved his cars out of the garage for us as it
was too wet to sleep under the stars.
We all found a place to sleep and after a bit of horse-play we
tried to sleep. At about 3.00 a.m. on Monday it started to rain and
the roof leaked so you can imagine what went on. Anyway, after a
couple of boys went off to sleep in the truck and a couple went to
join Mr. Lamplough who had a house to himself, everything was
quiet again.
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We had breakiast and then left for Isandhlwana around 8.00
a.m. It was still raining.

On the way to Isandhlwana we got stuck and were unable to
continue on that road. After trying to push and make a run of the

muddy hill we were told by a Roads Department man that it
would be easier to take another road, which we did. Along this

road, which was twelve miles longer, wc stopped at Fort Louis and
Fort Marshall. We reached Isandhlwana at noon and got stuck

into a plate of bully beef and sweetcorn, which went down extremely
At Isandhlwana we were able to take all the tarpaulins out of

the truck and let them dry, as it was the first time we had seen the
sun. We were also able to dry our sleeping bags.
From Isandhlwana wc made our way to the show-grounds at

Ladysmith, where we were to spend the night. We arrived there
about 7.30 a.m. and a supper of braised steak and assorted vegetables
was served straight away.

We were to sleep in the change-rooms, which, we noted, had no
holes in the roof, but unfortunately Ivor Wilkins, when brushing

his teeth, must have used too much strength on the tap, as it came
out in his hands and there was a huge fountain of water. Water
seemed to be with us all the time.

Breakfast was served early on Tuesday morning. The lorry was

packed and we went into town. Our first stop was at the Museum
and then at the All Saints' Church.

From Ladysmith we made our way to Estcourt, stopping en
route at Blaauwkrantz and at the place where Winston Churchill
was captured.

On arriving at Estcourt we had lunch and then went ^to rort
Durnford. From Fort Durnford we drove to Pietermaritzburg,
where we visited the Voortrekker M^useum. After that we made

our way back to school after a thoroughly enjoyable and interesting

history tour.
R- PERKS
(Note; The History Sixth Form are to be congratulated on the
excellent, illustrated booklet of historical essays which they pro
duced in conjunction with the tour. The booklet, to which Perks s
article forms the introduction, enjoyed wide sales. - Editor.)

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

The end of the third term saw the departure of Mr. Hewson, vvho

to so great an extent had been responsible for the smooth running
and outstanding success of the society for the past number of years.
Now at the end of the year Wilkins, Clarke, Barrow, Crookes and

other experienced and successful photographers are also leaving.
We must pay tribute to them for the good work done.
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The new committee has Clemence as Chairman, and Hirsch,
Theunissen, Wallace and Hooper as members. They have seen to
it that the society has had an active and successful end of the year.
The first innovation was the "Print of the Week" display on one
ofthe school notice-boards. This has been well received, the standard
of prints high, and considerable interest has been shown by outsiders.
At the first meeting we saw a series of"Berg" slides by members
and staff, with a commentary by Mr. Jenkins. At the second
meeting Mrs. Berry-Smith of Whysalls spoke on portraiture and
illustrated her talk with examples of her own work. Agfa kindly
loaned us a series of slides with taped commentary, on bird photo
graphy. Mr. Hofmeyer spoke on photographing Cape Dutch
Architecture, with slides to illustrate.

The year ended with a competition and exhibition at prize-

giving. The two subjects set were "Against the Light" and "A
Picture that Tells a Story." I. Wilkins won the prize in the first

section and B. Clarke in the second. An outstanding second prize
picture by B. Clemence is published elsewhere in this Chronicle.
R.F.H.

LITERARY SOCIETY

The Society was expanded this year to include Fifth Formers
as well as Sixth Formers. The Chairman was H. C. A. C. Best, and

meetings were held once a month in the Library. The year's
programme has included talks by boys and masters, poetry recordings
and symposia.
E. R.J.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Meetings were held throughout the year, a number being
addressed by members ofthe society. One expedition was undertaken
to the prehistoric site at Tongaat.

The main project of the year was the study of rock paintings
in the Kamberg area. During the three days spent on the work,
about seven hundred paintings were recorded. Each represen

tation, animal or human, was recorded on a separate card, sixty
eight possible characteristics being noted under fourteen headings.
About two hundred photographs were taken: colour slides, black
and white, and infra-red. The analysis of the vast amount of

information collected will take some time, but should prove interest
ing.

Our thanks go to: Mr. Balcomb for taking care of the society
for the first half of the year; Mr. Metcalf for kindly allowing us
to use the Post Matric Biology laboratory; Mr. Hewson for ac

companying the expedition to Kamberg and taking charge of the
photography; Mr. Nel for use of the Science Lecture Theatre.
D.L-W.
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WILDERNESS LEADERSHIP TRAILS

Two Kearsney boys went on these trails in 1968. Thefollowing account was
written mainly by Albert Storm, with assistancefrom Gerrit Wessels.
This comparatively new course offers a unique opportunity of

saving our land from man's own careless depredation by providing
first hand experience of the problems at stake. The school which
provides these trails has its headquarters in Durban. It was very
pleasant to see, when I received the pamphlets containing informa
tion and instructions, that Mr. Stanley Osier is one of the Trustees.
This created additional interest since Mr. Osier is well known by

the older members of Kearsney as he is a past headmaster. Other
trustees are Mr. Justice F. N. Broome, the Hon. T.J. A. Gerdener,
Dr. W.J. Busschau and Mr. A. O. Simpson.
In the past the Wilderness Leadership trails have been held
during the holidays, but I was lucky enough to be chosen from
Kearsney as one of the first to go on a shortened trail during the
term. This course is a shortened version of the nine day trail, the
beach walk and the visit to Mkuzi being omitted. Although the
course is shortened to five days I think it still achieves what it sets
out to achieve.

This course, as I soon found out, cultivates awareness; aware
ness of the need to conserve natural resources - our soil, water,

flora, fauna; awareness of comradeship and the beauty of nature;
in this soft machine age, an awareness of the importance of selfdiscipline and self-reliance in the exacting, exhausting testingground of nature, and lastly but not least the awareness to awaken
the qualities of leadership so that one can keep one's balance in
the dangerous, complex concrete jungle world of today.
In order that this awareness may be created it is necessary
to get away from civilization, where no bars divide man and beast,
and man becomes an intruder in the wilderness. To come to think of

it there are not many places in the Republic where you are able
to get away from it and where the natural resources have been
conserved. To overcome this difficulty the Natal Parks Board have
reserved the section of the Umfolozi Game Reserve lying south of
the White Umfolozi.

The first part of the course is held in Wilderness area. Mr. Barry
Clements, who is the Leadership School Ranger, walks you to one

of the base camps from the Mpila rest camp soon after arriving
from Durban in the School vehicle. The first afternoon of my
course we walked down to the river where Mr. Clements gave us
our first talk on conservation. After crossing the river we were told

to keep as silent as possible, not only in talking but also in our
walking. After trekking alongside and in the river bed we reached
our base camp. On the hike we walked about seven miles in which
a number of nyala, bushbuck, duiker, waterbuck and rhino were
seen. After collecting tambotie wood for the fire we laid our sleeping
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bags around the fire. Although tents were provided we did not
use them since we had clear sky during both nights. Supper having
been completed another discussion took place and from 9.00 p.m.
onwards we each had to do an hour's watch alone. During our
watch we were lucky enough to hear the night sounds of the bush,
which in my particular watch were the calls of hyena, jackal,
leopard, and an apparent fight between the leopard and some
baboons.

The next day was spent hiking all over the southern sector,
visiting some of Chaka's royal hunting kraals, a vantage point
from which much of the whole area can be seen. It is here, when
you are on your own with nature, that the feeling of awareness is
created in you. Not a great number of animals were seen as rain
had fallen a week before and many of the waterholes were full,
so that there was no need for the animals to come to the river to

drink, but nevertheless we saw quite a number of kudu and nyala.
To come back to the closeness of nature, on both trails - Wessels and
I going on different ones - boys soon learnt from their mistakes.
On my trail two boys were punished, a swim in the cold river at

seven in the morning while the shadows were still on it, for writing
on the sand, thus spoiling the beauty of nature. On the trail Wessels
went on, a boy was punished for not knowing a tree after being told
several times. His punishment was to climb the tree and find out,
and he soon did. The tree happened to be a knobthorn.
That evening after our usual diet of tinned food the discussion
of the previous night was continued, and the watches were re
peated. The next morning the trek back to the rest camp was done.
This time the going was much easier because the weight of two

days' rations had gone and the path was much easier. After leaving
Umfolozi Mr. Clements drove us to Hluhluwe where Mr. Vincent,
also a staff member, delivers a lecture on conservation in reserves,

especially the research being done and the damage caused by
overgrazing and veldfires.

After Hluhluwe the party leaves for Charters' Creek where
the St. Lucia canoe trail is started. Here another lecture on the

problems which face St. Lucia was given to us, concerning salinity
and the drying up of the lake.
After what one can call a very unpleasant night which was
spent sleeping in the rain, we set out in the canoes on the vast lake.
It was a beautiful morning, mist rose up from the water which
lay like a giant mirror around us. Everything seemed so calm and

peaceful. High above the tree-line on a dry tree we spotted a
white and black fish eagle. Like a god he sat there, with head slowly
moving from side to side, as though he was surveying his kingdom.
Four miles from our camp we went ashore and Barry Clements
showed us one of the hundreds of dried up streams, whieh had
in the past supplied the Lake with fresh water. In the soft clay he
drew a map of the Lake and explained to us why all the streams
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were drying up. Walking back to the canoes we came across a

pelican nest, and in the nest we found a few hones.
We couldn't go over to Eastern Shores, because it started to
rain, so we returned to the camp and had a cup of coffee before
we left for Durban.

i

j'

On the way to Durban we spent the night at Ian Garland s
farm where an excellent meal was laid before us. This was a most

pleasant change from our usual diet and was gratefully accepted.
was away on business the first group could not go theie until

The course usually begins at Mr. Ian Garland's farm, but as he

afterwards. The pleasant chat with Mr. Garland revealed how

much we had learnt and accepted. This made a good climax to
the course.
ju i
Thereafter we had to return to school and the hustle and bustle

of concrete jungle life, which was hard to accept after the peaceful
way of nature.

GUILD

The Guild continues to present a programme covering a wide

range of interests. The emphasis during the year has been upon an
understanding of what it means to be a Christian in todays world.
Several projects providing opportunities for real service have been
embarked upon.(One of these has been covered below).
At the beginning of the fourth term the following were elected
as the Committee for the year:-

L. Colledge [Secretary), B. R. Hammond, F. E. J. Kramer, M. W.
King, D. T. Pilkington, FI. M. Pipkin, M. I. van Niekerk. We wish
them a joyful year of office.

A. R.J.

GUILD WORK IN CLAIRMONT

Eighteen months ago, an African man had plans passed for the
erection of a house in the Clairmont Bantu Township. He had

barely laid the foundations when he died. His widow and eight
ehildren were left penniless. They had to stay with relatives in an

already overcrowded house. In order to get money, the widow had
to go out and get work. The woman for whom she worked in
Pinetown published an article about her fate in the Sunday Tribune.
After a Durban resident had offered to buy the building mat

erials necessary, the Pinetown Lions International Club offered to
see to the erection and completion of the house.

Mr. Jennings, the Kearsney College Chaplain, is also Padre
of the branch. He promised the help of Kearsney Guild boys

whenever it was possible. He took a truck-load of boys dow not
Clairmont over week-ends whenever it was possible.
The work the boys did was not a very great part in the erection
and yet it was appreciable. Rev. Jennings was never short of
volunteers. The boys enjoyed doing the work and they saw in it a
chance to put into practice some of their Christian principles.
They saw it as a chance to help those less fortunate than themselves
and there was always a fine spirit in the weekends when they worked.
The end of the third term of 1968 saw the family in their new
home. It is a simple two bedroomed house with an outside toilet.

Besides doing the family much good we feel that the experience
was rewarding to all concerned.
B. G. E. Leitch

D. T. Pilkington

YACHT CLUB

During 196B, the Yacht Club has been fairly active. When
possible, outings have been arranged on Durban Bay and the fifteen
regular members as well as a number of "visitors" have enjoyed
sailing in the Club's boats and in several privately owned craft that
have been made available on such occasions. Recently, eight of
our boys sailed in the Dabchick championships held at Midmar
Dam; although they were not conspicuously successful, they
certainly enjoyed the experience of competitive sailing.
A considerable amount of repair and reconditioning work has
been done on our Dabchicks and on the Finn, and we are particulularly grateful to Messrs. Mann, Paxman, Kode and Dibb for
their valued assistance to the Club. We were sad to hear of the

death of Mr. Jack Shave, a generous benefactor to the Club. As in

the past, we record sincere thanks to the Housekeeper for excellent
picnic lunches, and to Mr. Jeannot who has so willingly driven the
truck for us.

P. E. M.

EXPLORATION SOCIETY

In the Michaelmas Holidays a successful trip was undertaken to
Giant's Castle. The party consisted of B. Clemence, A. Dickens,
P. Hirsch, C. J. R. Lind Holmes and P. Murless from Kearsney,
R. Baney from Queensburgh and P. Long from Kokstad, with Mr.
Jenkins in charge. Mr. Lind Holmes kindly drove us to the Giant's
Camp on the 3rd October, from which we walked up to the Giant's
Hut. As we approached the Hut, the weather grew much colder,

and spray reached us from the clouds swirling over the mountain.
After we had settled in and made a cup of tea, to our astonishment
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and delight it began snowing, and within half an hour the slopes
behind us were white.

The next morning we climbed up to the snow which was
melting fast, had a snow fight and took pictures (several prominent
members of the Photographic Society being in the party). As it
was too misty to climb the mountain that day, we walked along

the contour path to the Loteni border gate and back.
Luckily, the next day was beautifully clear and sunny, so by
7.00 a.m. we had breakfast and were on our way towards the
ilushman's Pass. We reached the summit of the Giant at eleven -

a first for Kearsney, for although we have often visited the Giant's
area, poor weather had always kept us from the top before. The

summit cairn was crowned with a huge,spotless, Durban Community
Chest flag; we hope the organisers haven't been reduced to fund
raising among the baboons! It was a perfect day, and the view from
the top was glorious.

Regretfully we returned to the Camp the next day, where we
were rewarded with a delicious picnic lunch provided by Mrs.
Murless, who had very kindly come up from Durban to fetch us.
As usual, we are extremely grateful to parents who go to a lot of
trouble to ensure the success of our trips. A full account of all this
year's expeditions will appear in the 1969 Exploration Society Journal.
E. R.J.

CRICKET
FIRST XI

Mr. Paul CiBBis back again as cricket coach for the school.
His coaching is of a high standard and many players in the ist
XI have improved tremendously.
MATCHES PLAYED

The team started off the season with four matches in Pietermaritzburg
during the Alexandra Cricket Week.
vs.

Invitation XI - Match Drawn.

Kearsnev: 201 for 3 wickets declared.

(Gladman 51 n.o., Foster 49 n.o., R. Perks 38, Cole 37).
Invitation XI: 231 for 8 wickets.
(R. Perks 3 for 18).
vs.

Kruoersdorp - Match Drawn.
Kruoersdorp: 220 all out.

Atlas 4 for 76, Clarence 4 for 53).
Kearsney: 190 for 8 wickets.
(Endendyk 66, Clarence 48, Foster 33).
vs. Jeppe
Kearsney: 194 for 7 wickets declared.
(Cole 50, Clarence 26, Gladman 28 n.o.)
Jeppe: 72 for 4.
(R. Perks 2 for 12).
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vs.

Alexandra - Kearsney won by 6 wickets.

Alexandra: 98 all out. (R. Perks 5 for a6).
Kearsney: ioi for 4 wickets (Cole 33 n.o., Gladman 23 n.o.).
The school season started with a match against Alexandra. Rain stopped
play - Match drawn.

Kearsney: 195 all out (Cole 62, Moore 33).
Alexandra: did not bat.

Rain intervened in the match against Hilton and only an afternoon's play
was possible - Match drawn.

Kearsney: 103 for 6 wickets declared (Gladman 43).
Hilton: 55 for i.
The Team had an excellent victory against Northlands. Atlas was the out

standing player with the bowling figures of 7 for 13 - Kearsney won by 7 wickets.
Northlands: 49 all out.

Kearsney: 179 all out (Clarence 36, Gladman 39).
In the match against Glenwood rain stopped play - Match drawn.
Kearsney: 148 all out (Cole 75, Gamble 95).
Glenwood: 123 for 2

The match against Michaelhouse was very disappointing. Set to get 145

runs on a plumb wicket Kearsney failed to reach the total by 8 runs- Lost by8 runs.
Michaelhouse: 145 all out (R. Perks 4 for 40, Atlas 4 for 61).
Kearsney: 137 all out (Gamble 41, Clarence 21).
Players who represented the ist XI:
Perks R. {Captain)
Endendyk {Vice-Captain)
Gamble
Cole
Clarence
Gladman

Foster
Moore

Perks, A.
Atlas
Booth, M.
Booth, R.
Johnson
AWARDS FOR 1968

Team Cap: M. Booth, Clarence, Gamble, Gladman, Moore.

Colours Cap: Endendyk, Cole, R. Perks, Atlas.

C.J. E.

SECOND XI

After a first term without defeat, it was rather a shock to be
beaten in the first two matches this term, yet in all fairness the

team was poorly prepared for rain had washed out most practices.
Despite this difficulty, as well as meeting the demands of the ist XI,
the team knuckled down and thereafter lost only to Michaelhouse,

playing some fine cricket en route.

The batting was at times unreliable, with R. Booth (104, 62)

Jones (50, 54, 32, 25), and in the last few matches, Scully (23, 35),
being the most consistent. The middle batting was rather disap
pointing. Amongst the bowlers Roseveare (7 for 44, 4 for 14, 5 for

36,4 for 28) was the most successful, yet M.Booth (5 for 8, 3 for 10),
R. Booth (4 for 15), Donaldson (3 for 11) and Larson (3 for 25)
all had their good spells. The standard of fielding was no more than
mediocre despite repeated attempts to improve it. However, the
side is a young one, so this facet of the game should improve.
B. Jones proved a popular and able leader who quietly yet
effectively got the best out of his team. The happy and determined
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spirit that prevailed throughout the year was largely due to his
leadership.
vs. Alexandra - Lost by 4 wkts.
Kearsney 75 (Kirk 22)

Alexandra 76 for 6 wkts. (Roseveare 7 for 44)
vs. Hilton - Lost by 5 wkts.

Kearsney 115 for 9 wkts. decl. (Jones 50).

Hilton 140 for 5 wkts. (Donaldson 2 for 28).
vs.

Northlands - won by 133 runs.

Kearsney 205 for 6 wkts. decl. (Booth, R 104,Jones 54).
Northlands 72 (Donaldosn 3 for 11, Roseveare 4 for 14).

vs. Glenwood - won by 8 wkts.

Glenwood: 149 (Larson 3 for 25, Booth, R.4 for 15).
Kearsney; 180 for 3 wkts. (Booth R. 62, Reece 37,Jones 32}.

vs.

Michaelhouse - Lost by 5 wkts.

Kearsney: 98 (Jones 25, Scully 23 n.o., Booth, M. 21).
MiCHAELHOtreE: 148 (Roseveare 5 for 36).
vs. Port Natal - Won by an innings and 32 runs.
Port Natal: 17 (Booth, M. 5 for 8).

and 61 (Booth, M. 3 for 10, Roseveare 4 for 28).
Kearsney no for 6 wkts. decl. (Scully 35, Bestcr 21).

o rs n

THIRD XI

As usual, many of the matches were interfered with by rain but

only two had to be cancelled. The team, led by R. Phillips, has

had some success but lacks a consistent attack. Phillips, P. Scully,

D. White, B. Ritchie-Robinson and N. Carrington have shown a

willingness to score runs vigorously. D. Bowden, the most unlucky
bowler, has greatly improved, but most wickets have been taken
by the spinners, N. Ghosley, J. Botts, H. Thursfield, and, against
College, R. Phillips. L. Golledge's dexterity at removing bails

from behind the stumps must be the finest in the school. Fielding
has been of average standard.
RESULTS

vs. Alexandra - Rain stopped play.
,
, ,
Alexandra: 167 (Botts 3 for 5 — hat-trick, Ghosley 4 for 49).
vs. Hilton - Rain stopped play.

Hilton: 158 (Scully for 3 19, Thursfield 3 for 32).
Kearsney: 95 for 6 (Phillips 26, White 24 not out).
vs. Northlands - Won on first innings by 132 runs.

„ ..

„

j

Northlands: 65 and 36 for 8 (Ghosley 10 for 28, Thursfield 3 for 3, Bowden
2 for 12).
Kearsney: 197 for 5 declared (Carrington 60, Botts 30, Phillips 29, White
28 not out).

vs. Glenwood - Light stopped play.
Kearsney: 102 (College 29, Scully 26).
Glenwood: 93 for 7 (Ghosley 3 for 35).
vs.

Michaelhouse: Match drawn.

Kearsney: 171 (Phillips 51, Blackboard 28, College 26).
Michaelhouse: 127 for 5 (Phillips 3 for 24).
vs.

College — Match lost.

Kearsney: 102 (White 27, Ritchie-Robinion 24).

College: 102 for 6 (Phillips 5 for 60).
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P.J. R.

FOURTH AND FIFTH TEAMS

These teams are grouped together because the fifth had few matches

and usually, because of the shortage of regular players, 'ad hoc'
teams were press-ganged to meet the fixture list. For the fourth, a

very enjoyable season which produced little in the way of definite
results, because so many Saturdays were wet. It ended with a

memorable game against Michaelhouse in which captain Gale
was caught at 95 and the team put up 287 for a handsome win -

and a not so memorable defeat by Maritzburg College the following
Saturday.
R. L.
COLTS 'A'

This side was dedicated to the great game of cricket and to raising
the image of Kearsney which they succeeded in doing in spite of the
weather. Rain reduced the number of matches played during the
year to eight. Of these, three were won and the rest drawn, often

only because of curtailment by rain, but, without exception, all
these draws ended very much in Kearsney's favour.
Until his promotion to the First XI, Foster was quite outstand
ing as a captain and a tower of strength as a batsman. In the last

four matches Bester took over captaincy most efficiently. He also
had a successful year as an opening batsman. His partner, Catto,
had an unhappy season except for his fine 82 against Alexandra in
which he showed his true ability.

Foss had a wonderful year. Batting at No. 3, he never once
failed and in 8 innings scored 452 runs (average 64.57) which
included a century and 97 in successive innings and three other
scores of over 50. McCibbon, promoted from the Under 14 as a
wicket-keeper, also eflfectively replaced Foster at No. 4 while
Wood, Milstead, Morgan and Pilkington all played some useful
innings.

The seam bowling of Buys and Hall, ably supported by Pilking
ton, was so eflfective that it was not often that the captain had to
make use of his spinners. Between them. Buys and Hall shared 59

of the 78 wickets captured with the remarkable averages of 7.03
and 8.07 respectively. Hall's 6 for 20, of which five were clean

bowled, against Clenwood was a truly fine display of controlled
fast bowling. Of the spinners, despite their limited opportunities.
Knight showed great promise as a leg-spinner and, latterly, Bester
bowled off-spinners to very good effect.

In the fourth term there was a considerable improvement in

the fielding in which Catto shone. McCibbon's wicket-keeping
was sound and his experience this term should stand him in good
stead for the 1969 Colts XI.
The team is indebted to Mr. Cibb for the time and interest he
devoted to it.
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FOURTH TERM RESULTS

Alexandra (Home)- Drawn (rain stopped play).

Kearsney ig6 for 4 decl. (Catto 82, Foster 59, Bester 25, Foss 25).
Alexandra; ii for 2.

Hilton (Home)- Drawn (rain interrupted play).
Kearsney: 206 for 5 decl. (Foss 106, Bester 65).
Hilton: 80 for 6 (Hall 5 for 20).
Northlands (Home) - Drawn.

Kearsney; 225 for 5 decl. (Foss 97, McGibbon 44, Morgan 23 n.o.).
Northlands; 145 for 9 (Hall 3 for 43, Knight 3 for 47).
Glenwood (Away)- Won by 6 wkts. on the 1st Innings.

Glenwood; 46 (Hall 6 for 20, Buys 4 for 17) and 63 for 6 (Bester 3 for 10).
Kearsney, 123 (Bester 25, Pilkington 22, Foss 21). Rain stopped play.
Miohaelhouse (Home)- Drawn.

Kearsney: 196 for 5 decl. (Bester 65, Foss 52, McGibbon 43 n.o.. Wood 22).
Miohaelhouse; 146 for 8 (Buys 4 for 46, Bester 2 for 9).
M. A. T.

UNDER 14A
RESULTS

vs. Alexandra H.S.- Won by ip runs.
Kearsney: 193/8 decl. (McGibbon 103, Mills 20, Bunting 26).
Alexandra: 60 (Davies 5 for 11).
vs. Northlands H.S. - Lost by 7 wkts.
Kearsney: 86 (Kaplan 24).

Northlands: 161 (Pilkington 4 for 33, Kingston 4 for 35).
vs.

Glenwood H.S. - Lost by 2 wkts.

Kearsney; 102 (Kaplan 23, Russell 26).

Glenwood: 103 for 8 (Davies 4 for 45, Pilkington 3 for 28).
OT.

Miohaelhouse

Kearsney: 175 (Pilkington 61, Russell 33, Kingston 34 n.o.)
Miohaelhouse: 58 (Davies 5 for 32, Pilkington 5 for 18).
vs. Clifton Prep.(Nottingham Road).
Clifton: 81 (Kingston 4 for 26) and 36 for 4.

Kearsney: 150 for 3 decl. (McGibbon 79, Garton 35).

This team enjoyed a reasonably successful term and the standard
of cricket was at times most encouraging. McGibbon only played

two games, before being lost on promotion to the Colts XI. He
scored the only century of the year. Pilkington, moved up from the
Under 13A team, performed very impressively with both bat and
ball. Davies bowled very well this quarter and as a result he took
many wickets.
J. L. H.

UNDER 14B

Starting the year very badly, the team have gradually worked
their way up the progress ladder until they were performing very
creditably in the fourth term. Van Zyl, as captain, has led the
side well and is the most improved batsman. Starting the year

batting number 10, he is now at number 4 and scoring very consist487

ently. He has yet to make a good score, however, but I feel that won't
be long in coming. Other batsmen who fared well were Garton,
Murray and Engelbrecht, which is why they are no longer with
us - being promoted to the A side.
A neck and neck race for wickets between Staples and Van
Zyl saw Staples win by 3 wickets, but Van Zyl has the better
averages. Staples took 37 for 341 (average 9) while Van Zyl has
taken 34 for 258 (average 7.5). Both seamers, they have worked
like Trojans.
Special mention must be made of Wheeler as a wicket-keeper.

He has played "goalie" behind the stumps to wild leg deliveries
by the seamers to good effect, spending more time on his side than
on his feet.

The team otherwise, is a very happy one and we have enjoyed
our games to the full.
Final tally: Won 4, Lost 7, Drawn 2.
K. G. F.

UNDER 13A
This has not been a very successful year for this team, which lacked
enthusiastic team spirit. Once Pilkington and Barker were moved
to the Under 14 Division, the team was without effective bowlers
and had to rely on Paul Louw to hit the high scores (though in the
last match, against Maritzburg College, Hobbs and Jones joined
Louw in hitting sixes). The hard working captain was Trevor
Burt. The scorer, R. Fienberg, deserves high commendation for the
excellent way he has kept the score book this year.
RESULTS

Played 14 matches
Won
4
Drew

2

Lost

8

E. R.J.
UNDER 13B
RESULTS
FOURTH TERM

vs.

Alexandra - Won by 65 runs.
Kearsney: 153
Alexandra: 88.

BL.

Cordwalles - Lost by 26 runs.
Kearsney: 77 (McLaverty 31).
Cordwalles: 103
vs. Highbury - Won by 11 runs.
Kearsney 53
Highbury: 42
vs. Highbury - Won by 70 runs.
Kearsney: 82 (Lloyd 32).

Highbury: 12 (Hill 7 for 5).

Highbury - Lost by 28 runs.
Highbury: 87
Kearsney: 59
Maritzburg College - Kearsney won by 10 wickets.
College: 61 (Hill 5 for 15).
Kearsney: 128 (Wyatt 36, Dyer 22).
College: 68 (Hill 3 for 8, Lloyd 3 for i).
Kearsney: 4 for none.

M.J. de B.

TENNIS
Senior

During the third term the Seniors were engaged in friendly
matches against strong Durban centres. The season was of necessity
a short one as the main summer sports opened their programme in
September.
RESULTS

vs. Northlands - lost by 37 games to 67.
vs. Glenwood - won by 59 games to 58.
M. Carmel College - won by 93 games to 83.

Northlands proved too strong for our side but exciting and

closely contested matches were played against Glenwood High
School and Carmel College as the results indicate.
Junior
Captain: M. P. Engelbrecht.

The Bonnefin Trophy matches started in the second term and
continued through to the third term. The team of Englelbrecht,
Coll, Van der Riet and Rosen acquitted themselves very creditably
and crowned a successful season by winning the trophy for the
second year. Engelbrecht and Coll showed very fine form and won
all of their matches comfortably. Van der Riet and Rosen were
reliable contestants and played with energy and determination.
Engelbrecht and Coll have been selected to represent Kearsney
in the South African Milk Board Trophy competition that is being
organised during December by Stellenbosch University and we

wish them success in their matches against schools from other centres
of the Republic.
RESULTS

Bonnefin Trophy

vs. Alexandra - won by 14 points to 2; by 66 games to 25.
vs. Maritzburg College — won by 16 points to o; by 66 games to 22.
vs. Highbury - won by lo points to 6; by 56 games to 32.

R.J. c.
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RUGBY
FIRST XV

As THE team commenced the season with a short tour of East
Griqualand two problems became obvious; the lack of a kicker and

the open yet at times careless and ineffective approach. The in
clusion of I. Cole solved the first problem, yet his kicking deterior
ated towards the end of the season when we once again appreciated
the necessity ofa reliable kicker. While retaining the open approach
to the game, the team soon realised that this could not successfully
be done from dangerous positions with bad ball. They tightened
up considerably.

The success of the season is not reflected only in the results.

While these indicate several good wins and some narrow defeats,
it is the approach of the team that merits commendation. Their

determination, behaviour, pleasant attitude and acceptance of
decisions is an example for all. This was a team. There were no
stars, and their success is due largely to the fact that there were

very few noticeable weaknesses. At all times they attempted to
play entertaining rugby, even when in adverse conditions dour
winning rugby might have been more successful but not as en

joyable. The forwards packed solidly, scrummed well and gained
more than a fair share of the ball. They were also quite capable of
running with the ball. The line-out work was good, though at
times the forwards were too loose, resulting in bad ball. The loose-

forwards, while forming a very useful trio, were not sufficiently
destructive. The backs tackled extremely well, especially Moore and
Perks in the centre, but they tended to run across the field on
attack.

One is reluctant to single out individuals, yet mention must be
made of the consistently good jumping of M. Booth, for which he

deserves his Honours Award. J. Moore, M. Booth, A. Zoutcndijk
and B. Clarke were invited to the Zonal Trials with M. Booth and

A. Zoutendijk going through to the Natal Schools Trials but

failing to gain selection, indicative of the strength of the team
and not of the individuals. The leadership of B. Clarke and his

understudy R. Perks, contributed in no mean way to the success
of the team.

Mention must also be made of two games in which an Under

16 team performed most creditably. They lost, but were by no
means outplayed by a strong Hilton team, and scraped home
against the touring Kingswood team. It is a pity that our numbers
are not sufficient to permit an Under i6 division.

I wish to take this opportunity of thanking the many masters
involved in coaching rugby for the time they spend coaching and
travelling with the boys. A special word of thanks to Mr. C. Burger
who, after many years of attending to the fixtures and travelling
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arrangements, has decided to hang up his pen. My thanks also
to Ron Zeller, Roy Bickerton, the Referees' Society, Sister Beaton,
Mrs. Ireland and Mrs. Biggar and the kitchen staff, and last but
not least those boys who make their contribution to rugby by
acting as touch judges, pumping balls, distributing balls and
oranges, and operating the scoreboard. Let us also remember the
wonderful support given by the school and visitors.
Away

vs.

Michaei.house

Won 6-0

Kearsney were immediately on the attack and had several opportunities of
scoring through handling errors by the Michaelhouse backs. Mason did in
fact cross the line but was pulled up for a handling error. Cole missed several
attempts at goal.
The second half saw Michaelhouse very much on the attack, missing two
kicks at goal. While Kearsney were winning a fair share of the ball, the Michael
house loose forwards were giving Gladman a torrid time behind the scrum. As a
result, the Kearsney backs received very little good ball, and when they did, they
were well tackled. Clarke opened the score with a well judged drop goal, then
followed it by scoring an unconverted try when the pack forced themselves over.
While the game was not a great spectacle, all credit is due to Michaelhouse for
their fine tackling.
Home
vs. Glenwood
Lost 3-6
During the first half play moved from one side of the field to the other. There
were many good movements but the tackling on both sides did not permit a
break through. Kearsney missed two attempts at goal and Glenwood one, resulting
in there being no score at half-time.
Glenwood were attacking strongly in the opening minutes of this half and
after 18 minutes a misunderstanding led to a kick being fumbled and a Glenwood
player was on hand to scoop it up and dive over for an unconverted try. Kearsney
returned to the attack and very nearly scored when Kramer, following up a
penalty, gathered the rebound but lost the ball as he dived over the line. Glenwood
increased their lead when their wing was poorly tackled and managed to score in
the corner. The conversion failed. Kearsney returned to the attack and finally
Cole succeeded with a penalty to make the final score 6 - 3 in Glenwood's favour.
This was an exciting game, producing some fine rugby. It was a game of
fine tackling, and excellent hooking by the Glenwood hooker. Kearsney paid
heavily for two errors and poor kicking.
Home
vs. Northlands
Won 17-0
From the kick-off Kearsney were on the attack. A fine break by Moore was
stopped Just short of the Northlands line and from the scrum Schachat broke to
score an unconverted try. Both teams missed penalties. Shortly before half-time
Cole collected from a deep throw-in, to weave his way through for a try which he
failed to convert. Half-time score 6-0.

Early in the second half both sides missed fairly easy penalty kicks. After 15
minutes Cole broke to score near the posts. The conversion brought the score to
11 - 0. Nothrlands returned to the attack but were soon drawn back when Gerrish

had an excellent run down the left wing to score in the corner. The conversion
failed but Cole succeeded in goaling a difficult penalty soon after. Shortly before
the final whistle Northlands missed a penalty kick.
Home
z/j. Westville
Won 19-8
Kearsney pressed from the start and were soon awarded a penalty which was
missed. Perks then broke well at centre to score near the posts. Cole converted to
make the score 5-0. Moore then broke to send Gerrish over the corner but the
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conversion failed. Westville, for the first time, attacked and after several attempts

at breaking the line finally succeeded in scoring a good try under the posts. The
conversion brought the score at half-time to 8 - 5.
Early in the second half Clarke missed a drop goal and Cole a penalty. From
a line-out, Booth broke and when tackled just short of the Westville line, Schachat
was on hand to take the pass and score. The conversion failed. After a period
during which play moved from one side of the field to the other, Perks again
broke well to score near the posts. The conversion made the score 18-5. Shortly
before the final whistle, Westville, throwing everything into the attack, scored in
the corner. The conversion failed.

Away

vs. Weston

Draw 8-8

As this match was played in a very strong wind, conditions were not con
ducive to good rugby, and very little good rugby was produced as the wind led
to no fewer than 62 line-outs. However the game was played in a very good spirit
and the result was a fair one.

Kearsney opened the score when Schachat fed Shannon who ran through
for a good try. Clarke converted to make the score 5-0. Shannon repeated his
earlier success when he intercepted a pass and after a good run, scored under the

posts. The conversion, in front of the posts, failed. A penalty was also missed.
Playing with the wind in the second half, Weston attacked for most of the half,
scoring from a line-out, which with the conversion and a dropped goal levelled
the score.

Home

vs. The Old Boys

Lost 6-18

While most of the scoring was via the boot, there was much fine rugby in
this game. Moore and Perks both had good runs but Sawyer's kicking was the
decicive factor, missing only two attempts, whereas Kearsney missed all except
one attempt at goal. With their possession (40 to 23 in the set pieces) and with
their fit side, the Old Boys could have scored more than a solitary try had they
been prepared to run more with the ball. The half-time score was 6-0,two penal
ties by Sawyer.
Sawyer increased the lead early in the second half with another penalty, then
Fitzwilliam, after a good run down the right wing, scored in the corner. The
conversion failed but a penalty made the score i o - o. Kearsney, however,returned
to the attack and when the Old Boys were penalised in a 5 yard scrum, Clarke
dropped a goal. Kearsney continued to attack and from a 5 yard scrum Schachat
broke to score near the posts. The conversion failed. Shortly before the final
whistle Sawyer succeeded with another penalty to make the final score 18-6
in the Old Boys' favour, a victory they fully deserved.
R. D. B.

SECOND XV
tu.

Glenwood - Lost o - 11.

vs.

Miohaelhouse - Won 6-3.

vs.

Northlands - Won 16 — 6.

vs. Westville — Won 25 — 3.
ra. Old Boys - Won 9-8.
STATISTICS FOR SEASON
Points

Played
13

Won
7

Lost
5

Drawn
1

For
126

Against
85
R. T.
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THIRD DIVISION (5th and 6th XV's)
RESULTS
FIFTH XV

SIXTH XV

Glenwood

Lost

o - 36

vs. Michaelhouse

Lost
Lost
Lost

3 - 10

Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost

vs. Westville .

vs. Northlands

8-9
3 - to

o - 43
3-21
3-18
6-31

A most disappointing season as far as results go. Unfortunately
they were completely outplayed, man for man, especially at forward

UNDER 15C

This team continued its unbeaten record (for the second successive

year) and ended the season with 236 points for and 11 against.
It was gratifying to see all matches being played without any
selfishness from individuals, and team spirit was always very high.

Hilton Holding set a fine example as captain and was always well

supported by the others. J. Knight, K. Porter, D. Crook and F.
Nel played consistently well throughout the season.
We look forward to following the fortunes of this team in 1969.
RESULTS

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Drew
Won

vs. Alexandra
vs. Hilton

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

Kloof .
Brettonwood
College
Glenwood
Michaelhouse
Northlands

vs. Westville .

56-0
33-0
35-0
44-0
19-0
19-3
9-0
3-3
8-5

P.J. R.
UNDER 14C

Afler the string of wins reported in the last issue, the team suffered
honourable defeat at the hands of Glenwood and Northlands, but
beat Michaelhouse and Westville.

All in all a pleasing season and a good omen for the years when
these boys are in the open divisions.

The team was led throughout the season by Van der Riet and
Wills, and at different times the following boys played: Barrow,
Hurt, Conyn, Currie, Curry, Dawning, Down, Ellis-Cole, Carton,
Graves, Hagemann,Hall, Hobbs,Kaplan, Keatley, L etang. Mason,

Maytom, Morison, Pretorius, Robinson, Ryan, Stein, Sundberg,
Teylor, Vryenhoek.
R. L.
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UNDER 13 A and B

The Under 13 group did not have a particularly good season this
year. The players were very keen and enjoyed their rubgy, but
generally lacked talent and physical co-ordination. The standard

of play did, however, improve considerably in the third term and

should continue to do so during the coming seasons.
The results of the matches played this season were as follows:
4th May

Under 13 a mj. Alexandra
Under 13 b rj. Alexandra
Under 13 B vs. Cordwalles and XV
Under 13 a
D.H.S.
. . . .
Under 13 b vs. D.H.S
Under 13 a m. Clifton ist XV .
Under 13 b w. Clifton and XV
Under 13 a vs. Cordwalles ist XV
Under 13 a vs. Kloof

8th May
nth May
18th May
agth May
1st June

18-0

Won

la - 3

Won

6- 5

Lost

5 - 42

Lost
Lost
Won

0-17

Lost

Under 13 b vs. Thomas More U 13 a
Under 13 a rr. D.P.H.S. ist XV .
Under 13 b m. Campbell U 13 a .
15th Jime
Under 13 A M. College
. . . .
Under 13 b wr. College
. . . .
aand June Under 13 a m. Port Natal Primary ist XV
Under 13 b ur. D.P.H.S. and XV
3rd August Under 13 a m. Glenwood
Under 13 b rr. Glenwood
17th August Under 13 AM. Northlands

8th June

Under
a4th August Under
Under
31st August Under
Under

Won

13 b t)i. Northlands
13 a vs. Westville
13 b w. Westville .
13 a vs. Cordwalles ist XV
13 b t>j. Cordwalles and XV

Won
Lost

Won
Lost
Lost
Ixist
Won
Lost

Won

3 - 12

6-0
6- u
ao - 0

0-6
11-6

3 - 18
0 - as

0- g

6- 3
3-6
18 - 3

Lost

0 - 11

Won
Lost

8-3
0- 3

Won
Lost

14-8

Lost
Lost

II - la

0-3
g - 11

UNDER 13A: played la matches; won 7, lost 5.
UNDER 13B; played la matches; won 3, lost g.

C-E.J.

HOCKEY
FIRST XI

The second half of the season produced hockey of a high stand
ard, and our teams emerged with credit from many hard-fought
encounters.
ist

and

U 16 A
vs.

Alexandra Won 4-0
Glenwood Lost i - 4 Northlands Won 11 - o Northlands Won 8-0

D.H.S.

Won a - o D.H.S.

St. Andrews Lost

Hilton

Won

3-0

Lost

0-6

o- i

Lost 0-7 Hilton

D. B & J. L. H.
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UNDER 15
The teams were not as successful in the third term as they had been
in the second term, but several individual players did well and

were selected for the Durban and Districts Under 14 and Under
15 teams.
RESULTS

UNDER 15 B

UNDER 15 A
vs.

Alexandra and

Won

I -o

Glenwood
Hilton

Lost
Lost

2-3
0-5

Highbury

Draw I - I

vs. Glenwood

Lost

0-4

Thomas More

Draw I - I

Highbury

Lost

0-4

E. R.J.

SWIMMING

Under the watchful eye of Mr. Bovey our swimmers turned out
regularly for training and some good performances were put up
in the Galas that were held at the school on Saturday mornings.
The first was a triangular meeting between Northlands, Glenwood
and Kearsney. Although held in pouring rain, it went off smoothly

with the final scores at Northlands 80, Kearsney 77 and Glenwood
35-

Maritzburg College came down with a very strong team that
beat us 91 - 65 the following Saturday.
Once again a lot of time in the fourth term was spent on lifesaving. The manager of the Wurzburg German Swimming Team
paid us a visit on the day that the examiners were testing our teams
and showed great interest in the school and the life-saving. On
that day the following awards were gained:
6 (4 Honours)

Intermediate Star
Bronze Medallion

8

Bronze Cross .
Silver Medallion

5 (2 Distinctions, 3 Hons)
4 (3 Dist. I Hons.)

Silver Cross

2 (Both Honours)

Instructor .

The South African Life Saving Society's Cup, the Gilbert Reynolds
Memorial Trophy, was won by Kearsney as the High School in
Natal with the highest percentage of Lifesaving awards. Last
year this cup went to Girls' Collegiate and in 1966, the first year it
was awarded, it also came to Kearsney.

J. W.S.
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ATHLETICS

Cross-Country

The Inter-House competition was keenly contested with the
honours equally shared. In the senior event a great tussle took
place between Milbank and Groom. The former relying on his
fitness broke away on the long uphill pull from the valley to the
swimming pool and ended up a worthy winner.
Seniors

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A. Milbank (P)
T. Groom (F) .
M. Kruger (G).
J. Keir (?)
.
M. Clements (?)
R. Crookes (F)

25-56
26.03
26.59
27.05
27.14

28.48
points

Team
1.

Pembroke

.

3«
41
49

2. Finningley .
3. Gillingham .
Juniors

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B. Robinson (G)
V. Kirkwood (?)
M. Paterson (G)
R. Irvine (F) .
P. Stockil (F) .
G. Russell (?)

20.93
29.03
29.10

29-58
30-47

30-58
points
36

Team

1. Finningley .
2.

Pembroke .

44
44

3. Gillingham .
Under Thirteen

1. C. Scorgie (G)

14.14

2. R. Rielly(P)
3. J. Vryenhoek (G)
4. W. McLaverty (F)
5. J. Wickers (?)
6. S. Hobbs(P)
Team
1. Gillingham
2. Pembroke
3. Finningley

14.16
14.37
14.38
14.54
,4.59
points
34
36
50

T. Groom and A. Milbank represented Natal Juniors on a number
of occasions during the season. At the end of the July holidays
they travelled with the eight-man team to the Reef to compete
in the Johannesburg to Vereeniging Road Relay. Both produced
very good runs which helped their team to finish in second position.
The South African Cross-Country Championships were held
on Saturday, 31st August, at Standerton. On a hot, dry day the
boys from the coast suffered tremendously as the race was run iat

a hard and fast pace right from the beginning. Both Groom and
Milbank were members of the Natal under nineteen contingent.
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Out of a field of a little over lOO competitors the latter ran well
to finish in 23rd position.

A Kearsney team competed in the Natal Junior (Under 19)

Cross-Country Championships at Pietermaritzburg on Saturday,
loth August. Our team of four ran exceptionally well to finish
third - the first school team in the contest.
RESULTS

Team
1. Savages
2. Collegians Harriers
3. Kearsney College

points
ag
30
32

Individual

5th T. Groom
6th A. Milbank
15th M. Clements
19th J. Keir

22.26
22.27
23.32
23.47

Our congratulations to Tom Groom and Sandy Milbank on the
award of their school cross-country honours.
Track

A great deal is being written and said about the value of team
games, but recent surveys have forced us to think again. In the

rough and tumble of life those who participated in games that
have been termed 'individual' as distinct from 'team' have fared

much better. Thus those who conducted the surveys are suggesting

that sporting events which develop the self-confidence of the in
dividual are to be encouraged more and more. It is still true that a
chain is as strong as its weakest link.
The third term was crowded full of rugby, hockey, trial exams
and athletics and of course the inevitable mist. Nevertheless the
shift from the first term to the third for the athletic standards and

Sports Day has proved useful.
Standards commenced mid-way through August. Interest and
enthusiasm was maintained to the very end of the competition
which was very closely contested.
The final position was:

1. Finningley
48.5%
2. Pembroke
47-8%
3. Gillingham
46.7%
The following scored full points for their houses:
Under 16: R. Theunissen, H. Pipkin, P. Roseveare,J. Wallace-Tarry.
Under 15: P. Ghaplin, M. Hall, D. Pilkington, L. Buys, M. Paterson, B. Robin
son, M. Watt, D. Crook.

Under 14: V. Draper, H. Grey, W. van Zyl, D. McGibbon, L. Pooley, H.
Staples, G. Weddell, G. Bowden, M. Davies, M. Halliday, A. Lowndes,
J. Morison, G. Russell, A. Thomlinson,J. Williams.

Under 13: G. Pilkington, G. Houghton,P. Louw,F.Bax,R.Rielly, M.Wootton.
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The Annual Athletic Sports held on Saturday, 28th September, was
an unqualified success with no fewer than 19 records being broken
and 4 best performances set up. Sports Day is a result of fine team
effort. I express my appreciation to members of staff who officiated

and to the ground staff and catering staff for their share in making
this a most memorable day.
Long Jump - Under 15: i. Hall (F); Watt (G); Catto (G). Dist. 18 ft. 1+ ins.
200 Metres Hurdles - Under 16 (2 ft. 6 in. high): i. Theunissen (F): 2. Watt (G):
3. Donaldson (G). Time 27.6 sees.

200 Metres Hurdles - Open (2 ft. 6 in. high): i. Campbell (F): 2. Shannon fP);
3. Clarke (G). Time 27.0 sees. (R).

High Jump - Under 13: i. Louw (G); 2. Pilkington (F); 3. Wooton (P). Height
4 ft. 10 in. (R).

800 Metres- Under 15:1.Robinson (G);2. Patterson (H);3. Irvine (F).Time 2 min.
9.6 sees.

Team {. (F); 2. (G); 3. (P).
800 Metres - Under 16: i. Theunissen (F); 2.Jones (P); Milbank (P). Time 2 min.
4.7 sees.)

Team i. (F); 2. (P); 3. (G).

800 Metres - Open: i. Groom (F); 2. Clements (P); 3. Kruger (G). Time i min.
58.8 sees (R).
Team 1. (P); 2. (F); 3. (G).

Long Jump - Under 14: 1. McGibbon (G); 2. Bowden (P); 3. Lowndes (P). Dis
tance 17 ft.

Discus - Under 15 (2 lb. 3W oz.): 1. Nel (P); 2. Blakeman (P); 3. Frostick (F).
Distance 114 ft. 10 in.

200 Metres - Under 13: 1. Pilkington (F); g. Louw (G); Rielly (P). Time 26.6 sees.

200 Metres - Under 16: i. Theunissen (F); 2. Roseveare (G); 3. Pearson (P).
Time 23.9 sees.

200 Metres - open: i. Campbell (F); 2. Moore(G); 3. Gerrish (F). Time 23.4 sees.
High Jump - Under 16: i. Pearson (P); 2. Donaldson (G); 3. Prentice (P). Height
5 ft- 4

80 Metres Hurdles - Under 14: (2 ft. 6 in. high) i. Halliday (P); 2. Williams IPl:
3. Weddel (G). Time 13.0 sees.

80 Metres Hurdles- Under 15(2 ft. 9 in. high): i. Watt(G); 2. Catto (G); Lurie (F).
Time 12.31 sees.

Long Jump - Open: i. Clarke (G); 2. Payne (F); 3. Bowden (P). Dist. 20 ft. if in.
Shot - Under 15 (8 lb. 13 oz.): i. Pilkington (F); 2. Pipkin (F), 3. Gluekman (G);
Distance 49 ft. 2 ins. (R).

100 Metres-Under 13: 1. Pilkington (F); 2. Rielly(P);3. Louw (G).Time 12.8 sees.
100 Metres - Under 14: i. Halliday (P); 2. Williams (P); 3. McGibbon (G). Time
12.4 sees.

Long Jump - Under 16: i. Malosso (F); Roseveare (G); 3. Pipkin (F). Distance
19 ft. 9J in.

Javelin - Open (i lb. 15^ oz.);. Yolland (P); 2. Hellett(G); Scully (P). Distance
169 ft. 8 in (R).

100 Metres - Under 15: i. Pilkington (F); 2. Nel (F); Watt (G). Time 11.6 sees.
100 Metres - Under 16: i. Pearson (P); Roseveare (G); 3. Malosso (V). Time 11.6
sees. (R).

100 Metres - Open: i. Campbell (F); 2. Moore (G); Gerrish (F). Time 11.5 sees.
High Jump - Open: i. Clarke (G); 2. Booth (F); Yolland and Shannon (P). Height
4 ft. 7 in.

Discus - Under 16 (2 lb. 3a 02.): i. Pipkin (F); Perks (F); Kirk (G). Distance
136 ft. 2j in.

High Jump - Under 14: 1. Bowden (P); 2. Morison (P); McGibbon (G). Height
4 ft. II in.

Discus-Open (a lb. 3302.): i. Kramer (P); 2. Bath (P); 3. Willis (G), Dist. 138 ft.
7 ins.
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too Metres Hurdles - Under 16 (3 ft. high): i. Pearson (P); 2. Roseveare (G);
Schultz (P). Time 15.5 sees.
100 Metres Hurdles - Open {3 ft. high): i. Clarke (G); 2. Bowden (P); 3. Shannon.
Time 15.i sees.

Long Jump - Under 13: i. Pilkington (F); 2. Rielly (P); Wootton (P). Dist. 17 ft.
7J ins. (R).
400 Metres - Under 16: i. Theunissen (F); 2. Roseveare (G); 3. Pentecost (F).
Time 51.8 (R).

400 Metres- Open: i. Groom (F); 2. Mason (P); 3. MacRitchie (F). Time 51.9 sees.
High Jump - Under 15: i. Pilkington (F); 2. Catto (G); 3. Harrison (G). Height
4 ft. II ins.
Shot - Under 16 (8 lb. 13 oz.): i. Pearson (P); 2. Kirk (G); 3. Pipkin (F). Distance
51 ft. 10 ins .(R).
800 Metres - Under 13: i. Bax (P); 2. Ogilvie (F); 3. Rielly (P). Time 2 min. 32.4
Team i^P); 2. (F); 3. (G).
800 Metres- Non-]nalists: i. Liebetrau (P), 2, Letang (F); Webber (F). Time 2 min.
6.5 sees.
Shot - Open (12 lb.): i. Gray-Maitland (P); 2. Back (P); Wessels (P). Distance
42 ft. 6 in.
200 Metres - Under 14: i. Halliday (P); Williams (P); Grey (F). Time 25.7 sees.
200 Metres - Under 15: i. Pilkington (F); 2. Watt (G); 3. Ravald (P). Time 24.3
sees. (R).
Javelin - Under 16 (ilb. 3W loz.): . Theunissen (F); 2. Kirk (G); 3. Roseveare.
Distance 151 ft. i in.

Old Boys 100 Metres: 1. Hopkins (F); 2. Jollands (F); 3. Daniel (F). Time 12.1 sees.
1500 Metres - Under 15: i. Robinson (G); 2. Paterson (G); 3. Smith (P). Time
4 min. 34.2 sees. (R).
rcflm;i.(P);2. (G);;3.(F).
1500 Metres - Under 16: i. Milbank (P); 2. Jones (P); 3. Booth (F). Time 4 min.
39.1 sees.

Team: i. (P);2. (F); 3. (G).
1500 Metres - Open: 1. Groom (F); 2. Kruger (G); 3. Clements (P). Time 4 mm.
010

Team: i.'(P); 2. (F); 3. (G).
800 Metres - Under 14: i. Grey (F); 2. Russel (P); 3. Pooley (G). Time 2 min.
18.4 sees.
Relay (4 x 100 Metres) - Open: i. (F); 2. (G); 3. (P). Time 45.9 sees.
Relay - Under 16: i. (F); 2. (P); 3. (G). Time 47.0 (R).
Relay - Under 15: i. (F); 2. (G); 3. (P). Time 48.2 sees. (R).
Relay - Under 14: i. (P); 2. (G); 3. (P). Time 50.2 sees.
Relay - Under 13: i. (F); 2. (G); 3. (G). Time 54.9 sees.
Relay - Past vs. Present vs. Staff: i. Present; 2. Past; 3. Staff. Time 46.1 sees.
Tug-o'-War: i. (F); 2. (P).

EVENTS PREVIOUSLY DECIDED

Triple Jump - Open: i. D. C. Payne (F); 39 ft. gjin.; 2. B. L. Clarke (G); 3. E. R.
Harris (G).

Triple Jump - Under 16: 1. A. V. Malosso (F), 38 ft. 8J in.; 2. T.J. Roseveare (G);
3. D. M. Donaldson (G).

Triple Jump - Under 15.- i. D. T. Pilkington (F), 38 ft. 7 in.; 2. M. F. Watt (G);
3.J. R. Catto (G).
Triple Jump - Under 14; i. G. E. Pilkington (F); 36 ft. 10 in.; 2. D.J. MeGibbon
(G); 3. H. V. Staples (G).
Pole Vault - Open: i. M.J. Yolland (P), 9 ft. 7 in.; 2. P. A. Gladman (F); 3. P. V.
Mason (P).
Cricket Ball - Open: i. F. E.J. Kramer (P), 275 ft. 6 in.; 2. I. S. Cole (F); 3. T. H.
Thorpe (F).
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Cricket Ball - Under i6: i. R. E. Booth (F), 263 ft. 4 in.; 2. A. E. Perks (F); 3. H.M.
Pipkin (F).

Cricket Ball- Under 15.' I. M. Hall (G), 219 ft.(R); 2.J. Nel (P); 3. D.T.Pilkington
(F)-

3000 Metres: i. M. Clements (P); 9. min. 33.95605., 2.J. Keir (P); 3. A. Milbank
(P). Team result: i.(P); 2.(F); 3. Gillingham.
DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES
by
Dr. D.J. Clark
TROPHIES

Best Individual Events

U13: Hopkin5 - G. Pilkington (long jump. 17 ft. 7J in.)
U14: Pennefather - M. Halliday (800 met. hurdles. 13 sees.)

U15: Grant Weston - B. J. S. Robinson (1500 m.4 min. 34.2 sees.)
U16 Les France - R. C. Theunissen (400 m. 51.8 sees.)
Open: Hulett - G. Campbell (300 m. 27.0 sees.)
too metres: Rolland - D. Pilkington (under 15. 11.6 sees.)

800 metres: T. W. Beckett - T. Groom (Open - I min. 58.8 sees.)
Flat Race: Trewhella - D. Pilkington (u.15 200 met. 24.3.3)
Field Events: Joliffe — D. Pilkington (u.15 shot. 49 ft. 2 in.)
Hurdles: Haley - R. Theunissen (u.i6 - 200 m. 23.9 sees.)
Best Ritnner-up

U13: Winder - P. D. Louw (High Jump. 4 ft. 10 in.)
U14: Centenary -J. H. Williams (80 m. hurdles 2nd).
U15 Craven - D. T. Pilkington (200 m. 24.3 sees.)
U16: More -G>D. Pearson (shot 51 ft. 10 in.)
Open: Sulin - T. fertmm (400 m. 51.9).

Inter-House Relay: TOHmn - ist Finningley 50, Gillingham 28, Pembroke 27.
Inter-House Standards: CsPolkinghorne - Finningley.
Inter-House: Oliver Pearce - Finningley.
Final House Points

1. Finningley 331.
2. Pembroke 263.
3. Gillingham 176.

The Durban and District High School Athletic Sports meeting was
held at Port Natal High School on Saturday, 14th September.
Twenty-six of our team members earned places in the finals which

were run at the same venue a week later. This was a most encourag
ing performance as was our position in the final team placings of
the 33 competing teams.
RESULTS
Open

M.J. Yolland .

*G. L. Campbell

ist in Javelin - 171 ft. 2 in.
3rd in 100 m. . II.4 sees.

*T. R. Groom

4th in 800 m.- 2min. 0.6 sees.

*M. D. Clements

4th in 1500 m.- 4 min. 15.8 sees.
5th in 1500 m.- 4 min. 19.4 sees.
5th in Shot - 40 ft. 7J in.

4th in 200 m. Hurdles - 26.7 sees.

N. C. Gray-Maitland
Under 16

*R. C. Theunissen .

1st on 400 m.- 50.9 sees (R).

*A. V. Malosso

ist in Long Jump - 20 ft. 11 in.
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*D. T. Pilkington
*G. D. Peasron

.

*H. M. Pipkin .
P.J. Roseveare
Under 14
*G. E. Pilkington
*M. R. Halliday
*J. H. Williams .
*H. A. Grey

ist in 100 m.- 11.4 sees.
2nd in 300 m.- 23.0 sees.
2nd in Shot - 51 ft. 3^ in.

4th in loom.- 11.6 sees.
4th in Discus - 135 ft. i^ in.
5th in 400 m. — 54.3 sees.

ist in Long Jump - 19 ft. 7 in. (R).
3rd in 200 m.- 24.6 sees.
2nd in 100 m.- 12.1 sees.

4th in 200 Metres - 25.5 sees.
5th in 100 m.- 21.5 sees.
5th in 800 m.- 2 min. 12.9 sees.

Team Positions

1. Northlands - 96 points.
2. Kearsney College - 72 points.
3. Glenwood - 71 points.
4. D.H.S.- 45^ points.
5. Westville - 45 points.
*Compeiitors selectedfor the Durban and District "Teams.

A. R.J.

SHOOTING

Kearsney did not fare too well in the Inter-command Bisley and

Robert Hunter and Petiet Competitions this year. As usual, shoot
ing has had to fit in with the demands of other sports, and little
time could be found for the concentrated practice required. There
seem to be some promising juniors on the way, however, and next
year should be more fruitful.
Awards 1968
Interhouse competition: (Derek Robbins Cup) Gillingham (Capt. T. M. Smith).
Senior Champion (Ken Trotter Shield): J. F. K. Sievers.
Junior Champion (Ernest Ashby Memorial Trophy): C. D. Smith.
Highest Average during year (Ivan Bjorkman Cup): T. M. Smith.
Shooting Colours: T. M. Smith, J. F. K. Sievers.

P.J.R.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
The 37th Annual General Meeting of the Club was held at the

College on Founder's Day which, this year, was celebrated on 7th
September. During the course of the Day, approximately 200 Old
Boys managed to visit the school, the majority being present to

support their teams in the usual rugby matches against the boys.
Some of the matters which received attention at the A.C.M.

are dealt with, briefly, below:

Squash Court: The meeting agreed to donate R 1,000 from
general funds and to lend a further R2,ooo free of interest to the
College for this project. In addition, the trustees of the Endowment

Fund had consented to pay R 1,000 from that source to the squash
court fund. These courts are now almost ready for use, and form a

most impressive addition to the sporting facilities at the College.
Education Fund: The first recipient of assistance from this

Fund has now completed his third year at Kearsney.
Grandstand Fete: Prior to the Fete, the President appealed
to Old Boys for financial support of the Grandstand Fund. This

appeal brought in about R 1,300. On the day of the Fete, old boys
manned several stalls including the Fish Bowl and the stall at which

Club colours, crested ashtrays, etc. were on sale. Many old boys
attended the Fete and the premiere of "Private Lives" and helped
to swell the Grandstand Fund to a total of nearly R20,ooo.

Club Constitution: This document is being revised and brought
up to date by a sub-committee. It is hoped that the new draft will
be presented for approval during 1969.
Office Bearers: The four main officers of the Club were re-

re-elected. They are:

President: Croup Capt. H. E. Hopkins, G.B.E.
Vice-President: Mr. 11. N. Groom.

Secretary: Mr. D. A. Hopewell.
Treasurer: Mr. W. L. S. Robinson.
BRANCH ACTIVITIES

Durban: Under the chairmanship of Bill Dyson, the branch has
continued to hold its regular monthly meetings, and has several

attractive plans for 1969. These include a deep sea fishing compet
ition, a cheese and wine party, a beach picnic and the annual dinner.
Transvaal: Apart from several Stag Meetings, the Branch
has held a Dinner Dance and an outstandingly successful Christmas
Tree Braai during recent months. Secretary Dudley Gardner made
a presentation on behalf of the Branch when Sister Attlee left

Johannesburg for George.
Pietermaritzburg: Lawrence Forsyth is hoping for better
support from local old boys when he launches a scheme to re
vitalize the Pietermaritzburg branch.
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Zululand: There has been no news of further Old Boys' Club
meetings in this area since the A.G.M. reported in the last "Chron
icle."

Eastern Cape: Tiny Doidge (33 Church Road, Walmer, Port
Elizabeth) writes of another informal meeting of Old Boys which was
held on 7th October. 9 of the 16 members known to live in P.E.
were able to attend the function which was held at the St. George's

Club. The group plans to organise further meetings, including a
dinner with wives, and is anxious that any other Old Boys in the
area should make themselves known so that they may be included
in future activi.ies.

SALE OF CLUB COLOURS

There has been a steady demand for the new single-crested Club
ties, and nearly a gross of them have been sold. Purchasers have
declared themselves well pleased with the quality and design of
the new ties, and a further supply is on order.
The Club now handles the sale of all Old Boys' equipment, the

turnover during the past six months having been about R850.
The following items may be obtained by members from Peter Metcalf
(Kearsney College, Botha's Hill); cash - in the form of crossed
cheques or postal orders, payable to Kearsney College Old Boys'
Club - should be sent with the order.
R2.00 each
R2.00 each

Multi-crested ties

Single-crested ties
Cravats, made-up
Scarves .

Blazer badges
Silver blazer buttons, crested, large and small
(state sizes required)

R2.50 each
R3.25 each
R4.50 each
15c

YOUR POSTAL ADDRESS

The addressograph plates used for mailing to Old Boys are kept at

the College. If your postal address changes, please send a note about
this to:

K.C.O.B.C. (Addresses),
Kearsney College,
BOTHA'S HILL, NATAL.
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DEATHS

We were sorry to learn of the deaths of the following Old Boys, and
extend our sympathy to their families:
B. L. Balcomb (1926 - 1932)
N. H. L. Harcourt (1949 - 1952)
H. N. Hulett (1921 - 1924)
Although all three of these gentlemen lost contact with the
College after they left school, we discover, from school records,
that Mr. Hulett was a foundation scholar who played in the ist XI

and captained the ist XV in 1923 and 1924. He was Head Prefect
of the school in 1924.
OLD BOYS' NEWS

The following items of information have been gleaned from various
sources which, we trust, are reliable. For any inaccuracies, we

apologise to the people concerned. To the many Old Boys about
whom news items might well have been published we address an
urgent plea: "Do send a brief note to the College about your own
activities, and those of other Old Boys whom you may know."

Although folk may be found to assemble such information for the
printers, they cannot be expected to provide it; thus the volume of
"News" in this issue should be regarded not as a measure of the

activities of Old Boys but of the extent to which we have been told
about their work, sporting achievements, travels, etc.
D. J. Adendorif, having completed his medical degree training, is now a
houseman at the Groote Schuur Hospital in Cape Town.

Anthony Asher has been with General Motors in Port Elizabeth for the past
five years. Recently he was transferred to East London as the District Manager
for the Border area.

Sister J. Attlee has moved from Johannesburg to George. She enjoys
receiving the "Chronicle" because it keeps her in contact with the school and its
old boys.

Tom Beckett captained the Stellenbosch University Athletic Team which
recently won the Dalrymple Trophy.
Peter Behr has been elected as President of the Students' Representative
Council of The University of Natal in Durban.

J. A.(Tony)Chick has been transferred from Port Elizabeth to the Boksburg
branch of the O.K. Bazaars; he is a branch accountant. While still living in

P.E., he and his wife entertained Sister Attlee, on her way to George.
L.E.G. Crookes has returned from a short study tour of the United Kingdom

and is now working for Illings in Johannesburg.
Brian Dingley has recently acquired a new daughter.
I. S. Driman, whose home is in Israel, visited the College during December.
He is a member of the Stock Exchange in Tel Aviv, and runs a curio shop selling
archaeological specimens.
Pierre du Toit is now living in Boksburg.

John Field is on tbe staff of the Royal Hotel in Durban.
Michael Harvey, who was married recently, is now a station commander
in the Rhodesian Police.

Bob Hastic has announced his engagement to Maureen Fennell of Butterworth.
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£)nc Hermanson is stationed at ICinibcrlev. He is Superintendent of the

mission work of the Baptist Church in the Northern Cape. He writes that he may
be sent to Pretoria, in which case he would look forward to joining in the activities
of the Transvaal Branch.

Craig Holding was a member of a successful "terrorist" group in the recent
military exercise, Operation Sihasa.

B. G. Hewlett, having spent three years overseas on a working holiday, is
now a director of companies and lives in Durban. He plays league badminton and
golf, and also finds time for social cricket and rugby.
Paul Jones is pastor of the Fynnland Baptist Church in Durban. After

leaving Kearsney, he worked for a while in Barclays Bank. Then, after four years
of training, he entered the ministry and served congregations in Uitenhage and
Salisbury before coming to the Fynnland Church. He is married, and has two

children.

Roy Kirkpatrick has done very well in the first year of his studies for an
engineering degree at the University of the Witwatcrsrand.

News of the Kluge brothers is that Allan is enjoying his work as a trainee
technician with the Department of Agricultural Technical Services, while Robert
IS happy at the University of Stellenhosch where he is coping well with his studies.
AUster Knox and four of his former class-mates (M. Lister, G. Saunders,
G. Baikie and C. Ashby) became members of the ist Parachute Battallion

during their military training this year. They all completed their qualifying jumps
and were awarded their Parachutists Wings. Apart from receiving anti-terrorist
training, they were also selected to form part of a Guard of Honour inspected by
the Prime Minister in Pretoria.

Barry Lightening, of the Wings Club in Durban, has a new daughter.
Brian Low, having spent 1967 at the Air Force Gymnasium in company
with Tony Mason and Ian Robertson, has been studying biological sciences at
the University of the Witwatcrsrand.

Tom Metcalf jas been appointed a supernumerary principal of a primary
school in Zululand. This means that he will continue to teach physical science

at the Alexandra High School in Pietermaritzhurg while drawing the salary of a
headmaster, yet having none of the headaches that usually accompany such a post.
Raymond Meyer has completed the requirements for a B.Comm. degree.
His brother, Chris, works in Johannesburg as a public relations officer for an
electrical firm.

Jonathan Milbank, who signed on as a permanent member of the S.A.A.F.
after leaving school, was one of the limited number from his intake that success

fully completed their flying course and received "wings" at a passing-out parade
earleir this year. He has recently been in the Cape, converting to helicopter
piloting, and has now been posted to Durban.

Garth Milne has completed the third year of his studies for a degree in elec
trical engineering. In his class of 28 are two other old hoys, Barry Paul and Tohn
Pitout.

Ivor Mofiatt is involved in pipe-line construction in Northern Natal.

Doug Morgan, playing for the S.A. Universities XI against Free State,
made 49 not out in the second innings. He was selected to play for the Natal B
team in Currie Cup fixtures at the end of December, 1968.
Hugh McGibbon is enjoying his stay in the United States as an A.F.S.
student; he finds their maths course far easier than that which he followed at
Kearsney.

Michael McLean is studying at Rhodes University; he hopes to enter the
ministry.

Tim Neil-Dore is at present enjoying a tour of Europe.
George Niven writes with great enthusiasm of his work in building up the
Leyland Finance Company of which he is managing Director.
John Pettit has stopped selling earth-moving equipment and is now with
the Manufacturers Life Insurance Company.
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Nigel Pollard, having completed his B.Sc. (Agric.) degree, is due to leave
soon for a short spell in Angola.

We were sad to hear of the tragic death ofJohn, son of R. G. Poynton,in a
shooting accident at Michaelhouse.

Mike Rodda has effectively converted an old house in St. Andrew's St.

Durban, into a set of offices for his accountancy firm. Incidentally, his business
'phone number has just been changed to 316961.

Patrick Ryan, after achieving considerable success at the University of the
Witwatersrand (Ph.D. degree; full blue for athletics), is now working for the AngloAmerican Corporation.

K. Smeath-Thomas has been doing his army service as a Military Police
man. He hopes, later, to enter a bank.

John Stacy is now with Stewarts and Lloyds at Corby, Northants, England.

Errol Todd gained his Springbok colours by being selected to represent

South Africa in a basketball test against a visiting American University side.
He plays for Eastern Province.

Philip Wood shot a crocodile while on patrol as a member of the Rhodesian
Army on the banks of the Zambezi River.

L. H. Turvey (55 - 60) writes from Alberta:
"After unwinding from my Arctic trip, I plunged into the writing up of my
Thesis, and now can add M.Sc. (Toronto) to my B.Sc. (Pretoria). The letters,
though are, meaningless - I have a long way to go before I shall feel a sense of
adequacy in the vast field of Zoology. Even today the new discoveries and research
make it almost impossible to keep pace even in a specialised field, or subsection of

such field. Partly for this reason, and for some more obscure ones, I have bought
myself an Austin i too and equipped it with tent, cooking gear, and small reference
library.

With this outfit I am now roaming the plains of Canada, heading for Vancou
ver. During the next six months I hope to visit a great many universities and

freshwater institutes of North America. On average I spend about 4 days in library
research, and 4-6 days visiting "the Establishments" in every 20 days of travel.
It means much more to meet the people whose papers you have read, and turn

them into creatures of flesh and blood, rather than mere characters on a page.
I intend to spend the winter beachcombing between California and Florida
on the Gulf of Mexico, and my gear is equipped for temperatures down to minus

io°F. In spring I will make north for the New England States, and then spend a
month or two crossing to the West, to seek employment. I can't believe that it is

only four years since I left Cape Town to see how the other half(or is it 99%) of
the world lived. I shall be visiting South Africa in 1970 for about two months:
my parents think it is time the prodigal returned home to pay his respects."
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